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Abstract

This thesis focuses on the development of spatial integration techniques that can be
applied to history-dependent problems governed by specific properties. The main
focus is on problems that are characterized by either a steady-state property, such
as crack growth and manufacturing processes, or a self-similar property, such as
indentation and void growth. It is explained how the spatial integration techniques
are derived, how the history-dependent behavior is traced, and how the procedure
is implemented in a finite element program. The spatial integration technique
offers a number of advantages in terms of bringing out the desired solution directly,
avoiding numerical issues related to the traditional incremental procedures, and
the possibility for reducing the computation time, through mesh designs with fewer
elements, without the loss of accuracy. The framework is generally applicable to
any desired material model and the present work demonstrates how to include
both rate-independent and rate-dependent models for both isotropic and anisotropic
materials. Lastly, the capabilities of the framework are demonstrated through a
number of studies including crack growth, wire drawing, rolling, and indentation.
The numerical studies show high-resolution results, capturing features that are hard
to obtain through traditional incremental methods either because of numerical issues
or due to artifacts in the stationary solution, originating from the transient regime.
Furthermore, high accuracy is demonstrated by comparison to analytical solutions
whenever it is possible.
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Resumé

Denne afhandling omhandler udviklingen af integrationsteknikker der baserer sig på
rummeligt afledte størrelser frem for traditionelt tidsafledte størrelser ved løsning af
historie-afhængige problemer som kan tilskrives bestemte egenskaber. Hovedfokus vil
være problemer som kan beskrives som værende af enten stationær eller selvsimilær
karakter såsom revnevækst, fremstillingsprocesser, indentering og ekspansion/kontraktion af kaviteter. Det forklares hvordan disse integrationteknikker bliver udledt,
hvordan historie-afhængigheden bestemmes og hvordan metoden implementeres i et
program til numerisk analyse via “finite element” metoden. Den rumlige integrationmetode giver en række fordele idet at den ønskede løsning tilvejebringes direkte,
numeriske problemer som fremkommer ved traditionelle metoder undgås, og regnetiden kan nedbringes betydeligt da metoden bruger færre elementer i den numeriske
løsning uden at præcisionen af løsningen forringes. Det er vist hvordan metoden kan
kombineres med en række forskellige materiale modeller såsom hastighedsuafhængig
og hastighedsafhængig plasticitet, for både isotrope og anisotropiske materialer. Til
sidst demonstreres metoden igennem en række studier af revnevækst, trådtrækning,
valsning og indentering. Disse studier viser resultater i høj opløsning, men også
evnen til at opfange karakteristiske detaljer i løsningerne som traditionelle metoder
har svært ved at fange grundet enten numeriske problemer, eller fordi at det transiente regime bidrager til løsningen. Derudover er nøjagtigheden af metoden også
demonstreret gennem sammenligning med analytiske løsninger når det er muligt.
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1.1

Introduction

Background

As computers are becoming increasingly powerful, the ability to solve engineering
problems numerically becomes more and more popular. This has been the trend
for decades and the tendency do not seem to be changing any time soon. A broad
range of tools exists within the field of numerical modeling, depending on the
problems at hand. In the field of solid mechanics, the most popular tool is the finite
element method but even within this subcategory of numerical methods, a number of
different approaches exist. For problems that are history-dependent, e.g. due to the
presence of plasticity, the preferred approach among engineers is to solve the problem
incrementally through a Lagrangian approach. This method is well established and
solves almost any problem. However, for certain problems, other types of frameworks
that offer a number of advantages in terms of avoiding numerical issues related to
the incremental method but also increased accuracy and computational speed, are
available.
One particular method, referred to as a “spatial integration method/technique”,
was suggested by Dean and Hutchinson (1980) almost 40 years ago, but never received
the same attention in the engineering community as the incremental approaches even
though it holds a great potential. The method by Dean and Hutchinson (1980) is a
customized framework for all problems that are characterized by having a steadystate solution. This specific type of solution is recognized by the physical fields (e.g.
displacements, stresses, and strains) remaining constant to an observer located at a
specific point relative to the material flow. Dean and Hutchinson (1980) applied their
method to crack growth in a homogeneous solid, where the steady-state condition is
exemplified in the following way; for an observer watching the crack grow through
the material from an external position, the stress and strain fields move in time
(traditional Lagrangian thinking). However, for an observer that travels with the
moving crack tip, the steady-state condition becomes evident as the observer no
longer experiences any change in the physical fields, independent of the time (the
physical fields becomes constant with the choice of a moving reference frame). In
this way, by simply introducing a moving reference frame, Dean and Hutchinson
1
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(1980) exploited the nature of the problem and developed a framework where the
motion is modeled implicitly, posing a great advantage.
The main idea behind the steady-state framework proposed by Dean and Hutchinson (1980) is to transform the variables, usually expressed on incremental form,
into corresponding spatial derivatives related to the moving reference frame which
processes this unique steady-state property. This transformation, of course, also
means that the history-dependence has to be obtained through other measures than
in the traditional incremental schemes, where integration of the incremental equations
happens in time. In the steady-state framework, the history-dependence is obtained
through spatial integration along specific lines that represent the material flow. Thus,
the domain remains the same while the material flowing through is accounted for by
the integration method, resembling the Eulerian approach well known from the field
of fluid mechanics.
In spite of the advantages provided by the steady-state framework, the technique
has primarily been applied in the investigation crack growth (Wei and Hutchinson,
1997, 1999; Landis et al., 2000; Niordson, 2001; Sobotka and Dodds, 2011; Nielsen
et al., 2012b), even though a large number of other problems are characterized by
this property as well. Unfortunately, this also means that this method is not as
developed as it could have been, given it had received the same attention as the
incremental methods.
The focus of this thesis is to continue the development of the original framework
presented by Dean and Hutchinson (1980), to widen the potential of the spatial
integration method, providing a better tool for engineers. The framework is particularly interesting within the manufacturing sector because processes such as rolling,
drawing, welding etc. are characterized by the steady-state condition. Here, the
benefits of using this method, compared to traditional methods, are huge because of
its potential for a significant reduction in the computation time. In the industry, fast
models allow for setting e.g. mills in real time and make it possible to conduct comprehensive parametric studies to pre-set the machines without the need for months
of preparation time. This is generally not possible with the traditional methods
because of computation times that are too long for practical uses in the industry.
However, in order to make the framework proposed by Dean and Hutchinson (1980)
applicable to industrial applications, the method needs to be extended to account
for effects such as large deformations. In addition, advanced constitutive models
that span multiple length scales should be developed to support different types of
manufacturing processes such as roll-molding (Lu and Meng, 2013).
This thesis also presents the development of a completely new spatial integration
method that relies on the same idea of utilizing the unique property of a problem
when designing the framework. As for the steady-state condition, it turns out that
problems with a self-similar solution, such as indentation and void growth, can be
solved with an alternative “steady-state-like” technique as well. However, a new
relation and a different integration scheme are required for this method. As for the
steady-state framework, the issues related to incremental approaches are avoided by
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exploiting the new technique, and the computation time is reduced while maintaining
the resolution of the solution. This method has already shown a great potential for
the indentation process, providing much better results than the traditional methods
and in a fraction of the time.
With the advances in spatial integration techniques for modeling a wide range of
engineering problems, this thesis and the publications [P1]-[P9] will hopefully promote
the use of such techniques in the scientific as well as the industrial communities
providing solutions with high accuracy and at low computational cost.

1.2

Structure of thesis

This thesis consists of an introduction to the concept of spatial integration for
steady-state and self-similar problems presented in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 presents
a description of how a spatial integration scheme is incorporated and the general
finite element framework. The material models employed in the papers [P1]-[P8] are
presented in Chapter 4 along with a description of how the models are implemented
in a spatial integration scheme. Two chapters are dedicated to a summary of the
results obtained for steady-state problems (Chapter 5, related to papers [P1]-[P3]
and [P6]-[P8]) and self-similar problems (Chapter 6, related to papers [P4] and
[P5]). Furthermore, Chapter 5 also presents three types of experiments (one type is
presented [P9]) intended for validation/calibration of an ongoing numerical study of
roll-molding.
The publication [P1], “Steady-state crack growth in rate-sensitive single crystals”,
presents an initial study of steady-state crack propagation in rate-sensitive single
crystals (FCC, BCC, and HCP structures) in terms of the plastic zones, velocity
discontinuities, and shielding ratio.
In [P2], “Steady-state numerical modeling of size effects in micron scale wire
drawing”, the steady-state framework is employed for an investigation of micron
scale wire drawing by including a rate-sensitive strain gradient plasticity model. The
study investigates the effects of the dissipative length parameter, energetic length
parameter, friction, tool geometry, and deformation level.
The publication [P3], “Steady-state crack growth in single crystals under Mode I
loading”, presents a parametric study of steady-state crack growth in a rate-sensitive
single crystal material. The study shows the influence of rate-sensitivity, hardening
exponent, and crystal structures on the plastic zones, velocity discontinuities, and
shielding ratio. This paper is also the first to include a detailed description of how a
single crystal material model is implemented in a steady-state framework.
The paper [P4], “A novel numerical framework for self-similarity in plasticity:
Wedge indentation in single crystals”, is the first to present a spatial integration
technique for self-similar problems. A detailed description of how the framework is
developed is included. The framework is demonstrated through indentation in the
most common crystal structures (FCC, BCC, and HCP). The results, in terms of
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stress and slip rate fields, for FCC and BCC crystals are compared to analytical
solutions and unseen results are presented for the HCP crystal structure.
In [P5], “Wedge indentation of single crystalline monazite: A numerical investigation”, the self-similar framework, developed in [P4], is employed in the study of the
less commonly encountered monoclinic crystal structure. This crystal structure does
not offer the same level of symmetry as the FCC, BCC, and HCP structures. The
monoclinic crystal structure leads to a more complicated deformation pattern as the
material do not deform symmetrically around the indenter.
The work in “A steady-state modeling framework incorporating the KurodaTvergaard model: Demonstrated on single crystal crack growth” [P6], is an extension
of [P3]. The framework is extended such that it accounts for strain gradient effects.
The modifications are described in detail and subsequently, a parametric study is
performed to determine the influence of strain gradients on the plastic zones and
shielding ratios in single crystals.
The paper [P7], “A finite strain framework for steady-state problems: Hyperelastoviscoplasticity”, presents a steady-state framework that accounts for finite strains
whereas the original procedure by Dean and Hutchinson (1980) is limited to small
strains. A detailed description of the framework is provided, followed by verification
in terms of comparison of solutions obtained by the developed framework and an
incremental method for the same problem. The finite strain formulation developed
in [P7] is subsequently extended to a full 3D version, such that more complicated
manufacturing processes can be modeled (all other publications are confined to 2D or
axisymmetry). The goal is to conduct a numerical study of roll-molding and compare
the solution to experimental data (Section 5.3) collected during the stay abroad.
The study of roll-molding is ongoing work, however, some preliminary results are
presented in Section 5.3.4, to demonstrate the steady-state framework in 3D.
In [P8], “Steady-state fracture toughness of elastic-plastic solids: Isotropic versus
kinematic hardening”, steady-state crack growth is studied for different hardening
models. The study compares the shielding ratios obtained by isotropic and kinematic
hardening. Furthermore, the study presents a detailed description of how an interface model is implemented in a steady-state framework. Opposed to the previous
publications [P1]-[P7], the material model is rate-independent.
The publication [P9], “Grain-size affected mechanical response and deformation
behavior in microscale reverse extrusion”, investigates the material response when
the grain size becomes comparable to the feature size in a specimen. The publication
contains a description of the grain refinement process and a description of the reverse
extrusion method employed to bring out potential grain to feature size effects.
Finally, some concluding remarks on the spatial integration techniques and their
applications are given in Chapter 7.

2

Spatial integration techniques

This chapter introduces the main concept behind the two spatial integration techniques that are the focus of this thesis and how the methods compare to traditional
numerical procedures. The steady-state procedure developed by Dean and Hutchinson
(1980) is presented in Section 2.1, whereas a more profound explanation is provided
for the newly developed self-similar procedure ([P4]) in Section 2.2.
Throughout this thesis, index notation, including Einstein’s summation convention, is employed together with the notation ( ˙ ) that denotes a time-like derivative,
unless otherwise defined.

2.1

Steady-state

The development of the framework by Dean and Hutchinson (1980) relies on the
characteristics of a steady-state solution. To provide a better understanding of
the steady-state solution and how it is recognized, the different stages of crack
propagation are illustrated in Fig. 2.1. Stage I represents the loading of a crack
and the formation of a plastic zone (assuming an elastic-plastic material), but the
crack remains stationary. In stage II, the crack starts to propagate (the crack tip
accelerates) and the plastic zone continues to develop. At the same time, a wake
behind the crack tip can also start to develop depending on the loading conditions.
In stage III, the potential features are shown for the propagating crack, however,
boundary effects are still present and the crack continues to accelerate (the plastic
zone is still evolving). In the final stage (stage IV), the crack has grown a long
distance, travels at the velocity, ȧ, and is no longer affected by the starting point i.e.
if an observer travels with the crack tip, the physical fields appear as constant (the
steady-state is reached).
The definition of steady-state from the perspective of an observer located in a
coordinate system (referred to as the “steady-state coordinate system”) that translates
with the crack tip can be transferred to other steady-state problems as well. In for
example manufacturing processes, the coordinate system moves with the machining
tool (fixed relative to the tool). In the translating steady-state coordinate system,
the propagating of e.g. a crack is modeled implicitly through the spatial integration
5
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Stage I

Stage II

t=1

t=2
Wake

Plastic zone
x2

x1

Stage III

Stage IV
t=∞

t=3

ȧ

Figure 2.1: Illustration of crack growth from initiation (stage I), followed by a evolutionary
regime (stage II and III), to the steady-state (stage IV).

that provides the history-dependence whereas the Lagrangian procedures model the
movement explicitly (the crack tip is propagating in the domain as illustrated in
Fig. 2.1). This also means that in traditional (incremental) Lagrangian frameworks,
the transient phase of a problem (stage I-stage III) has to be modeled before the
steady-state is reached, however, in the framework presented by Dean and Hutchinson
(1980), the calculations take place in the steady-state coordinate system such that
the stationary solution (stage IV) is determined directly.
The first step in the development of spatial integration methods is to create a
relation between the traditional domain, where the physical fields translate in time,
and the steady-state coordinate system, where the physical fields are stationary. This
relation is obtained by taking the material derivative of any physical quantity, f ,
such that;
*0


d
∂
i , t) + ∂ f (xi , t) ∂xi .
f˙ = f (xi , t) = 
f (x
dt
∂t
∂xi
∂t


(2.1)
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In Eq. (2.1), the left-hand side represents the usual Lagrangian type quantity that
changes in time while the second term on the right-hand side represents a change
along a chosen path in space (the Eulerian line of thoughts). The first term on the
right-hand side is set to zero, as physical quantities only change as a function of
position in a steady-state problem. Equation (2.1) is then adapted to the steady-state
coordinate system through a set of functions describing the position of the material
points as a function of time. Here, for a Cartesian steady-state coordinate system,
the material is assumed to flow in the negative x1 -direction, and the material points
can be tracked through the relations;
x1 = x01 − ȧt
x2 = x02

(2.2)

where ȧ is the velocity of the material flowing through the steady-state coordinate
system, and x01 and x02 are the coordinates of a material point at time t = 0
(considering material flow in the undeformed/reference configuration).
By inserting Eq. (2.2) into Eq. (2.1), one of the cornerstones in the steady-state
framework presented by Dean and Hutchinson (1980) is obtained, stating that;
∂f
f˙ = −ȧ
.
∂x1

(2.3)

The purpose of this steady-state relation is to transform any rate quantity in a
traditional incremental framework into a corresponding spatial derivative in the
steady-state coordinate system. After the transformation, the equations, of course,
have to be treated differently in order to capture the history-dependence, which is
explained in Chapter 3.

2.2

Self-similarity

The second concept that will be introduced in this thesis relies on the same idea
about utilizing the unique characteristics of the solution to create a framework for
a specific type of problems. Here, the property of the solution is self-similarity, as
opposed to steady-state in the previous section. As for the steady-state framework,
the goal is to find a relation between temporal and spatial derivatives.
The expression “self-similar” can be found within many fields associating with
different concepts such as fractals. However, in the context of elastic-plastic problems,
self-similarity is defined as the condition where physical fields remain unchanged
in shape, while the size of the fields scales with the deformation. To illustrate
this property, the traditional development of the physical fields, in an incremental
approach, is shown in Fig. 2.2a for indentation with a wedge indenter. Here, it is
demonstrated how the physical field continuously changes in size, while the shape
is maintained. This method is, however, not limited to indentation and the same
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Figure 2.2: Development of self-similarity through time in (a) the reference coordinates
with the basis vectors (g 1 , g 2 ), and in (b) the self-similar coordinate system with the
(t)

(t)

stretched basis vectors (G1 , G2 ).

general idea holds for other self-similar problems such as void growth and stationary
cracks as well.
To get a better understanding of self-similar problems and to establish the relation
between derivatives in time and space it is important to understand the conditions
required for the self-similar property to exist. The first condition is that only one
independent characteristic length can exist and the second condition is that the
expansion/contraction rate of the fields has to be constant. For indentation, this
means that the indenter can only have straight edges, and the indentation rate,
defined as ċ = ȧ/a, has to be constant (a is the half contact length and ȧ is the
contact point velocity in the x1 -direction, see Fig. 2.3).
The self-similarity can also be recognized through a special coordinate system
where motion is not observed explicitly. This system is realized by first thinking of
the traditional Lagrangian setting where an observer would see a change in the size
of the physical field as the indentation process progresses (the shape still remains
the same). However, if the observer is watching the indentation process through a
microscope, while continuously changing the magnification at a constant rate related
to the problem, the same physical field will appear as unchanging (illustrated in
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Figure 2.3: Wedge indentation showing the half contact length, a, and the contact point
velocity, ȧ.

Fig. 2.2b). Thus, for self-similar problems, a corresponding coordinate system where
fields quantities appear as constant exist which can be exploited in the framework.
To derive a self-similar relation (similar to the relation in Eq. (2.3)), the first
step is to define the two coordinate systems represented in Fig. 2.2. The first system
shown in Fig. 2.2a is denoted as the reference coordinate system, xi , containing the
location of the material points at time t = 0. The second system is shown in Fig. 2.2b
and is referred to as the self-similar coordinate system in which the location of the
material points change over time. The self-similar coordinate system possesses the
unique property of the axes, ξi , being continuously scaled to ensure that the size of
the physical fields remain constant (the contact point singularity where the indenter
meets new material is always located at ξi = (1, 0)). This property is achieved by
normalizing the self-similar coordinate system with the half contact length, a, such
that ξi = xi /a.
The final step is to derive the self-similar relation such that temporal derivatives
can be transformed into spatial derivatives. This relation is established by realizing
that in the self-similar coordinate system, any field quantity, f , must have the
functional dependence f (ξi ). Thus, in a self-similar problem, the time only enters
through the characteristic length, a, and the self-similar relation is derived as;
df
∂f ∂ξi
ȧ ∂f
∂f
f˙ =
=
= − ξi
= −ċξi
dt
∂ξi ∂t
a ∂ξi
∂ξi

(2.4)
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where ċ is the magnification rate. The self-similar relation can also be expressed in a
polar coordinate system such that; f˙ = −ċρ ∂f /∂ρ, where ρ is the radial distance to
a point from the origin of the self-similarity. This transformation turns out to be
convenient for the integration scheme presented in Chapter 3.
When comparing the steady-state relation (Eq. (2.3)) to the self-similar relation
(Eq. (2.4)), it is seen that the term multiplied onto the spatial derivative has changed
from the velocity, ȧ, to the magnification rate, ċ, times the distance, ξi . In addition,
the spatial derivative is with respect to the self-similar coordinate system, and thus
the spatial integration providing the history-dependence changes slightly which is
shown in Chapter 3.
The self-similar evolution is not as easily realized as the steady-state evolution
where the physical fields translate at a constant speed. To get more insight into
the self-similar problem, the expansion/contraction rate of the solution is briefly
investigated. With offset in the indentation process, the constant magnification
(indentation) rate, ȧ/a = ċ, is integrated with respect to time, t, such that a relation
between the half contact length, a0 at t = 0, and the half contact length, a, at
a given time, t, is established. After integration, the relationship; a = a0 eċt is
obtained where it is seen that the contact length evolves exponentially. However,
this also means that any length quantity in the problem has to evolve exponentially
as only one independent length parameter can exist in the a self-similar problem.
Based on the exponential evolution of length parameters in the self-similar problem,
an interpretation of the two coordinate systems in Fig. 2.2 can also be provided.
In the reference coordinate system (Fig. 2.2a), the basis, (g 1 , g 2 ), corresponds to
the location of material points at t = 0 i.e. the exponential relationship dictates
that the contact point is located at (a0 ,0) at t = 0. In the self-similar coordinate
system, the basis is stretched according to the exponential relationship, such that;
(t)
(t)
(G1 , G2 ) = (g 1 , g 2 )a0 eċt , ensuring that the contact points are always located at
ξi = (1, 0). Thus, a direct relationship between the coordinates in the two coordinate
systems is described as; ξi = (xi /a0 )e−ċt , indicating that the coordinate of a material
point in the self-similar coordinate system travels towards the origin of the selfsimilarity (the indenter tip) when t → ∞.

3

Numerical implementation

This chapter describes the numerical implementation of the spatial integration
techniques that are used to obtain the results presented in this thesis and in the
publications [P1]-[P8].
Section 3.1 presents how the spatial integration is carried out in order to obtain
the solution of a history-dependent problem. Spatial integration relies on the physics
behind the unique characteristics that describe the solution and thus, different spatial
integration procedures are developed for steady-state and self-similar problems.
Furthermore, a generalized algorithm is presented in Section 3.1.2 for the spatial
integration scheme, summarizing the computational steps.
Section 3.2 presents the principle of virtual work for both a small strain and
a finite strain formulation and the corresponding finite element discretization. In
addition, it is also shown how the discretized system of equations can be modified,
when a spatial integration scheme is implemented, to reduce the computational
costs. Lastly, it is shown how the spatial integration is performed in the finite strain
framework.

3.1

Spatial integration

After the steady-state and self-similar relations have been established (Chapter 2),
the next step, in the development of the spatial integration techniques, is to determine
how the spatial integration is carried out in order to capture the history-dependence.
Even though steady-state and self-similar problems behave very differently in
terms of the characteristics of the solution, the integration scheme is very similar.
In fact, the only difference between the spatial integration scheme for steady-state
and self-similar problems is the paths along which history-dependent quantities are
integrated (and of course the spatial derivative, due to different time/space relations).
For the steady-state problem, the integration paths are recognized through the
steady-state condition described in Section 2.1. This condition states that for an
observer located at the tip of a continuously growing crack, the field quantities appear
as constant to the observer (Dean and Hutchinson, 1980). In the steady-state domain,
where the field quantities appear as constant, a material point upstream, χ0 , must
11
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Figure 3.1: Integration paths for (a) a steady-state problem and (b) a self-similar problem.
The integration points (n) and sub-integration-points (i) are illustrated on the integration
path.

flow past the observer, and, on its journey, be subjected to any loading condition
that exists on its path before the point ends up downstream, χ∗ (see Fig. 3.1a). This
means that any material point, at a specific location, must have been in the same
physical states as all the points further upstream. The history of a certain point is
therefore represented by the upstream points. Thus, for the steady-state problem,
the material flow lines (streamlines) represent the integration paths.
For self-similar problems, the integration paths are realized from the corresponding
characteristics of the self-similar solution. Here, the solution is characterized by
physical fields which scale in size according to the loading, while the shape remains
unchanged. By observing this property from the origin of the self-similar solution, it
becomes evident that the history is represented by straight lines emanating from the
origin of the self-similarity. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.2, where the same material
point is marked with a cross at three different times. This material point is at the
border of the physical field at t = 0 but is far from the border and much closer to the
origin of the self-similarity (relative to the zone size) at later times such as t = 1 and
t = 2. However, for a physical field, maintaining its shape, the physical state of the
point at t = 0, is exactly the same as for a corresponding point at the border at t = 2
if it is located on the same straight line. Therefore the history-dependent quantities
are integrated in the self-similar coordinate system along lines emanating radially
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Figure 3.2: Tracking of a material point through the evolution of a self-similar field.

from the origin of the self-similarity (illustrated in Fig. 3.1b), starting far away from
the origin of the self-similarity, χ0 , and going towards the point of interest, χ∗ , closer
to the origin.
The spatial integration is performed numerically by employing a classical forward
Euler integration scheme;
Z

χ∗

f=
χ0

∂f
dχ
∂χ

⇒

fn = fn−1 −

∂f
(χn−1 − χn )
∂χ

(3.1)

where n denotes the discrete evaluation points on the integration path as shown in
Fig. 3.1. The starting point, χ0 , should be located in a region where the material
behavior is history-independent such that the physical state of this point is known
(provided by the elastic solution). This location can be individual for each integration
line and is generally unknown. Therefore, the starting point is usually set far
away from the region where the history-dependent deformation is taking place
(history-dependent behavior is illustrated with hatched regions in Fig. 3.1). In the
calculations, the location of the starting point can be adjusted on-the-fly, depending
on the evolution of the history-dependent variables to minimize the domain in which
integration needs to be performed. Thus, the domain is divided into an elastic and a
spatial-integration part (see Fig. 3.1). If the starting point, χ0 , is not adapted and
lies within the region of history-dependent behavior, the physical states of the point
on the integration line do not represent the entire history, leading to an error in the
solution. For rate-independent material models, it is fairly simple to determine the
starting point of the integration paths since a material point is either inside or outside
a history-dependent region. However, for rate-dependent material models, historydependent behavior generally takes place everywhere in the domain and thus it is in
principle unavoidable to start the integration outside a history-dependent region. To
deal with this, the integration is started far from load intensive regions, where elastic
behavior is assumed, to tie down the steady-state solution with negligible error.

3.1.1

Discretization of domain

After the integration paths, providing the history-dependence, have been identified
the procedure is adapted to a discretized finite element domain. In principle, the
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Figure 3.3: Discretized 2D domain for (a) a steady-state and (b) a self-similar problem.
The mesh is focused in regions of interest and arranged such that the Gauss points (crosses)
and the integration paths (dashed lines) coincide.

integration lines can be located anywhere in a domain as long as they represent
the path of the material history, however, in a finite element framework, this may
lead to substantial extrapolation/interpolating of the field quantities. Therefore, it
is beneficial to discretize the domain and position the integration paths such that
extrapolation/interpolation is minimized. This can be achieved for a steady-state
problem by discretizing the domain such that the Gauss points are located along
the material flow direction and for a self-similar problem by ensuring that the Gauss
points coincide with lines emanating radially from the origin of the self-similarity.
Figure 3.3 presents two examples of how domains can be discretized such that the
integration paths and Gauss points coincide. Besides demonstrating how the domain
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can be discretized to minimize extrapolation/interpolation, Fig. 3.3 also presents a
special graduation of the mesh. It is seen that the mesh is refined in the regions of
interest (e.g. the crack tip or the contact points in an indentation problem) while the
mesh is very coarse outside these regions. This is possible because motion is modeled
implicitly in the spatial integration framework i.e. the regions of interest remain
stationary. Thus, the mesh only needs to be refined in these regions, reducing the
computation time while maintaining the same resolution of the solution. In contrast,
a fine mesh or an adaptive mesh is required in a large region to cover the path of
the same crack tip/contact points for an incremental framework. In addition, the
implicit modeling of motion also causes contact interfaces to remain stationary and
reduces the extend of interfaces such as cohesive zones.
For a properly designed mesh, where the integration paths run through the Gauss
points, the physical quantities are known from the standard finite element procedure
and extrapolation/interpolating are largely avoided. Depending on the problem it
may be beneficial to introduce additional subpoints, i (see Fig. 3.1), in regions with
steep gradients to stabilize the evolution of the field quantities (Niordson, 2001).
However, an interpolation scheme is required to determine field quantities in the
subpoints. The stabilizing effect can also be obtained by introducing more elements
in these regions, but this has a higher computational cost than the subpoints.

3.1.2

Algorithm

The iterative scheme, employed in [P1]-[P8], changes depending on the parameters
that require integration (dictated by the material model) but involves the same basic
steps. The algorithm for the spatial integration framework consists of the following
steps (m refers to the iteration):
(m)

1. Determine the current displacement field, ui
variables.

, based on the history-dependent

2. Determine the total gradients of the displacement field.
3. Determine the field quantities outside the spatial integration domain through
elastic relations.
4. Determine the field quantities inside the spatial integration domain through
spatial integration:
(i) Determine the spatial derivatives:
(m)

∂f
f˙(m) = −Ψ
∂χ

where χ and Ψ are related to the coordinate system and constants, respectively, for the steady-state (Ψ = ȧ) and self-similar (Ψ = ċχ) relation
specified in Chapter 2.
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(ii) Perform the spatial integration along the integration paths to determine
the history-dependent variables (i refers to subpoints between Gauss
points, see Fig. 3.1):
(m)

fi

(m)

= fi−1 −

∂f (m)
(χi−1 − χi )
∂χ

5. Repeat steps 1 to 4 until the solution is converged.
From the algorithm it is seen that the spatial integration framework does not rely on
increments but instead iterates directly on the total field quantities. The change from
an incremental to an iterative procedure means that the spatial integration framework
does not rely on the previous solution to determine the total field quantities in the
same way as an incremental framework relies on the previous increment. In fact,
the spatial framework only uses the previous iteration as a guess in the process
of converging towards the solution. However, depending on the initial guess, the
number of iteration required to obtain the converged solution can vary significantly.
This property gives an important advantage compared to incremental frameworks in
terms of computation time. The advantage lies in that the calculation does not have
to be started from the beginning each time a parameter is changed. This means that
in a parametric study, the iterative scheme may have to be started with the elastic
solution as the initial guess to the problem, requiring a large number of iteration
in order to obtain the converged solution. However, after the solution to a specific
problem is known, this solution can be used as the initial guess for a new set of
parameters and then only a small number of iterations are required to determine
the new solution. Thus, by choosing the initial solution with the parameters that
are closest to the new set of parameters, the number of iterations can be decreased
significant which is ideal for e.g. “on-the-fly” adjustments of manufacturing processes
in the industry. For complicated problems (or large deformations) an outer load
stepping loop may also be added to the algorithm to ensure convergence (see [P7]).
This subdivides the solution such that the problem is first solved for a smaller load
to provide a better starting guess for the problem with larger deformation.
The steps in the algorithm make it evident that the spatial integration technique
only introduces two main changes compared to an incremental framework. The first
change is that the increments disappear and are replaced by iterations. The second
change is the replacement of the traditional routine, determining total quantities
by adding increments, with the spatial integration procedure to provide the total
quantities. The routines for building e.g. load vectors, system matrices, and enforcing boundary conditions remain unchanged, and thus the spatial integration
technique lends itself nicely to implementation in an already existing incremental
framework. Furthermore, it should be noted that the spatial integration is performed
independently for each integration path which means that the procedure is ideal for
parallel computing.

3.2. PRINCIPLE OF VIRTUAL WORK

3.2
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Principle of virtual work

This section presents the principle of virtual work for the small strain formulation
employed in publications [P1]-[P6], and [P8] and the finite strain formulation which
is used for the extension of the original steady-state framework to large deformations
(see publication [P7]).

3.2.1

Small strain theory

For the small strain formulation, the total strain, εij , is determined from the displacements, ui , through the relationship; εij = (ui,j + uj,i )/2. Furthermore, the
small strain formulation allows for the use of an additive split, decomposing the total
strain, εij , into an elastic part, εeij , and a plastic part, εpij (εij = εeij + εpij ).
The spatial integration framework is based on the conventional principle of virtual
work (PVW) for quasi-static problems stating that;
Z
Z
Z
Lijkl εkl δεij dV +
Ti δui dSc =
ti δui dS
(3.2)
V

Sc

S

where ti = σij nj is the surface traction, Ti is the contribution from the interface
model (see publication [P8]), and Lijkl is the instantaneous stiffness tensor. Here,
V is domain volume, Sc is the interface (cohesive) surface, and S is the bounding
surface, with nj denoting the unit outward normal vector.
In Eq. (3.2) it is seen that both terms on the left-hand side are non-linear. This
non-linearity is usually taken care of by the incremental framework, however, for
the spatial integration technique, the total quantities are determined by an iterative
scheme and therefore the non-linear parts of the terms on the left-hand side can
be moved to the right-hand side and treated as a forcing term. This modification
also makes the stiffness matrix constant and thus it is only needed to build and
factorize the matrix once, reducing the computational costs significantly. By moving
the non-linear parts to the right-hand side, the discretized finite element version of
Eq. (3.2) takes the form;
!
Z
Z
ini
}
T
T ∂{T
[B] [L ][B]dV +
[Bc ]
[Bc ]dSc {U }
∂{δ}
V
Sc
(3.3)
Z
Z
Z
T
T
p
T
lin
act
= [N ] {t}dS + [B] [L ]{ε }dV + [Bc ] ({T } − {T })dSc
S

V

V

where [N ] are the shape functions, [B] and [Bc ] are the strain-displacement matrices
for the ordinary elements and the interface elements, respectively, and {U } is the
displacement solution vector. After splitting the non-linear terms on the left-hand side
of Eq. (3.2) into a linear and a non-linear part, the new left-hand side is represented
by the elastic stiffness matrix [L ] and the initial slope of the traction-separation law
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∂{T ini }/∂{δ} for the interface elements (δ is the cohesive zone separation). On the
right-hand side, the non-linear part of the first term on the left-hand side of Eq. (3.2),
is expressed through the plastic strains, {εpij } (second term on the right-hand side).
The non-linear part of the interface model contribution is added to the right-hand
side as the difference between the traction predicted through the initial slope, {T lin },
and the actual traction, {T act }, determined from the traction-separation law (third
term on the right-hand side).

3.2.2

Finite strain theory

In manufacturing processes, the total strains typically become significantly larger than
10%. To analyze such processes it is therefore important to extend the steady-state
framework to account for finite strains. Several finite strain frameworks, that exploit
the nature of steady-state deformation processes, have been developed over the years
(see e.g. Zienkiewicz et al., 1978; Liu et al., 1988; Strenkowski and Moon, 1990), but
the majority of the models are restricted to either rigid-plastic or visco-plastic material
formulations, ignoring the elastic effects. In general, this is sufficient to analyze
metal forming processes at high temperatures but in low temperatures processes
such as roll-molding, the elastic effects can have a significant influence in terms of e.g.
spring back and residual stresses. The few frameworks that include elastic effects
(Balagangadhar et al., 1999; Yu, 2005), rely on the same basic principles as the
procedure presented by Dean and Hutchinson (1980), but rather than employing the
integration scheme presented previously, the history-dependent variables are added as
additional degrees of freedom in the system of equations through a material transport
equation (mixed formulation). This makes the implementation more complex and
the size of the equation system increases significantly putting a higher demand on
the solver to maintain low computation times.
Here, the original framework by Dean and Hutchinson (1980) is extended to finite
strains to provide a procedure that is readily implemented into existing numerical
schemes and can be adapted to a wide range of material models. In the development
of an elastic-plastic finite strain framework (see publication [P7]), it is chosen to
employ a total Lagrangian formulation as this turns out to ease the spatial integration
(discussed later in this section). Furthermore, a hyperelastic formulation is chosen
for the elastic behavior rather than a hypoelastic material because it allows for the
total form of the stress-strain relationship to be derived directly from a strain energy
density function. This property is particularly important for the spatial integration
techniques because the iterative scheme determines the total quantities directly.
For the finite strain formulation, the material state is described through the
total deformation gradient, Fij = ∂ui /∂x0j + δij , where ui is the displacements, x0j
is the reference coordinates (see Fig. 3.4) and δij is the Kronecker delta. The total
e
deformation gradient, Fij , is decomposed into an elastic part, Fik
, and a plastic part,
p
e p
Fkj
, through a multiplicative split; Fij = Fik
Fkj . The multiplicative split of the
deformation gradient divides the deformation of the body into three configurations
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Figure 3.4: Multiplicative split of the deformation gradient.

(see Fig. 3.4). Namely the reference configuration, the intermediate configuration
with no stresses (elastically unloaded body), defined by the plastic deformation
gradient, Fijp , and the current configuration defined by the total deformation gradient,
Fij (superscript 0 denotes the reference configuration, and no superscript denotes
the current configuration). However, it should be emphasized that a compatible
unstressed configuration does not generally exist, and hence the intermediate configuration should be through of an as arbitrary state rather than a physical state.
In the finite strain framework, the principle of virtual work for a quasi-static
problem is expressed in terms of the Kirchhoff stresses, τij , such that;
Z
Z
τij δLij dV0 =
t0i δvi dS0 ,
(3.4)
V0

S0

where δLij is the velocity gradient, t0i is the surface traction in the reference configuration, vi is the velocity field, V0 is the volume in the reference configuration, and S0
is the bounding surface in the reference configuration (Bower, 2009).
The principle of virtual work is discretized through the finite element method;
!
Z
Z
[B]T [C ][B]dV0 −

V0

[Bτ ]T [τ ][Bτ ]dV0

{∆U }

V0

Z

T

(3.5)
0

Z

[N ] [t ]dS0 −

=
S0

T

[B] [τ ]dV0
V0

where [C ] is the tangent stiffness matrix for the hyperelastic material, [B] and [Bτ ]
are strain-displacement matrices, and [N ] is the shape functions. Furthermore, the
internal forces are added (second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.5)) to the
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equation system such that the entire right-hand side represents the residual forces,
because a Newton-Raphson scheme is employed.
In the discretized version of the finite strain formulation (Eq. 3.5), it evident that
the terms on the left-hand side are not as easily split into a linear and a non-linear part
and moved to the right-hand side as for the small strain formulation (Eq. 3.3). Thus,
in its current implementation, the system matrix for the finite strain formulation is
no longer constant and has to be built and factorized in each iteration, making the
finite strain framework less efficient compared to the small strain framework.
Spatial integration at finite strains
For the small strain formulation, the integration paths are easily identified because
the domain remains unchanged during deformation. However, if finite deformations
take place, the domain can change significantly during deformation such that the
original integration paths become highly distorted and the velocity in the material
points becomes unknown.
However, this is avoided by employing a total Lagrangian formulation such that
the spatial integration can be performed in the reference configuration where the
integration paths and velocity are known at all times. To justify that the spatial
integration can be performed in the reference configuration, it must be shown that
the integration path and velocity are indeed parallel in the reference configuration.
The first step to show this for the steady-state problem is to define the characteristics
of a streamline (integration path) in the current configuration;
dx
×v =0
(3.6)
ds
which states that a streamline, dx/ds (parametrized by x = x(s)), should be parallel
to the velocity, v.
The definition of a streamline in the current configuration is then related to the
reference configuration by inserting the relationship between velocities in the two
configurations, v = F v 0 , followed by applying the chain rule for differentiation;
!


dx dx0 ds0
0
×
F
v
= 0,
(3.7)
dx0 ds0 ds
where the term dx/dx0 is recognized as the deformation gradient, F . By employing
the identity (M a) × (M b) = det(M )(M −1 )> (a × b), Eq. (3.7) can be rewritten;
!
0
ds0
dx
det(F )(F −1 )>
× v 0 = 0.
(3.8)
ds
ds0
This relation shows that the flow in the reference configuration must be parallel
to the original streamlines as well in order to satisfy the streamline definition, i.e.
dx0 /ds0 × v 0 = 0 and thus, the spatial integration can be performed in the reference
configuration.

4

Material models

The spatial integration techniques can be combined with wide range of constitutive
laws to fit the problem at hand. In this chapter, the constitutive models employed
in the publications [P1]-[P8] are briefly introduced to give an overview of how the
different types of models are implemented.
Section 4.1 presents the rate-independent plasticity models employed in [P8] for
isotropic and kinematic hardening. This section also shows how the rate related
term in the spatial integration relations (Chapter 2) disappear for rate-independent
models.
Section 4.2 presents the rate-dependent models for isotropic and anisotropic
(single crystal) plasticity employed in [P1]-[P7]. Here, it is shown how the rate related
term from the spatial integration relations enters the constitutive law and how it
influences the viscous effects.
Section 4.3 presents the strain gradient plasticity models for isotropic and
anisotropic materials (both rate-dependent) employed in [P2] and [P6]. Here, it is
discussed how models relying on the solution of an additional equation system are
implemented in a spatial integration framework.

4.1
4.1.1

Rate-independent material behavior
Isotropic hardening

The original steady-state framework presented by Dean and Hutchinson (1980)
employs a rate-independent isotropic (J2 ) plasticity theory. In the classical J2 -flow
theory it is assumed that the yield surface expands equally in all directions (isotropic
hardening) without any translational motion of the yield surface. The material is
assumed to yield according to the von Mises criterion;
F (σij ) =

3
sij sij = (σe )2max ,
2

(4.1)

where sij is the deviatoric stress and σe is the von Mises stress. To determine whether
a material point is inside or on the yield surface, the current stress state of a material
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point is compared to the maximum effective stress achieved in the history of the
same material point, (σe )max ;
(
1, for σe = (σe )max and σ̇e ≥ 0
β=
0, for σe < (σe )max or σ̇e < 0
where β indicates whether a given element is governed by elastic (β = 0) or plastic
(β = 1) behavior (β enters the instantaneous stiffness tensor in the constitutive law).
In a traditional framework, the history enters through the increments, and in each
increment, the yield condition is evaluated from the total quantities in the individual
Gauss points to determine whether the material behavior is elastic or plastic. In the
spatial integration framework, the history is obtained along the integration paths.
Thus, as the forward Euler integration is performed along the integration paths (see
Section 3.1), providing the total stress whenever a new integration point (see Fig. 3.1)
is reached, the same yield condition is evaluated. The stress level in the current point
on the integration path thereby dictates the material behavior when the integration
proceeds to the next point on the path.
For the J2 -flow theory, the constitutive relation between stresses and strains is
most commonly found on its incremental form to support the traditional procedures;
σ̇ij = Lijkl ε̇kl

(4.2)

where Lijkl is the instantaneous stiffness tensor. The same constitutive law is also
the starting point for the spatial integration procedure, however, the constitutive law
needs to be transformed into a spatial derivative such that it can enter the spatial
integration scheme. This is accomplished by applying one of the time-space relations
from Chapter 2, which is presented on a more general form as; f˙ = −Ψ ∂f /∂χ, where
Ψ is related to the steady-state or self-similar property (see Section 3.1.2). Thus, the
incremental constitutive law can be rewritten;
−Ψ

∂σij
∂εkl
= −ΨLijkl
∂χ
∂χ

⇒

∂σij
∂εkl
= Lijkl
∂χ
∂χ

(4.3)

It should be noticed that Ψ cancels out such that no time-related quantity enters the
formulation and the material response remains rate-independent. This also means
that the spatial gradient for steady-state and self-similar problems becomes identical
and thus the only difference is the integration paths that represent the history.
The spatial gradient is inserted into the Euler integration scheme presented in
Section 3.1, serving as the last ingredient in the framework for this specific material
law. Afterward, the spatial integration is performed in order to determine the stress
field inside the history-dependent regions and through the standard elastic relation,
σij = Lijkl εkl where εkl = εekl ) outside the history-dependent regions. According
to the algorithm (see Section 3.1.2), the next iteration is initiated at this point.
However, before the next iteration is initiated, the plastic strain field, which enters
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the calculation of the new displacement field, needs to be determined. The plastic
strains are determined from the additive split; εpij = εij − εeij , where the total strains,
εij , are known while the elastic strains, εeij , are unknown. However, the elastic strains
are easily calculated from the stress field determined in the previous iteration through
the relation;
εeij = Mijkl σkl

(4.4)

where Mijkl is the elastic flexibility tensor. Now that the plastic strains are known,
the iterative scheme can continue until the solution is converged.

4.1.2

Kinematic hardening

For the study in publication [P8], the original framework by Dean and Hutchinson
(1980) is modified to include kinematic hardening. For kinematic hardening, the
yield surface translates in stress space which allows for the Bauschinger effect to
be modeled. To capture this behavior, the yield condition is modified such that it
becomes relative to the local origin, αij , of the translating yield surface;
F (σij , αij ) =

3
s̃ij s̃ij = (σy )2 ,
2

(4.5)

where symbols with ( ˜ ) denote quantities relative to the local origin of the yield
surface tracked through the back stress, αij , s̃ij is the local deviatoric stress, and σy
is the yield stress. The local quantities such as the stress are tracked according to
σ̃ij = σij − αij . Thus, the yield condition also have to be evaluated relative to the
local origin of the yield surface such that;
(
1, for σ̃e = σy and s̃kl σ̇kl ≥ 0
β=
,
0, for σ̃e < σy or s̃kl σ̇kl < 0
where it is seen that the local effective stress measure, σ̃e , is compared to the initial
yield stress due to no expansion/contraction of the yield surface.
In the framework for the kinematic hardening model, the stresses continue to
be determined through spatial integration of Eq. (4.3). However, the back stress,
αij , represents an additional history-dependent quantity which has to be determined
through spatial integration as well. In order to do the spatial integration, the spatial
derivative of the back stress has to be established first. In [P8] it is chosen to
describe the back stress through Ziegler’s evolution law (Ziegler, 1959) which has the
incremental form;
α̇ij = (σij − αij )µ̇

(4.6)

where µ̇ is a proportionality coefficient defined as; µ̇ = (3/2)σ̇ij s̃ij /σy2 , for the study
in [P8]. By employing the time-space relation, the spatial gradient of the back stress
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takes the form;
∂αij
∂µ
= (σij − αij )
∂χ
∂χ

(4.7)

where ∂µ/∂χ = [(3/2)s̃ij /σy2 ]∂σij /∂χ. In the numerical framework, the back stress,
αij , and the stress, σij , are spatially integrated simultaneously. Subsequently, the
local stress measure, σ̃ij , is calculated and the yield condition is evaluated such that
the spatial integration can continue to the next point on the path. To complete
the iterative procedure, the plastic strains, εpij , are determined through the same
relations as for the isotropic hardening model in the previous section.

4.2
4.2.1

Rate-dependent material behavior
Isotropic plasticity

The original steady-state framework by Dean and Hutchinson (1980) was modified by
Nielsen and Niordson (2012a) to incorporate a rate-dependent isotropic constitutive
model. The same isotropic rate-dependent constitutive model is employed in parts of
publication [P2] and is later generalized into a finite strain version for publication
[P7].
For the small strain formulation, the rate-dependent material behavior is described
by the plastic flow rule (incremental form);
ε̇pe


= ε̇0

σe
g(εpacc )

1/m
(4.8)

where εpacc is the accumulated plastic strain, ε̇0 is the reference strain rate, g is the
plastic flow potential, and m is the rate-sensitivity exponent. Following the general
procedure for the spatial integration procedure, the incremental form of the equation
is transformed into the corresponding spatial derivative;
∂εpe
1
= − ε̇0
∂χ
Ψ



σe
g(εpacc )

1/m
,

(4.9)

where it is seen that Ψ no longer cancels out and becomes an additional parameter
in the model, representing the rate-dependence. For example if the parameter Ψ
is increased (for fixed rate-sensitivity exponent, m), the effective plastic strain in
Eq. (4.9), decreases giving less plasticity and thereby higher stresses, i.e. the material
has less time to respond. Following the same line of thought, the opposite behavior
is observed if Ψ is lowered.
Besides the effective plastic strain, εpe , the individual plastic strain components,
εpij , are also determined by spatial integration. The individual components are
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transformed from the incremental form to the spatial gradients;
ε̇pij =

3 sij p
ε̇
2 σe e

⇒

∂εpij
3 sij ∂εpe
=
.
∂χ
2 σe ∂χ

(4.10)

For the rate-dependent model, the plastic strains are evaluated from the flow rule.
This means that history-dependent behavior exists everywhere in the domain, and
a yield criterion is no longer evaluated prior to each step in the spatial integration.
However, the effective stress enters the flow rule and thus, the evaluation of the plastic
strains depends directly on the stress state in the previous point on the integration
path. To determine the effective stress, on-the-fly, in each integration point, the
spatial gradient of the elastic strains are determined from the additive split of the
strain components; ∂εeij /∂χ = ∂εij /∂χ − ∂εpij /∂χ. Subsequently, the stresses are
obtained through spatial integration of the relation; ∂σij /∂χ = Lijkl ∂εekl /∂χ, where
Lijkl is the elastic stiffness tensor such that the scheme can continue to the next
integration point. The same relation, but on its total form, is also used to determine
the stresses outside the spatial integration region by assuming that; εij = εeij (in
the same way as for the rate-independent models). When the spatial integration
procedure is done, the next iteration can be initiated directly, since the plastic strains
field is already determined (as opposed to the rate-independent models).
Finite strain generalization
The finite strain extension of the spatial integration framework ([P7]) requires a
generalization of the plastic flow rule in Eq. (4.10). In the finite strain version, the
flow rule takes the form;
p
Dij
= ε̇0

0
3τij
2τe



τe
g

1/m
,

(4.11)

p
0
where Dij
is the plastic stretch rate, τij
is the deviatoric part of the Kirchhoff stress,
and τe is an effective measure of the Kirchhoff stress (Bower, 2009).
In the finite strain formulation, the deformation is expressed in terms of the
deformation gradient, Fij , and thus, the stretch rate should be related to the plastic
part of the deformation gradient, Fijp , as this is the main history-dependent parameter.
The relation between the plastic deformation gradient rate and the plastic stretch
rate is expressed as;
p
e −1 p
e
Ḟijp = (Fik
) Dkl Flm
Fmj
.

(4.12)

It should be mentioned that this is not a general expression and it is only valid for
isotropic materials where the plastic spin, Wijp , is assumed to be zero (see [P7]).
In the finite strain framework, the individual components of the plastic deformations gradient are spatially integrated in the same way as the Cauchy stress
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and plastic strain components in small strain models. However, before the spatial
integration can be performed, the plastic deformation gradient rate is transformed
into the corresponding spatial gradient;
∂Fijp
1 e −1 p e p
= − (Fik
) Dkl Flm Fmj .
∂χ
Ψ

(4.13)

As for the small strain formulation of the rate-dependent model, the flow rule
depends directly on an effective stress measure. Therefore, the Kirchhoff stress
components need to be determined on-the-fly during the spatial integration such
that the effective stress in the current integration point can the calculation of the
plastic deformation gradient in the next integration point on the path. The Kirchhoff
stress depends on the elastic deformation gradient which is determined from the
p −1
multiplicative split; Fije = Fik (Fkj
) (the total and plastic deformation gradients
are known in the current integration point). Subsequently, the Kirchhoff stress is
e
e
determined from the relation; τij = Fik
∂W/∂Fjk
, where W is the strain energy
density function (see [P7] for a Neo-Hookean material). This expression is also
used to determine the Kirchhoff stresses outside the spatial integration domain by
assuming that Fij = Fije . In the finite strain framework, the Kirchhoff stresses need
to be determined in the entire domain prior to each iteration in order to calculate
the new displacement field (similar to the need for the plastic strain field in the small
strain formulations).

4.2.2

Crystal plasticity

For the study of single crystals in [P1] and [P3]-[P5], the material cannot be modeled
by any of the previous constitutive laws due to the anisotropy. Thus, the spatial
integration framework has to be extended such that it can account for a more
complicated constitutive law, considering the slip activity on each of the individual
slip systems.
The visco-plastic power law slip rate relation proposed by Hutchinson (1976) is
adopted to account for the slip activity on the individual slip systems, (α), in a single
crystal;

γ̇

(α)



= γ̇0 sgn τ

(α)



|τ (α) |
g (α)

!1/m

(α) (α)

(4.14)

where γ̇0 is the reference strain rate, τ (α) = σij mi sj is the resolved shear stress
(mi and sj are unit vector pointing in the slip direction and in the direction of the slip
plane normal, respectively), g (α) is the flow potential, and m is the rate-sensitivity
exponent. According to the spatial integration framework, the classical slip rate
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relation, expressed on incremental form, is transformed into a spatial derivative;


∂ γ̇ (α)
γ̇0
= − sgn τ (α)
∂χ
Ψ

|τ (α) |
g (α)

!1/m
(4.15)

such that the total slip, γ (α) on each slip system (α) can be determined through
spatial integration. Similarly as for the other rate-dependent models, a stress measure
(resolved shear stress) enters the slip rate relation and thus, this stress measure must
be determined on-the-fly in the spatial integration procedure. To determine the
resolved shear stress, τ (α) , the Cauchy stress, σij , must be determined first. The
Cauchy stress components are calculated following the same procedure as for the small
strain isotropic rate-dependent model (Section 4.2) i.e. the spatial gradients of the
elastic strain components are determined through the additive split and subsequently,
the stress components are determined through spatial integration of the stress-strain
relation. Prior to the calculation of the elastic strains (and subsequently the stresses),
the plastic strain components, εpij , are obtained by summation over all slip systems,
(α), according to;
X ∂γ (α) (α)
∂εpij
=
P ,
∂χ
∂χ ij
α

(α)

Pij =


1  (α) (α)
(α) (α)
si mj + mi sj
2

(4.16)

(α)

where Pij is the Schmid orientation tensor. The total plastic strain components
are determined through spatial integration (at the same time as the slip) and are
required in the iterative scheme as for the other models.

4.3

Strain gradient plasticity

The previous material models, introduced in the chapter, rely on a local evaluation of
the material behavior. However, the spatial integration technique also works for more
complicated non-local models such as the isotropic strain gradient plasticity model
proposed by Fleck and Willis (2009a,b), and the single crystal gradient plasticity
model suggested by Kuroda and Tvergaard (2006, 2008). The first implementation
of strain gradient plasticity in a spatial integration framework was presented by Wei
and Hutchinson (1997) and later on by Nielsen et al. (2012b). The main difference
in the framework for the higher order models is that the history-dependent material
behavior relies on the solution of an independent system of equations or additional
degrees of freedom added to the existing system. However, the spatial integration
scheme contains the same steps.
For the strain gradient plasticity models, a word of caution should be given
when dealing with self-similar problems. For strain gradient plasticity models, one
or more length parameters are typically included, however, only one independent
characteristic length can exist in the self-similar framework. Thus, any other length
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parameter that exists is not independent and evolves exponentially i.e. the length
parameters evolve as well (see Section 2.2). The same problem is not encountered
for steady-state problems, because the solution evolves differently.

4.3.1

Isotropic gradient plasticity

In the publication [P2], the topic is size effects in wire drawing. For this study, the ratedependent strain gradient plasticity model suggested by Fleck and Willis (2009a,b)
(referred to as the Fleck-Willis model) is implemented in the spatial integration
framework. The implementation follows the work by Nielsen et al. (2012b) but
instead of a 2D setup, an axisymmetric formulation is adopted.
In the Fleck-Willis model, the starting point is the higher-order principle of virtual
work;
Z
Z
(σij δεij + (qij − sij )δεpij + τijk δεpij,k )dV = (Ti δui + Mij δεpij )dS
(4.17)
V

S

where qij is the micro-stress, τijk is the higher-order stress, sij is the deviatoric
Cauchy stress, Ti is the conventional traction, Mij is the higher-order traction, and
S is the surface which bounds the volume V . Omitting gradient effects, it is noticed
that the first term on both the left- and right-hand side of Eq. (4.17) resembles
the conventional equilibrium on weak form, while the remaining part of the terms
represent the higher-order contributions to the work balance. The higher-order
D
E
stresses, τijk , decompose into a dissipative part, τijk
, and an energetic part, τijk
,
through an additive relationship whereas the micro-stresses are assumed only to
D
have a dissipative part, qij = qij
. The split of the higher-order quantities introduces
two length parameters (an energetic and a dissipative length parameter), which
controls the influence of the plastic strain gradients. The energetic contribution
increases in the hardening of the material, whereas the dissipative contribution adds
a strengthening effect to the material (apparent increase in yield stress).
The displacement and plastic strain field, satisfying the principle of virtual work
in Eq. (4.17), are determined from two minimum principles (Minimum Principles I
and II ) which provide the displacement field and plastic strain gradient rate field,
separately. The plastic strain rate field is determined from Minimum Principle I and
the higher-order equilibrium equations take the form;
Z
Z
Z
p
p
p
D p
D
E
(qij δ ε̇ij + τijk δ ε̇ij,k )dV =
(sij δ ε̇ij − τijk δ ε̇ij,k )dV +
Mij δ ε̇pij dS. (4.18)
V

V

S

Meanwhile, the displacement field is determined from Minimum Principle II and
takes the same form as the equilibrium equations obtained by the conventional
principle of virtual work for quasi-static problems presented in Section 3.2.
In contrast to the previously introduced material models, the plastic strain
rate components, ε̇pij , are not evaluated locally but are provided directly when the
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system in Eq. (4.18) is solved. Therefore, the plastic strain rate components can be
transformed directly into corresponding spatial derivatives;
∂εpij
1
= − ε̇pij
∂χ
Ψ

(4.19)

and subsequently, the spatial integration is carried out in the same way as for the
other models. Therefore, it is beneficial for the Fleck-Willis framework to implement
the spatial integration scheme together with the higher-order system of equations (in
terms of where the routine is located in the program), rather than in the displacement
related routines.
In the solution scheme, each iteration now consists of a solution to the displacement
field followed by a solution to the plastic strain field (Step 4 in the algorithm, see
Section 3.1.2, now takes place in the solution of the higher-order system of equations),
arranged in a staggered approach. In this staggered approach, the solution to the
displacement field provides the total strain field needed in the solution of the plastic
strain rate field. The Cauchy stresses which also enter the higher-order system
of equations are determined from the relation; σij = Lijkl εekl according to the
small strain formulation (εekl = εkl − εpkl ). Subsequently, the higher-order system
of equations provides the plastic strain field for the calculation of the displacement
field in the next iteration. The staggered systems continue to be solved until the
converged solution to the displacement field is reached.

4.3.2

Strain gradient crystal plasticity

In publication [P6], strain gradient effects are included in the single crystal constitutive
model presented earlier (Section 4.2.2). The extension of the model relies on the
higher-order theory proposed by Kuroda and Tvergaard (2006, 2008) (referred to as
the Kuroda-Tvergaard model).
The implementation of the Kuroda-Tvergaard model is also based on the solution of two equations systems, one for the displacement field, and one for the
geometrically necessary dislocation (GND) density. The Kuroda-Tvergaard model is
easier to implement because the starting point is the framework developed for the
anisotropic model in Section 4.2.2. In the conventional framework (Section 4.2.2),
the displacement field is determined from the conventional principle of virtual work
for quasi-static problems (see Section 3.2), through a continuous update of the slip
(followed by the plastic strains), until convergence is obtained. The same framework
is the starting point in the implementation of the Kuroda-Tvergaard model, except
(α)
for that a back stress, τb , is incorporated (see e.g. Groma (1997)) in the slip rate
relation proposed by Hutchinson (1976) to account for size effects. The modified slip
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rate relation, on the individual slip systems, (α), takes the form;
γ̇

(α)



= γ̇0 sgn τ

(α)

−

(α)
τb



(α)

|τ (α) − τb |
g (α)

!1/m
(4.20)

which is transformed and integrated in the exact same way as in Section 4.2.2.
Thus, the entire framework for the conventional model can be reused and the only
modification to this part of the program is the back stress added in the slip rate
relation.
The back stress is determined from the GND density provided by the higher-order
system of equations. For the 2D study in publication [P6], the GND density only
consists of edge dislocations and thus the higher-order equilibrium equation takes
the form (Kuroda and Tvergaard, 2008);
Z
Z
Z
1
1
(α) (α)
(α)
(α)
(α)
δρ,i si γ dV =
δρχ dS +
δρρG dV, κ(α) ≡ γ (α) ni si
(4.21)
b V
b S
V
(α)

where ρ is the GND density, b is the length of the Burgers vector, si is the slip
direction, ni is the normal vector, and κ(α) is used to enforce higher-order boundary
conditions (see [P6]). The GND density is calculated from the slip which is provided
by the conventional part of the program, and thus the solution scheme is again based
on a staggered approach. However, in contrast to the Fleck-Willis framework, the
spatial integration continues to take place in the conventional part of the program.
This also means that the part of the program belonging to the higher-order system of
equations is implemented in the same way as for a traditional incremental program
i.e. existing routines for the Kuroda-Tvergaard model can be adopted directly. In
the staggered approach, the higher order system of equations (GND density field)
is solved in step 4 of the algorithm (Section 3.1.2) before the spatial integration is
initiated.
The final step in this framework is to relate the GND density to the back stress.
Multiple relationships between the back stress and the GND density have been
suggested in the literature and the choice may significantly affect the results because
it influences the slip rate. Here, a relation with a linear dependency on the GND
density gradient (other relationships can be found in e.g. El-Naaman et al. (2016))
is employed, stating the following relationship;
(α)

τb

(α)

(α)

= τ0 bL2 ρG(e),i si .

where L is an energetic length parameter.

(4.22)

5

Summary of steady-state results

This chapter presents a summary of the main results obtained with the steady-state
framework. The steady-state framework is employed in the publications [P1]-[P3]
and [P6]-[P8] and the summary is divided into three categories; i) the study of crack
propagation in single crystals including both classical material models ([P1] and
[P3]), but also an extension to a strain gradient plasticity model ([P6]), ii) the study
of crack propagation in rate-independent materials, studying the effect of hardening
laws ([P8]), and iii) the investigation of manufacturing processes such as wire drawing
([P2]) including both a classical isotropic viscoplastic material model and a strain
gradient plasticity model. Furthermore, the verification of the finite strain steadystate framework ([P7]) is presented. Besides the numerical work, this chapter also
presents both finished and ongoing experimental work ([P9]). The experimental part
represents the work conducted during the external stay at Louisiana State University
(LSU).
Section 5.1 presents the results from categories i) and ii), investigating crack
growth. The summary for category i), found in Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2, represents a
parametric study of crystal structures (FCC, BCC, and HCP), material hardening,
and rate-sensitivity. The results are presented in terms of the plastic zones, velocity
discontinuities, and shielding ratios (fracture toughness). Section 5.1.3 summarizes
the results for category ii), focusing on the influence of hardening models in the study
of crack propagation. A comparison between isotropic and kinematic hardening is
presented through plastic zones and shielding ratios.
Section 5.2 presents the results of the investigation of manufacturing processes
and the development of the finite strain framework. The first part is concerned with
the impact of size effects and tool geometry on the drawing force in the wire drawing
process. The second part presents a comparison between the solution to a drawing
problem obtained with the developed finite strain steady-state framework and a
corresponding solution obtained with a traditional incremental framework.
Lastly, Section 5.3 presents a series of experiments that investigate material
properties and the roll-molding process. A preliminary numerical study of rollmolding is also presented in this section.
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CHAPTER 5. SUMMARY OF STEADY-STATE RESULTS

Crack growth
Single crystal plasticity - [P1] and [P3]

In publications [P1] and [P3], an anisotropic plasticity model (single crystal plasticity,
see Section 4), is implemented in a spatial integration framework for the first time.
The main drive behind this work is that the majority of fracture toughness studies
only consider isotropic materials (see e.g. Dean and Hutchinson, 1980; Hui, 1983;
Suo et al., 1993; Tvergaard, 1997; Wei and Hutchinson, 1999; Nielsen and Niordson,
2012a). The few studies that investigate crack growth in single crystals (see e.g.
Rice, 1987; Ortiz et al., 1992) primarily focuses on the characteristics of the material
behavior in the vicinity of the crack tip. Those (analytical) studies showed that
the material in the vicinity of the crack tip can be divided into sectors, separated
by either stress (stationary cracks) or slip rate discontinuities (propagating cracks).
Later on, a numerical study was performed by Rice et al. (1990), investigating the
existence of the slip rate discontinuities in FCC crystals, however, those studies were
performed with a traditional incremental framework which might not present the
fully developed steady-state solution.
The goal of [P1] and [P3] is to investigate steady-state crack growth in ratesensitive single crystals (FCC, BCC, HCP) under mode I loading. The study
is initiated by an investigation of the plastic zones and the associated velocity
discontinuities in order to verify the newly implemented anisotropic plasticity model
(compared to the work by Rice, 1987; Rice et al., 1990). Afterward, the shielding
ratio (fracture toughness) of the different single crystal structures is investigated. The
study assumes small scale yielding and is modeled in a 2D plane strain setup. The
domain is discretized using quadratic 8-node isoparametric elements with reduced
Gauss integration (2 × 2 Gauss points) and the mode I far-field loading, KI , is applied
as shown in Fig. 5.1 (the modified boundary layer problem).
The analytical solution by Rice (1987), predicted the existence of velocity discontinuities that are either parallel or perpendicular to the slip systems, (α). To
imitate the analytical analysis by Rice (1987), the material in [P1] and [P3] is assumed to be elastic perfectly plastic (hardening exponent, N → 0), rate-independent
(rate-sensitivity exponent m → 0), and the FCC and BCC crystal structures are
represented in 2D through effective slip systems (see effective slip systems in [P3]).
For the crystal orientation chosen in this problem it is not necessary to invoke effective slip systems for the HCP structure (see details on orientation and effective slip
systems inP[P3]). In Fig. 5.2, the plastic zones are represented by the accumulated
slip, Λ̇ = α |γ̇ α |, normalized by ζ γ̇0 τ0 /G (ζ is the non-dimensional velocity, γ˙0 is
the reference strain rate, τ0 is the critical resolved shear stress, and G is the shear
modulus). For an analysis conducted with a rate-dependent model, it should be
mentioned that the velocity discontinuities have a finite width in the results even
though the rate-independent limit is approached. The results for the FCC crystal
(Fig. 5.2a) shows not only a good agreement with the solution by Rice et al. (1990),
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Figure 5.1: Mode I crack growth at steady-state in rate-sensitive crystal plastic material.
The SSV-domain is represented by the elastic strip embedded in the spatial-integration
domain (SI domain). The crack is loaded with an elastic KI far-field.

but also a more detailed representation of the solution. The same large active plastic
zones (black regions) B and D , and a plastic wake, A , are observed, however,
the feature denoted B is smaller in the solution presented by Rice et al. (1990),
suggesting that their results might not have reached the steady-state solution. From
the slip distribution, it is seen that the expected velocity discontinuities, represented
by the white regions, correspond to the predictions by Rice (1987) (located at 54.7◦
and 125.3◦ , for the FCC crystal). For the BCC and HCP crystal structures, numerical
results do not exist in the literature, however, the same type of discontinuities are
expected. In Fig. 5.2b, the plastic zones are presented for the BCC crystal (the HCP
results can be found in [P3]), where velocity discontinuities are found to match the
angles of the slip systems as expected. By comparing the FCC and BCC crystals it
is seen that two similar large active plastic zones, B and D , are formed, however,
these plastic zones are slightly larger for the BCC crystal. Besides the difference in
magnitude, it is also observed that the BCC crystal does not develop the same small
active plastic feature at C .
The shielding ratio, Jss /Jtip , describes the relationship between the energy supplied to the system, Jss (K-field) and the energy required at the tip for the crack to
propagate, Jtip (energy release rate). To evaluate the energy at the crack tip, the
SSV-model, proposed by Suo et al. (1993), is adopted. The SSV-model relies on the
assumption of a crack tip which does not emit dislocations i.e. the crack propagates
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Figure 5.2: Accumulated slip rate, Λ̇ =
|γ̇ (α) |, for steady-state crack growth in an
α
elastic perfectly plastic single crystal showing the plastic region, Λ̇G/(ζ γ̇0 τ0 ) ≥ 1, (black
region) and a region of highly concentrated plastic straining, Λ̇G/(ζ γ̇0 τ0 ) ≥ 2000, (white
region) for constant crack velocity ζ = 1000 and rate-sensitivity m = 0.01 in (a) an FCC,
and (b) a BCC crystal.

P

by atomic separation. This implies that the material in the vicinity of the crack tip
behaves solely elastic which is implemented in the numerical model as an elastic
strip in the domain (see SSV-domain in Fig. 5.1). The elastic material behavior
surrounding the crack tip then allows for the energy release rate to be evaluated by
linear elastic fracture mechanics through e.g. the J-integral.
Figure 5.3a presents the shielding ratio as a function of the inverse elastic SSVdomain height, D, multiplied by a reference parameter, R0 (plastic zone size). In
Fig. 5.3a it is seen that the shielding ratio increases as the thickness of the SSVdomain decreases (R0 /D increases) for all crystal structures (FCC, BCC, and HCP).
The shielding ratio is largest for the HCP crystal and lowest for the FCC crystal
which follows the expectations from the effective slip systems described in [P3]. This
is also consistent with the results for the plastic zones, showing that the plastic zone
is larger for the BCC crystal than for the FCC crystal (and even larger for the HCP
crystal, see [P3]).
Subsequently, the shielding ratio is studied as a function of the dimensionless
crack velocity, ζ, which leads to the finding of so-called “characteristic velocities”.
These velocities represent the rate-independent response of the material and are
determined by varying the rate-sensitivity exponent and the crack propagation
velocity. The result is presented in Fig. 5.3b, where it is seen that a characteristic
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Figure 5.3: Crack tip shielding ratio vs. a) inverse of dislocation free region (SSV), D,
for m = 0.01, N = 0.1, ζ = 1000, and b) dimensionless crack velocity, ζ for N = 0.1, and
R0 /D = 80.
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velocity (intersection of lines for different rate-sensitivities) exists for each of the
crystals (the velocity is related to the material properties). The existence of the
characteristic velocities is explained by the shielding monotonically increasing for an
increasing rate-sensitivity exponent, m, at low crack propagation velocity, ζ, while
the opposite effect is observed for high velocities. This implies that the lines for
different rate-sensitivities, m, must be identical at a specific velocity, which is the
velocity corresponding the rate-independent response (the same effect was observed
in isotropic materials by Nielsen and Niordson, 2012a). This property also means
that the rate-independent response can be studied with the rate-dependent model by
running calculations at different rate-sensitivity exponents, m, rather than forcing
m → 0, which can be very difficult in terms of obtaining convergence. Of course,
a rate-independent plasticity model can also be employed (if such a model exists),
however, rate-dependent models are generally much easier to implement.

5.1.2

Strain gradient plasticity - [P6]

The goal of [P6] is to investigate the effect of size in an HCP single crystal (extension
of [P1] and [P3]) through the plastic zones, the existence of discontinuities, and the
shielding ratio. The study is conducted in the same 2D plane strain setup (see slip
systems in [P6]) and the material is assumed to have the same properties as in [P1]
and [P3] such that the results are comparable. The principle of virtual work for the
displacement field continues to be discretized using quadratic 8-node isoparametric
elements while the higher-order equilibrium equation (Kuroda-Tvergaard model,
Eq. (4.21)) is discretized using linear 4-node isoparametric elements. Both element
types rely on Gauss integration (2×2 Gauss points) and it is assumed that the
positions of the Gauss points are identical in the two element types such that field
quantities can be transferred directly. This also means that reduced Gauss integration
is employed for the 8-node elements, while full Gauss integration (2×2 Gauss points)
is used for the 4-node elements.
In [P6], the same domain (see Fig. 5.1), mode I loading condition, and fracture
criterion as in [P1] and [P3] is used. However, additional higher-order boundary
conditions, related to the Kuroda-Tvergarrd model, are applied. The boundary of
the SSV-domain is assumed micro-free such that dislocations can travel into the
SSV-domain and for the study of the plastic zones, not including the SSV-domain,
the crack faces are assumed micro-free. Furthermore, the outer boundary is assumed
micro-hard in both studies.
Figures 5.4a and 5.4b present the plastic zones, in terms of the normalized slip,
with and without size effects, respectively. At first sight, the two plots look identical,
however, a small difference is observed when inspecting the elastic sectors between
features B and C , and C and D , respectively, suggesting a slightly smaller
plastic zone when size effects are taken into account. This behavior is a result of
the additional hardening introduced by the GNDs (size effect), inhibiting the plastic
evolution. The effect would be more pronounced for a larger length parameter,
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Figure 5.4: Accumulated slip rate, Λ̇ =
|γ̇ (α) |, for steady-state crack growth in an
α
elastic perfectly plastic single crystal showing the plastic region, Λ̇G/(ζ γ̇0 τ0 ) ≥ 1, (black
region) and a region of highly concentrated plastic straining, Λ̇G/(ζ γ̇0 τ0 ) ≥ 1000, (white
region) in an HCP crystal for constant crack velocity ζ = 500 and rate-sensitivity m = 0.01
with (a) L/R0 = 0, and (b) L/R0 = 0.001.

P

L, however, due to stability issues related to the implementation of the KurodaTvergaard model, it is not possible to increase the length parameter beyond this point.
Meanwhile, the discontinuities (represented by the white regions) are unaffected by
the size effect in terms of the expected direction (parallel or perpendicular to the
slip systems), however, the discontinuities appear sharper and more localized.
The shielding ratio is investigated as a function of the SSV-domain height for
different values of the length parameter, L, normalized by the reference parameter,
R0 , for the plastic zone size. In Fig. 5.5 it is seen that the shielding ratio increases
when the thickness of the SSV-domain decreases (R0 /D → ∞), independent of
the length parameter. However, the increasing length parameter, L, decreases the
shielding ratio due to the growing resistance to plastic deformation caused by the
GNDs. Furthermore, it is observed that the effect of the length parameter is less
pronounced for a high rate-sensitivity exponent and an increasing thickness of the
SSV-domain. Characteristic velocities, representing the rate-independent response,
also exist for the present study and are presented in [P6].

5.1.3

Influence of hardening models - [P8]

Publication [P8] focuses on the influence of hardening models in the study of shielding
ratios (fracture toughness) for steadily growing cracks. This study is motivated by
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Figure 5.5: Crack tip shielding ratio vs. inverse of dislocation free region (SSV), D, for a
single crystal with parameters; N = 0.15 and velocity ζ = 500.

the fact that the majority of the literature concerning fracture toughness (see e.g.
Varias and Shih, 1993; Tvergaard and Hutchinson, 1993; Suo et al., 1993; Tvergaard,
2010; Nielsen et al., 2012b; Nielsen and Niordson, 2012a) only considers isotropic
hardening. Here, the effect of hardening models on the shielding ratio is investigated
through a comparison of isotropic and kinematic hardening (see rate-independent
material models in Chapter 4). The study is performed in a 2D plane strain setup and
small scale yielding is assumed. The shielding ratio is evaluated by implementing an
interface model (cohesive zone) as opposed to the earlier studies relying on the SSVmodel ([P1], [P3], and [P6]). The displacement field is discretized using quadratic
8-node isoparametric elements with reduced Gauss integration (2 × 2 Gauss points),
while quadratic 6-node isoparametric elements are employed in the cohesive zone (8
Gauss points).
Figure 5.6 presents the modified boundary layer problem and the location of
the cohesive zone. The shielding ratio is studied for both mode I and mode II
loading conditions and the material hardening is assumed to be linear such that the
tangent modulus, Et , is always a constant fraction of Young’s modulus, E. The
cohesive law is adopted from Tvergaard and Hutchinson (1992, 1993), describing
the interface strength through the peak stress, σ̂, and the critical separation, δ, in
normal (denoted by subscript n) and tangential (denoted by subscript t) direction.
In the study of shielding ratios, the far-field loading required to drive the crack in
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Figure 5.6: Mode I/II crack growth at steady-state with a cohesive zone embedded in the
spatial-integration (SI) domain.

an elastic-plastic solid is generally unknown. To adjust the applied far-field loading
in an efficient manner, several schemes have been suggested in the literature. In
[P8], the scheme suggested by Segurado and LLorca (2004) is implemented in the
steady-state framework (the scheme is slight modified for the steady-state framework).
This procedure links the crack tip opening to the far-field loading such that the
loading is adjusted on-the-fly. A detailed description of the implementation and the
generalization of the scheme to mixed mode loading conditions are presented in [P8].
Figure 5.7a presents the shielding ratio, Kss /K0 , as a function of the peak
traction normalized by the yield stress, σy , for a mode I crack. The shielding ratio
is investigated for three levels of linear hardening, Et , in both the isotropic and
kinematic hardening case. For low hardening (Et = E/100), approaching the elastic
perfectly plastic limit, the shielding ratios are almost identical for the two models
due to the limited expansion of the isotropic yield surface and limited translation of
the kinematic yield surface (the models become identical). For a larger hardening,
Et = E/20, a much more significant difference in the shielding ratios is observed.
The increased hardening causes a large shift of the isotropic curve (smaller shielding
ratio), while the kinematic curve only shifts slightly. By increasing the hardening
further, Et = E/10, the difference in the shielding ratios becomes even larger, leading
to the conclusion that kinematic hardening always predicts an identical or larger
shielding ratio compared to isotropic hardening for mode I cracks.
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Figure 5.7: Shielding ratio for (a) mode I, and (b) mode II loaded cracks propagating
in isotropic and kinematic hardening materials at various peak tractions, σ̂, and tangent
moduli, Et .

Figure. 5.7b presents a corresponding study for mode II cracks. For the mode
II study, it should be mentioned that the cohesive elements continue to be located
along a straight line in front of the crack tip i.e. the crack is forced to propagate
along a path which is not the most favorable in terms of energy. For the mode II
crack, the difference between the kinematic and isotropic hardening models is much
smaller compared to the mode I crack. However, the kinematic model still predicts
an identical or larger shielding ratio. The largest difference is again observed for the
high hardening (Et = E/10), while the shielding ratios become identical when the
elastic perfectly plastic limit is approached (Et = E/100).
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The difference between the kinematic and the isotropic hardening model for both
mode I and mode II cracks is, after an investigation of the dissipation density (see
[P8]), found to be related to a combination of reversed loading and non-proportional
loading. For the mode I crack, reversed loading takes place behind the crack tip close
to the crack plane, which leads to additional movement of the kinematic yield surface
(first the yield surface is pushed away for the original position, and then towards
the original position), causing additional dissipation (the isotropic model remains
in the elastic state for a longer time because the yield surface expands equally in
all directions). In addition, the non-proportionality of the loading causes a greater
change to the yield surface normal (larger curvature compared to the expanded
isotropic yield surface) and hence the plastic strain increment undergoes a larger
change in direction (or magnitude). A much smaller difference is observed between
the kinematic and isotropic hardening model for the mode II loaded crack because
the non-proportionality of the loading for the mode II crack is less severe compared
to the mode I crack, in addition to the fact that reverse loading is not taking place.
The difference between the shielding ratios for isotropic and kinematic hardening
materials shows that the choice of the hardening model is of great importance as it
can introduce a significant difference in crack growth predictions, depending on the
material parameters and the loading conditions.

5.2
5.2.1

Manufacturing processes
Wire drawing - [P2]

Publication [P2] presents a parametric study of wire drawing, focusing on the effects
of size and tool geometry. The motivation for this study is the increasing demand
for microwires (< 10µm) that are an important component in e.g. semiconductors
and electrical winding coils. When wires are produced at this scale, size effects can
become important and should be accounted for in the calculations. In the micromanufacturing industry, size effects can be divided into at least two categories; i) size
effects from plastic strain gradients (related to geometrically necessary dislocations,
GNDs), and ii) grain size effects (when the grain size becomes comparable to the
feature size, see experiments in section 5.3). In [P2], the first category related to
the plastic strain gradients is investigated by implementing the Fleck-Willis model
(see Chapter 4). By employing the Fleck-Willis model, the size effects appear as
either an increased hardening (energetic contribution) or strengthening (dissipative
contribution). In the numerical study, this effect is enforced through the energetic
length parameter, LE , and the dissipative length parameter, LD , however, in the
summary, only the effect of LD is included.
Figure 5.8 presents the parametrized wire drawing problem, where Rm is the
initial diameter of the wire, rm is the deformed diameter, tr is the tool nose radius, tp
is the transition points from the circular to the straight tool parts (tangent points), φ
is the angle of the straight tool parts, µ is the friction coefficient (Columb friction), ∆
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Figure 5.8: Parametrization of the wire drawing process in the adopted steady-state
framework with axisymmetry around the z-axis. Throughout the study, Rm /(2L) = 1/10
and the finite element mesh employed consists of square elements with side length L(e) /Rm =
20.

is the reduction, and Fdraw is the drawing force. The drawing velocity ȧ is represented
by the normalized quantity α in the results (see [P2]). The domain is modeled as
axisymmetric and the numerical framework builds on a small strain formulation. In
the numerical solution scheme, the displacement field is discretized using quadratic 8node isoparametric elements while the higher-order equilibrium equation (Eq. (4.19))
is discretized using linear 4-node isoparametric elements. Similarly to the study in
[P6], reduced Gauss integration is employed for the 8-node elements, while full Gauss
integration (2×2 Gauss points) is used for the 4-node elements.
Figure 5.9 presents the deformed shape of the wire along with the contours of the
conventional effective plastic strain, εpe , for a low and a high value of the dissipative
length parameter, LD . For low LD (small size effect), it is seen that the deformation
leads to a rather inhomogeneous effective plastic strain field. The effective plastic
strain is concentrated in the top layer and decreases towards the core of the wire.
Thus, plastic strain gradients are expected in the material. By increasing LD (larger
size effect), the effective plastic strain distribution becomes more homogeneous (the
concentration in the top layer is no longer observed). From the evolution of the
effective plastic strains along the wire, it is seen that the magnitude is similar just in
front of the tool whereas the magnitude is significantly lower after the deformation
has taken place (in addition to the more homogeneous distribution). Such behavior
can be attributed to the strengthening effect (increase in apparent yield stress) caused
by the plastic strain gradients. This strengthening effect is also observed to severely
affect the elastic spring back. This is seen by comparing the deformed shape for the
two different values of the dissipative length parameter. The spring back is found
to be approximately 30% of the desired reduction for LD /Rm = 0.5 which means
that the wire did, in fact, not achieve the desired dimension. For LD /Rm = 0.1 the
wire is approximately the right diameter. Thus, it is of key importance to account
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.9: Effect of length parameter on field quantities (countour) and deformation
(shape magnified by a factor of 10), where a) displays the effective plastic strain, εpe , for
LD /Rm = 0.1 and b) displays the effective plastic strain for LD /Rm = 0.5 (LE = 0 in both
cases). The solid black line indicates the tool center and the dash-dot line indicate the
axis of rotational symmetry. The parameters for the simulation are ∆/Rm = 0.01, α = 50,
tr /Rm = 0.25, µ = 0.1, and φ = 1.5◦ .

for size effects when designing the tool in order to achieve the desired diameter of
the drawn wire. In the following studies of the wire drawing process, spring back
is not accounted for i.e. the final wire diameter differs, depending on the material
parameters.
Besides the size effects, the effect of the tool geometry is also investigated in [P2].
In the previous results, the tool was assumed sharp, tr /Rm = 0.25, however, the
influence of a more rounded tool is also investigated (see tool geometries in Fig. 5.11).
The effect of the tool geometry is first brought out as the drawing force, Fdraw , as a
function of the friction coefficient, µ, for a sharp tool, tr /Rm = 0.25 (Fig. 5.10a), and
a rounded tool, tr /Rm = 4.5 (Fig. 5.10b). For both tool geometries, it is seen that
the drawing force increases almost linearly with the friction coefficient, independent
of both reduction ratio and dissipative length parameter. For an increasing reduction
ratio, it is seen that the curves shift to a higher level of drawing force and the slope
of the curves increases slightly. A similar effect is observed when increasing the
dissipative length parameter. However, the most interesting observation is that the
drawing force for the sharp and the rounded tool is almost identical i.e. the drawing
force appears to be independent of the geometry.
The influence of the tool geometry is further studied in order to investigate the
limited influence on the required drawing force. In order to do so, four different
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Figure 5.10: Required drawing force for (a) a sharp tool (tr /Rm = 0.25), and (b) a round
tool (tr /Rm = 4.5) as a function of the friction coefficient. The velocity is fixed at α = 50
and the tool angle is φ = 2◦ (straight parts).

geometries ranging from a sharp tool (tr /Rm = 0.25) to a circular tool (tr /Rm = 7)
are compared. In Fig. 5.11 (top plot of each subplot shows the geometry), the
non-dimensional force profile is presented for each geometry in terms of the normal
(e)
force on an element, Fn , divided by the corresponding element area, A(e) , times the
yield stress, σy . By comparing the different geometries it is seen that the sharp tool
reaches the largest contact force at the outlet, whereas the round tool reaches the
highest value at the inlet. Besides shifting the location of the peak force it is also
found that the peak force is lower and wider for the circular tool. The dissipative
length parameter increase the contact force, but it also tends to smear out the peak
making the shift of the peak force location less visible, however, the trend remains
the same. By comparing the area under the curves, representing a measure of the
required drawing force, it is seen that the area is (almost) unaffected by the tool
geometry, supporting the previous observation of the drawing force being largely
independent of the geometry (the drawing force is slightly reduced as the tool is
rounded). However, the tool geometry is still an interesting parameter, even though
it does not change the drawing force significantly, because it influences the magnitude
of the local peak force and thereby also the local tool wear.

5.2.2

Finite strain formulation - [P7]

The studies in [P1]-[P6], and [P8] are all confined to a small strain formulation.
However, the small strain formulation is usually insufficient when modeling e.g.
manufacturing processes. This motivated the development of the finite strain steadystate framework presented in [P7]. The publication [P7] presents the development of
the framework followed by a verification which is summarized in this section.
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Figure 5.11: Contact forces (normal traction) at the interface between tool and wire
for different dissipative length parameters (LE = 0) and tool geometries. Subfigures
(a),(b),(c),(d) each represents the tool geometry and corresponding contact force for different
length parameters. The geometry tr /Rm = 0.25 correspond to a sharp tool and tr /Rm = 7
correspond to a completely circular tool. The velocity is fixed at α = 50, the reduction
ratio ∆/Rm = 0.01 and the friction coefficient µ = 0.1.
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Figure 5.12: Parametrization of the 2D plane strain drawing process. Here, H/(2L) =
1/10 and the finite element mesh employed consists of square elements with side length
L(ele) = 0.025H. The tool is circular, R = 2H, and the reduction ∆ = 0.2H.

The verification of the finite strain steady-state framework consists of a comparison
to the commercial software ANSYS. The comparison is between the steady-state
solution obtained by the developed framework referred to as the “code”, and a
traditional incremental solution of the same problem obtained through ANSYS. It
should be noted that due to limitations in ANSYS, the ANSYS solution is based on
a hypoelastic material (linear elasticity) rather than the hyperelastic Neo-Hookean
material employed in the code. However, it should not make a significant difference
since the elastic strains are small.
For the verification, ANSYS and the code models the 2D plane strain problem
shown in Fig. 5.12, which essentially corresponds to a simplified drawing process.
In both programs, the domain is discretized using quadratic 8-node isoparametric
elements with reduced Gauss integration (2 × 2 Gauss points). The initial thickness
of the material is H, the final thickness is H, the radius of the tool is R, and the
velocity is v (values of parameters are listed in [P7]). Furthermore, the contact
interface is assumed frictionless.
Figure. 5.13 presents a qualitative comparison of the effective stress (von Mises
stress) field between ANSYS and the code. It is seen that the solutions are identical
in terms of the general characteristics both upstream, underneath the tool, and
downstream. Only a small difference is observed in the stress level just below the
surface which appears slightly lower for the code. The small difference is investigated
quantitatively by extracting the stress components, spatial Hencky strain components,
and accumulated plastic strain along an integration line just beneath the surface
(x02 /H = 0.95, relative to the reference configuration). By comparing the solutions
obtained by ANSYS (lines) and the code (markers) in Fig. 5.14, good agreement
is observed for the accumulated plastic strain (Fig. 5.14c), and the spatial Hencky
strain components (Fig. 5.14b). For the stress components (Fig. 5.14a), it is seen
that the two solutions match very well upstream and below the tool, but downstream
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Figure 5.13: Normalized effective stress distribution, σe /σy for bilinear hardening, h =
E/80.

a small difference (≈ 5%) is observed for the σ11 component (ANSYS predicts a
slightly larger value). In [P7], the stresses, strains, and accumulated strain are
extracted along several paths in the domain, all showing a very good agreement
between ANSYS and the code (the 5% difference is only observed in the top layer).
The 5% deviation σ11 component can be caused by a number of differences in the two
methods, such as the fundamentally different numerical solution procedures, different
contact models, and the difference between the hypo- and hyper-elastic formulations
even though the elastic strains are significantly smaller than 10%. Therefore, this
difference is regarded as acceptable.

5.3

Experiments

The main motivation for developing a finite strain steady-state framework ([P7])
is its wide range of applications in manufacturing processes due to its potential
for providing “on-the-fly” results. To investigate the accuracy of the model and
subsequently calibrate the model, a series of experiments were performed (the
comparison between numerical results and experiments is ongoing). The experiments
are divided into three categories; i) investigation of material properties through
micropillar compression tests, ii) investigation of grain to feature size effects, and iii)
data collection from roll-molding experiments.
The first category of experiments, presented in Section 5.3.1, investigates the mechanical response of the material used in the roll-molding experiments (Section 5.3.3)
which is needed for the numerical study. The mechanical response is investigated
through micropillar compression tests and serves as an extension of the work initiated
by Zhang et al. (2018). The micropillar and ring compression experiments by Zhang
et al. (2018) showed that the material response (in this case aluminum) changes
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Figure 5.14: Normalized Cauchy stresses, spatial Hencky strains and accumulated plastic
strain extracted along integration path at x02 /H = 0.95 for linear hardening h = E/80. The
lines represent the solution obtained by ANSYS and the markers represent the finite strain
steady-state code.

between the regimes “smaller is weaker” and “smaller is stronger” when specimen
< 1000µm are tested. This size effect is of particular interest because it coincides
with the scale of the roll-molding experiments presented in Section 5.3.3. However,
to provide a broader understanding of the transition between the two regimes, it
is desired to extend the experiments by Zhang et al. (2018) to include the effect of
grain size as well. The testing of micropillars is currently in progress and therefore
Section 5.3.1 only presents the work done at the present time.
The motivation for the second category of experiments is the study of microextrusion by Parasiz et al. (2007), demonstrating grain to feature size effects. In
the experiments by Parasiz et al. (2007) it was observed that if the grain size is
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comparable to the diameter of the extruded pin, then the pin tended to be curved
after the extrusion. However, if the grain size is small compared to the diameter of
the pin, then the pin remains straight after the extrusion. This suggests that the
investigation of the material behavior in Section 5.3.1 is not sufficient to describe
the mechanical response in e.g. roll-molding as grain to feature size effects can
have an influence. In contrast to the study by Parasiz et al. (2007), focusing
on the deformation inhomogeneity, an investigation of the mechanical response in
microforming is presented in Section 5.3.2 (summarizing results from [P9]).
Finally, the purpose of the roll-molding experiments, presented in Section 5.3.3,
is to collect data for validation/calibration of a numerical study of roll-molding
performed with the framework developed in [P7] (preliminary numerical results of
roll-molding are presented in Section 5.3.4).

5.3.1

Micropillar experiments

The first step, in the investigation of grain size effects through micropillar compression
tests, is to produce specimens with different grain sizes. To do so, an equal channel
angular pressing (ECAP) die was designed and manufactured. The ECAP die consists
of two circular 3mm channels meeting at a 90◦ angle as shown in Fig. 5.15a (see
drawings in Appendix B). The specimens are forced through this channel several
times and prior to each pass, the specimens are turned 90◦ in the same direction
(referred to as “Route Bc” in the literature).
In the current experiments, aluminum (AL1100) and copper (C110) rods are
forced through the die 8 times. Subsequently, the rods are annealed at a specific
temperature and duration to produce specimens with different grain sizes (see [P9]).

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.15: (a) Equal channel angular pressing die (ECAP) for grain refinement, and (b)
100µm aluminum micropillar created with conventional CNC milling machine.
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The next step is to create micropillars (pillars > 100µm are also referred to as
“micropillars”, in this section) with various grain sizes from the material processed by
the ECAP. Besides varying the grain size in the pillars, the diameter of the pillars is
also varied such that it covers the feature size range in the roll-molding experiments.
Micropillars are traditionally created with a focused ion beam (FIB), but this process
is both costly and very time consuming when creating pillars in the range 20−1000µm
(micropillars are typically < 10µm and the small material volume is fast to remove
with a FIB). To avoid the costly and time consuming FIB process for larger volumes,
it is currently being investigated whether it is possible to produce pillars in the
specified size range with a conventional CNC milling machine. So far the tests have
proven that it is possible to produce pillars with a “Mazak Variaxis J-600 5X” CNC
milling machine down to ≈ 100µm in diameter (see Fig. 5.15b), but the method seems
to be applicable down to ≈ 20µm (for this machine). However, as the diameter of the
pillars decreases the exact procedure and milling tools become increasingly important.
The main issue when the diameter is reduced is the sensitivity to parameters such as
backlash (the difference between when the actuators in the milling machine start to
move in the opposite direction and when the tool actually moves) and stick-slip each
time the machines changes direction on an axis. These problems manifest themselves
as flat spots on the sides of the pillars such that the geometry becomes non-circular
and thereby not usable for the experiments. The current status of the experiments is
that special milling procedures are being developed to eliminate these problems.

5.3.2

Grain to feature size experiments - [P9]

The grain to feature size effect is investigated through a reverse extrusion experiment.
The reverse extrusion process is a relatively simple setup consisting of a die with a
blind cylindrical hole and a punch (see Fig. 5.16). The specimen is then inserted

P

Punch
D
∆
3mm
Die

Figure 5.16: Reverse extrusion setup.
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Figure 5.17: Compression force vs. punch displacement for reverse extrusion experiment
with two different punch diameters, D, and three different grain sizes, d, in aluminum
AL1100.

into the die and the punch is subsequently forced into the material, forming a cup
around the punch with a specific sidewall thickness (feature size). By using punches
with different diameters, D, it is possible to achieve different feature sizes. In the
experiment, two punch diameters are used, D = 2.6 and D = 2.8, giving a feature size
of 200µm and 100µm, respectively. Different grain sizes in the specimen are obtained
by using the ECAP device described in Section 5.3.1. Both aluminum (AL1100) and
copper (C110) specimens were produced, but this summary only presents the results
for aluminum. By annealing the fine-grained aluminum specimen created with the
ECAP, three different grain sizes (5µm, 15µm, and > 200µm) were made available
for the reverse extrusion experiment (see annealing time and temperature in [P9]).
Figure 5.17 presents the force, P , versus displacement, ∆, data for aluminum,
obtained from multiple reverse extrusion experiments. The general tendency is that
as the grain size decreases, the stiffness of the response increases while a change in
the punch diameter, D, causes an overall shift of the response curves. The increase
in stiffness for a decreasing grain size is in accordance with the expectations from
the Hall-Petch effect, however, by examining the data closely, it is observed that the
response curves do not strictly obey this relation and the curves for d = 15µm and
d > 200µm seems to be overlapping in some regions (this is even more pronounced
for copper, see [P9]). This behavior is further investigated by comparing the material
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.18: (a) Flow stress vs. inverse squareroot of grain size obtained through
compression tests (aluminum AL1100). (b) Normalized compression pressure vs. punch
displacement for reverse extrusion experiment with two different punch diameters, D, and
three different grain sizes, d, in aluminum AL1100.

response for the different grain sizes to the flow stress, σf , for each specimen. The flow
stress is determined through a compression test for each grain size and is presented
in Fig. 5.18a as the flow stress versus the inverse square root of the grain size. It is
seen that the flow stress is largest for the smallest grain size, smallest for the largest
grain size, and that the material indeed follows the Hall-Petch relation (points are
on a straight line for this representation of the data) for the simple compression test.
Afterward, the average of the force for each grain size experiment, in Fig. 5.17, is
divided by the cross-sectional area of the punch and normalized by the corresponding
flow stress. The contact pressure, p, normalized by the corresponding flow stress
for each grain size, as a function of the displacement is presented in Fig. 5.18b. For
both punch diameters, it is seen that the normalized pressure is largest for the coarse
grains d > 200µm while the response is almost identical for the smaller grains. This
suggests that when the ratio between grain and feature size is below a certain value,
the influence is negligible, while for ratios above this value, the flow stress alone is no
longer sufficient to describe the material response. Therefore, it might be necessary
to develop material models that consider the grain-feature size ratio for numerical
studies of e.g. roll-molding to accurately represent the mechanical response.

5.3.3

Roll-molding experiments

The roll-molding process is similar to ordinary rolling, but with an imprint on the
surface of the roller (see Fig. 5.19). In this experiment, the imprint on the rollers
consists of a series of channels which mold the geometry shown in Fig. 5.20a. The
roll-molding experiments are here conducted with two different channel dimensions,
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Figure 5.19: Roll-molding experiment with aluminum (AL1100) specimen.

where the dimensions of the channels are referred to as “full size” (see dimensions in
Appendix A), and “half size” where the imprint on the roller sleeves is half the size
of the “full size” imprint. In the roll-molding experiment, two specimens are drawn
underneath the roller simultaneously to increase the stability of the test rig. The
roller is subjected to a prescribed force which is ramped up to avoid damaging the
imprint on the roller sleeves. To ensure that steady-state is reached, the roll-molding
process is continued for at least 150mm.
In the experiments, the roller is subjected to different load levels in order to
determine the relationship between the force and the fin height (depth of the channels,
see Fig 5.20a). The fin height is measured with an SEM (scanning electron microscope)
from a cross-sectional cut (see Fig. 5.20a) approximately 3/4 of the total specimen
length away from the starting point of the rolling process (steady-state region).
In Fig. 5.20, the fin height is presented as a function of the load per channel for
aluminum (AL1100). Here, it is seen that there is a small deviation in results when
the experiments are repeated, however, it is within an acceptable margin. For both
the “Full size” and the “Half size” imprint, the data shows identical tendencies with
approximately the same slope, indicating that size effects are not expected to play
a significant role in the current experiment. However, depending on the feature
size and deformation pattern, size effects can arise from multiple sources (see e.g.
Section 5.3.2). To investigate such effects in the roll-molding experiments, the study
should be extended to include features of smaller size (smaller imprint), but also
specimens with various grain sizes.
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Figure 5.20: (a) Cross-sectional cut of aluminum (AL1100) specimen (full size sleeve,
load: 1900 N/channel), and (b) the fin height vs. load per channel for the “full size” and
“half size” imprint.

5.3.4

Preliminary numerical study of roll-molding

The finite strain steady-state framework, developed in [P7], is extended to full 3D,
to enable a numerical study of roll-molding. The 3D extension of the steady-state
framework follows the same steps as in traditional finite element procedures i.e.
an additional dimension along with the associated field components are added to
the model. The spatial integration procedure (and the idea behind) also remains
unchanged, but the integration paths, representing the material flow, have to be
identified in a 3D domain and the additional field components are added in the
integration scheme. However, the extension puts a higher demand on the contact
algorithm in order to accurately model the contact conditions between 3D geometries.
Furthermore, the degrees of freedom in the model also increases significantly compared
to 2D studies, making the calculations computationally more expensive.
The goal is to simulate the roll-molding process under the same conditions as
the experimental study in Section 5.3.3. However, this requires a more sophisticated
contact algorithm including stick-slip (friction) conditions (the contact is assumed
frictionless in [P7]), and a discretization technique that can produce an initial mesh
which is also suited for the severe local deformations encountered in the deformed
domain. The implementation of a more sophisticated contact algorithm and the
development of a suitable discretization technique are ongoing work.
To demonstrate the potential of the 3D finite strain steady-state framework
this section presents a preliminary study of roll-molding. The roll-molding process,
creating channels in the specimen, is parametrized as shown in Fig. 5.21. The
symmetry of the roll-molding process is exploited such that only the domain rep-
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Figure 5.21: Parametrization of the roll-molding process. Symmetry is exploited such
that only the domain represented by the solid lines is considered. For the preliminary study,
the cross-section of the domain is quadratic, h = w, the radius of the roller R = 5h, the
width of the channel wc = 0.5w, the inclination of the roller sides φ = 0 (wc = wf ), and the
enforced depth ∆ = 0.2h. The finite element mesh employed consists of brick elements with
side length L(e) = h/10.

resented by the solid lines is modeled. The domain is discretized using quadratic
20-node isoparametric brick elements with reduced Gauss integration (2 × 2 × 2 Gauss
points). For the preliminary study, the following material properties are assumed;
σy /E = 0.001 (yield strain), N = 0.2 (hardening exponent), m = 0.1 (rate-sensitivity
exponent), ε̇0 = 0.002 (reference strain rate), ν = 0.3 (Poisson’s ratio), and α = 500
(dimensionless velocity, α = ȧ/(ε̇0 h)).
Figure 5.22 presents the deformed shape and the x-, y-, and z-deflection contours
for the enforced depth ∆ = 0.2h. By examining the deflections in the x-direction,
it is seen that the material flows from the top to the bottom in the channel part of
the domain during deformation. In contrast, the flow is more uniform through the
thickness in the fin part of the domain. The contours of the y-deflection show that
the channels approximately reach the depth prescribed on the roller i.e. significant
spring back is not observed for the current parameters. It is also seen that the severe
deformation in the channel region drags down the surface material in the fin part of
the domain, creating a fin with a smaller height (channel depth) than the enforced
displacement on the roller. Lastly, it is seen from the z-deflection contour that the
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Figure 5.22: Deformed shape of roll-molded specimen represented by solid lines in Fig. 5.21.
The contours show the deflection in x-, y-, and z-direction.

material forced down by the roller not only flows in the rolling direction (x-direction)
when it redistributes, but also flows into the fin. This effect is most significant in the
surface region. However, the y-deflection shows that the overall tendency is that the
height of the fin remains smaller than the prescribed roller depth.
The preliminary study shows that the finite strain steady-state framework is
capable of capturing the expected features in the roll-molding process. The intentions
are to create a fin height vs load per channel graph which can be compared to
the experimental graph in Section 5.3.3, but also to compare the cross-sectional
geometries. The comparison of the geometries is particularly interesting for the top
of the fins because this is a free surface. Besides the outer geometries, cross-sectional
cuts of the specimen, as shown in Fig 5.20a, can also be polished and flow patterns
can be investigated with e.g. EBSD (Electron backscatter diffraction) and compared
to the numerical study. This should provide the basis for validation of the numerical
framework, but more importantly calibration and development of the material models
able to capture the complex material behavior such as the size effects observed in
Section 5.3.2.

6

Summary of self-similar results

This chapter presents the main results obtained with the self-similar framework. The
results summarize the publications [P4] and [P5]. These two publications contain
the development and verification of the newly developed self-similar method ([P4])
and an investigation of monazite material ([P5]).
Section 6.1 presents the main results and conclusions from the verification of the
self-similar framework developed in [P4] through wedge indentation. The numerical
results in terms of the stresses and slip rates for the FCC crystal structure are
compared to existing analytical solutions from the literature.
Section 6.2 presents a numerical study of the less commonly known monoclinic
crystal structure found in Monazite material. The study investigates the material
behavior of the monoclinic crystal structure through wedge indentation and serves
as an extension to the existing literature which primarily focuses on FCC, BCC, and
HCP crystal structures.

6.1

Verification of framework - [P4]

The driving force behind the self-similar framework, developed in [P4], is to avoid
numerical issues related to incremental schemes when studying indention. In indentation, the primary issue related to the incremental frameworks is the continuously
growing contact interface between the material and the indenter. In the incremental
process, each increment increases the contact interface, however, this does not guarantee that new nodes enter the contact region. In the increments that do not include
new nodes in the contact region, the numerical simulation actually corresponds
to a punch being driven further into the material while only increments with new
nodes joining the contact interface represent the actual indentation process. A direct
consequence of the incremental approach is, therefore, a mix of the solution to two
different problems. In contrast, the self-similar framework operates in a self-similar
coordinate system where the contact region is stationary and the motion of the
indenter is accounted for through the spatial integration procedure such that this
problem is avoided (see Chapters 2 and 3).
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Figure 6.1: Wedge indentation in a rate-dependent single crystal.

After the development of the self-similar method, the framework is verified against
analytical solutions to indentation with a nearly flat wedge indenter in single crystal
materials (see Fig. 6.1). The analytical (asymptotic) solutions established by e.g.
Drugan et al. (1982); Drugan and Rice (1984); Drugan (1986); Rice (1987); Drugan
(2001); Saito and Kysar (2011) are based on an extension of slip line theory. The
asymptotic solutions provide detailed information about the stress distribution and
the location of discontinuities in the slip rate field in the immediate vicinity of the
contact points between the indenter and undeformed material. For the FCC crystal
structure in a 2D plane strain setup (numerical results for BCC and HCP crystals
are presented in [P4]), the analytical solution predicts three discontinuities in the slip
rate field (creating four elastic sectors, see Fig. 6.2) which are either parallel (glide
shear) or perpendicular (kink shear) to the slip systems (slip system (1) = 54.7◦ ,
(2) = 0◦ , and (3) = −54.7◦ , see [P4]). Meanwhile, the stress distribution is predicted
along the angular path θ (see Fig. 6.2) which is independent of the distance to
the contact point, in the immediate vicinity of the contact point (the analytical
solution is presented together with the numerical results). To imitate the material
properties in the analytical study, the FCC single crystal is assumed to have a very
low yield resistance and to behave as elastic perfectly plastic, while the nearly flat
wedge indenter has an angle of φ = 0.038◦ (see Fig. 6.1) and the contact interface is
frictionless. In the numerical simulation, the domain is discretized using quadratic
8-node isoparametric elements with reduced Gauss integration (2 × 2 Gauss points).
The existence ofPslip rate discontinuities is investigated through the total slip
α
rate field, γ̇ (tot) =
|γ̇ (α) | (sum over all slip systems). In the results, the total
slip rate is normalized with the indentation rate ċ = ȧ/a, where ȧ is the contact
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Figure 6.2: Sector structure for asymptotic fields beneath the contact point singularity in
FCC single crystal material (α = 54.7◦ ) (Saito and Kysar, 2011).

Figure 6.3: Total slip rate, γ̇ (tot) =
ξi = (1, 0), in FCC single crystal.

Pα

|γ̇ (α) |, around the right-hand side contact point,

point velocity, and a is the half contact length (see Fig. 6.1, a = al = ar for the
FCC crystal). Furthermore, the results are presented in the self-similar coordinate
system, such that the contact point is located at ξi = (1, 0). The slip rate field for
the FCC crystal is presented in Fig. 6.3 where it is seen that discontinuities arise
parallel to slip system (1) at θ = −125.3◦ (glide shear), perpendicular to slip system
(2) at θ = −90◦ (kink shear), and parallel to slip system (3) at θ = −54.7◦ (glide
shear) which corresponds to the analytical predictions (see Fig. 6.2).
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 6.4: Stress distribution around the right-hand side contact point, ξi = (1, 0), in
FCC single crystal for the stress components (a) σ11 /τ0 , (b) σ22 /τ0 and (c) σ12 /τ0 .

Figure. 6.4 presents a contour plot of the stress components, σ11 , σ22 , and σ12
normalized with the critical resolved shear stress, τ0 . From the contour plots it is
seen that the stress varies with both the distance and the angle, θ (see Fig. 6.2),
when far away from the contact point. However, in the immediate vicinity of the
contact point, where the analytical solution is valid, the stress components appear
as independent of the distance. To investigate the quantitative accuracy of the
framework, the stress components are extracted along an arc, in the immediate
vicinity of the contact point, starting at the undeformed surface (θ = 0◦ ), and ending
at the indenter surface (θ = −180◦ ). In Fig. 6.5a, the stress components from the
numerical solution (markers) are compared to the analytical solution (lines). The
comparison shows good agreement between the numerical and analytical predictions
in terms of magnitude, and furthermore it is also seen that the natural boundary
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Figure 6.5: Stress distribution for the FCC single crystal around the right-hand side
contact point projected as (a) angular distribution, and (b) stress trajectory with the thick
line representing the yield surface. The lines represent the analytical solution while the
markers indicate the numerical solution.

conditions of the problem are fulfilled i.e. σ22 = 0 at θ = 0 (the free surface) and
σ12 = 0 at θ = −180◦ (the frictionless indenter surface). The stress components are
also presented in stress space as the trajectory (see Fig. 6.5b). Here, it is seen that
the stress trajectory is in agreement with the analytical solution (solid line) but the
trajectory also confirms the existence of the three discontinuities as it occupies the
yield surface in three tangent points, activating the three slip systems in local bands.

6.2

Wedge indentation into monazite - [P5]

In publication [P5], the self-similar framework is employed in the analysis of the more
uncommon monoclinic crystal structure. This crystal structure is of particular interest
because it is found in Monazite (LaPO4 ) which has shown promising properties as
an interface material between matrix and fiber in ceramic composite materials.
More specifically, Monazite coated fibers have proven to inhibit destructive damage
mechanisms by enabling crack deflection.
In [P5], the focus is not on the analysis of the interaction between the fibermonazite-matrix system, but on the material behavior of Monazite along the same
lines as in [P4]. Thus, the main goal is to find the stress distribution in the vicinity
of the moving contact points, along with discontinuities in the slip rate field, such
that the same type of asymptotic solution predicted analytically by Saito and Kysar
(2011), can be established for the monoclinic crystal structure. To determine the
asymptotic solution, the same conditions as in the previous indentation study ([P4])
are adopted. Thus, the study is performed in 2D plane strain, the material is assumed
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Pα

|γ̇ (α) |, around the moving contact points in wedge
Figure 6.6: Total slip rate, γ̇ (tot) =
indented monazite material. The contours are plotted in the self-similar coordinate system;
ξi = xi /ar , where ar /al ≈ 1.04.

to have a low yield stress and behave elastic perfectly plastic, the contact interface is
frictionless, and the wedge indenter is nearly flat (φ = 0.038◦ , see Fig. 6.1). In the
2D plane strain study of the monoclinic crystal, three in-plane slip systems exist but
only two of those systems are assumed active (the third is argued to be inactive, see
[P5]). The in-plane slip systems are oriented at (1) = −13.21◦ and (2) = 90◦ which
leads to asymmetry in the 2D plane. Thus, it is necessary to model the entire domain
and treat each side of the indenter separately such that different contact length can
arise (al and ar in Fig. 6.1). The domain continues to be discretized using quadratic
8-node isoparametric elements with reduced Gauss integration (2 × 2 Gauss points).
Pα (α)
|γ̇ |, in a self-similar
Figure 6.6 presents the total slip rate field, γ̇ (tot) =
coordinate system where it is chosen to normalize the coordinate axis with the right
contact length, ar . Here it is seen that a discontinuity parallel to slip system (2)
(−90◦ ) arises at both the left and right contact point. Meanwhile, limited activity
is observed parallel to slip system (1) for right contact point while slip system (1)
appears inactivity at the left contact point. The activity on slip system (1) at the
right contact points is, however, not considered as a discontinuity since the activity
does not emanate from the contact point where the asymptotic solution is valid.
Figure 6.7 presents the stress contour for the σ33 component (σ11 and σ12 can
be found in [P5]). Here, the stress appears as independent of the distance (relative
to the contact points) in the immediate vicinity of the contact points according to
the expectations of an asymptotic solution. Furthermore, it is observed that the
stress distribution is asymmetric in the 2D plane in contrast to the stress distribution
for the FCC crystal structure. This asymmetry is directly linked to the orientation
of the slip systems and causes the two contact points to travel at different speeds.
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Figure 6.7: Stress distribution (σ33 ), around the moving contact points, in wedge indented
monazite material. The contours are plotted in the self-similar coordinate system; ξi = xi /ar ,
where ar /al ≈ 1.04.

By investigating the location of the contact points it is found that; ar /al ≈ 1.04,
indicating that the right contact point travels faster than the left. For an indentation
experiment, this means that the indenter is, in fact, subjected to a small bending
moment which is linked to the ar /al ratio.
The asymptotic solution to the stress field for the monoclinic crystal structure is
estimated by extracting the stress components along an arc in the immediate vicinity
of the left and right contact point. The stress distribution around the left and right
contact point are presented in Figs. 6.8a and 6.8b, respectively, where the undeformed
surface is at ψ = 0◦ and the indenter surface is at ψ = −180◦ . By comparing the
stress components for the left and right contact point, it is observed that σ13 and
σ33 reaches approximately the same magnitude (σ13 has opposite sign), whereas the
σ11 component at the right contact point reaches a larger magnitude. Furthermore,
it is seen that the boundary conditions are satisfied in terms of σ13 = σ33 = 0 at
ψ = 0 and σ13 = 0 at ψ = −180◦ (frictionless contact interface).
In Fig. 6.9 the stress components are presented in stress space as the trajectory.
By following the trajectory from the starting point at the undeformed surface (star)
it is seen that the yield surface is only reached in the region related to slip system (2),
confirming the existence of the discontinuity discovered in the slip rate field. After
the existence of the slip rate discontinuity is confirmed, it is possible to construct
a sectional map for the monoclinic crystal structure similar to the map in Fig. 6.2
for the FCC crystal (Saito and Kysar, 2011). The sectional map for the monoclinic
crystal is presented in Fig. 6.10 where it is seen that the glide shear discontinuity
at −90◦ separates the material behavior into two elastic sectors, in contrast to the
three discontinuities splitting the FCC crystal into four elastic sectors.
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Figure 6.8: Angular stress distribution for monazite around the (a) left and (b) right
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7

Concluding remarks

This thesis focuses on the development and applications of spatial integration techniques in the field of solid mechanics. The original steady-state framework by Dean
and Hutchinson (1980) is modified to account for several material models to support
the studies in [P1]-[P8]. The studies in [P1]-[P6] and [P8] are all limited to the
original small strain formulation of the steady-state framework, however, for problems
with strains greater than 10% this formulation breaks down. To widen the field of application of the technique, a finite strain steady-state framework is developed in [P7].
The developed framework distinguishes itself from other steady-state frameworks in
the literature by accounting for elastic unloading, being readily implemented into
a traditional incremental framework, and by enabling the use of a wide range of
material models (other steady-state models are usually limited to rigid plasticity).
Besides the extensions to the original steady-state framework, a new spatial integration technique is developed for problems with a self-similar nature ([P4]). The
spatial integration technique for self-similar problems is developed by reconsidering
the main idea behind the original steady-state framework and applying this idea to
the characteristics of a self-similar solution. This leads to a new relationship between
time and spatially derived quantities and thereby also to a modification of the spatial
integration paths.
In contrast to traditional methods, relying on increments to capture the historydependence of a problem, the spatial integration technique is an iterative scheme
that determines the solution through spatial integration along special paths that
represent the history. The spatial integration technique offers several advantages
over incremental methods. The advantages are primarily related to iterative solution
scheme which takes place in a special coordinate system where motion is accounted
for implicitly. This means that contact interfaces that are moving in a traditional
framework appear as stationary, simplifying the contact algorithm and eliminate a
number of numerical issues. Furthermore, the points of interest (e.g. crack tip or
contact points in indentation) also remain stationary relative to the mesh, such that
mesh refinement in large regions or adaptive mesh schemes are avoided. This allows
for an efficient mesh design, reducing the number of elements without the loss of
accuracy. Lastly, the iterative framework is ideal for parametric studies and on-the-fly
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adjustments of manufacturing processes as it allows calculations to continue from a
previous solution.
In addition to the numerical work, a series of experiments are conducted (both
finished and ongoing). The goal of the experimental work is to provide data for
validation/calibration of a numerical study of roll-molding that relies on the finite
strain steady-state framework developed in [P7]. The experimental work consists of
both material testing ([P9]), as well as actual roll-molding experiments (remains to
be compared to a numerical study).
The development and applications of spatial integration schemes are presented
through a range of publications including both steady-state and self-similar problems.
These publications are recapitulated by the following remarks;
[P1], [P3], and [P6] - An anisotropic material model (single crystal plasticity)
is implemented in the original steady-state framework, to enable the study of stable
crack growth in single crystals. The steady-state framework with an anisotropic
material model is the first of its kind and is verified against analytical predictions of
slip rate discontinuities in stable crack growth (Rice, 1987). The discontinuities are
related to the crystal structure and are all predicted by the framework in an unseen
resolution (and provided for the first time for the BCC and HCP crystal structures).
Furthermore, the shielding ratio is investigated for steadily propagating cracks in
FCC, BCC, and HCP single crystals. The largest shielding ratio is observed for the
HCP structure while the lowest shielding ratio is predicted for the FCC structure.
The anisotropic framework is subsequently extended to include size effects related
to the GND density by implementing the Kuroda-Tvergaard model. The orientations
of the discontinuities observed in the conventional study are not affected by the size
effect but the size of the plastic zones diminishes, leading to a lower shielding ratio
for the HCP crystal structure (this study is limited to HCP).
[P8] - The original steady-state model for rate-independent plasticity by Dean
and Hutchinson (1980), is extended to include kinematic hardening. The goal is to
compare the shielding ratio in crack growth for isotropic and kinematic hardening as
such effects are rarely considered in the literature. This study shows that kinematic
hardening increases the shielding ratio significantly for mode I cracks, while only a
minor increase is seen for mode II cracks. The reason for this difference is the greater
sensitivity to non-proportional loading and reversed loading (only for mode I cracks)
for a kinematic hardening material.
[P2] - A strain gradient plasticity model is implemented in the original small
strain framework, following the work by Nielsen et al. (2012b). The framework forms
the basis for an initial parametric study of wire drawing, focusing on the effect of
plastic strain gradients (size) and tool geometry. The results show that size effects
introduce the need for additional drawing force, and causes a larger elastic springback
of the drawn material. Furthermore, the investigation of the tool geometry shows
that the drawing force is largely independent of the tool geometry, however, the peak
pressure in the contact area can be reduced by choosing a rounded tool.
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[P7] - A steady-state finite strain formulation is developed to widen the application
range of the original framework. The numerical implementation relies on a total
Lagrangian formulation and a hyperelastic material formulation while the constitutive
law for plasticity can be chosen freely. It is proven that the spatial integration can be
performed in the reference configuration, for a total Lagrangian formulation, where
the integration paths and speed are known (as opposed to tracking the paths and
speed in the current configuration). The solutions to a drawing problem solved by the
developed framework and a traditional incremental framework (obtained in ANSYS)
are compared and shows good agreement.
[P9] - The mechanical response of specimens, with varying grain size, is investigated through a reverse extrusion experiment. The experiment indicated that the
grain to feature size ratio plays a role in microforming processes. This effect is
observed when the mechanical response in the reverse extrusion process is normalized by the flow stress for each individual grain size. For this representation, the
fine-grained materials (grains are small compared to the feature size) shows almost
identical response curves while the coarse-grained material (grains comparable to
the feature size) gives a stiffer response than expected. This suggests that material
models considering the grain to feature size ratio are required to accurately model
the mechanical response in e.g. roll-molding at the micron scale.
[P4] - A new spatial integration technique is developed for self-similar problems
to avoid numerical issues related to the growing contact interface in traditional
incremental approaches. The framework is verified by comparison to analytical
predictions of wedge indentation (Saito and Kysar, 2011). The comparison shows
that the framework is able to capture both the qualitative and quantitative details
of the analytical solution. New unseen numerical results are presented for the BCC
and HCP crystal structures. The numerical results for the BCC crystal match
the analytical predictions by Saito and Kysar (2011) as well but the viscoplastic
model does activate an additional discontinuity not predicted by the analytical
solution. The numerical solution shows the existence of discontinuities either parallel
or perpendicular to the slip systems for the HCP crystal (an analytical solution does
not exist). Furthermore, it is also discovered that, as opposed to the FCC and BCC
crystal, a plastic sector exists in the sectional structure.
[P5] - The self-similar framework is employed in the analysis of Monazite material
subjected to wedge indentation. The goal is to characterize the material behavior
of Monazites monoclinic crystal structure to extend the existing literature for FCC,
BCC, and HCP crystals. The stress and slip rate distribution is mapped in the
immediate vicinity of the two contact points (points where new material meets the
indenter). The two contact points travel at different speeds, causing an asymmetric
deformation field. The stress and slip rate show that a velocity discontinuity exists
at each contact point, dividing the material in the immediate vicinity of the contact
points into two elastic sectors.
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Summary. The characteristics of the active plastic zone surrounding a crack growing
in a single crystal (FCC, BCC, and HCP) at constant velocity is investigated for Mode
I loading under plane strain assumptions. The framework builds upon a steady-state
relation bringing the desired solution out in a frame translating with the crack tip. In
the study, the shielding of the crack tip that follows from plastic slip is investigated by
adopting the SSV-model. High resolution plots of the plastic zones are obtained and a
detailed study confirms the existence of analytically determined velocity discontinuities
from the literature. The plastic zone is found to be smallest for the FCC structure and
largest for the HCP structure, which is also reflected in the shielding ratio, where FCC
crystals show the smallest shielding and HCP the largest shielding.
1

Introduction

The active plastic zone in the vicinity of a crack tip has direct influence on the fracture
toughness of a material. The plastic zone essentially acts as a shield against the elastic
far field by dissipating energy through plastic slip. The objective of the study is to
investigate quasi-static crack growth in rate-sensitive single crystals (FCC, BCC, HCP)
under Mode I loading. The investigation is divided into two parts. In the first part, the
characteristics of the plastic zone surrounding the crack tip are investigated. The goal is
to validate the numerics by comparing to the work of Rice 1 and Rice et. al. 2 , but also
to bring new information regarding the plastic zones as the true steady-state solutions
are obtained within the presented framework. In the second part of the analysis, the
macroscopic crack tip shielding under the assumption of cleavage cracking is investigated.
The analysis of shielding ratios relies on the SSV-model (Suo et. al. 3 ), which facilitates a
fracture criterion based on the J-integral.
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2

Modelling Framework

The study is conducted under small scale yielding and treated as quasi-static. A Mode I far field
K
loading is applied on the outer boundary (illustrated in Fig. 1) according to the modified boundary layer formulation (scaled by the stress intenx
sity factor, KI ). By introducing a reference plastic
ȧ
(SS domain)
zone size parameter, R0 , depending on a reference
(SSV domain)
stress p
intensity factor, K0 , as R0 = (K0 /τ0 )2 with
2D
2H
x
γ
=0
Γ
K0 = (EΓtip )/(1 − ν 2 ) the energy release rate at
the crack tip, Γtip , can be used in a local linear
elastic fracture criterion facilitated by modelling the
τ , N, m, E, ν, γ̇
SSV domain described by Suo et. al. 3 .
Since the material model is based on an elastic
visco-plasticity theory, the active plastic zone that
engulfs the crack tip must be specified. The quantity utilized is based on the
value of the Figure 1: Mode I crack growth at
Pabsolute
steady-state in crystal plastic ma(α)
accumulated slip rate, Λ̇ = α |γ̇ |.
The crack growth problem is analysed in the 2D terial. The SSV domain provide
plane strain steady-state framework suggested by an elastic strip embedded in the
Dean and Hutchinson 4 , where the crack propagates steady-state domain (SS domain).
at a constant velocity, ȧ. The procedure iterates directly on the stationary condition where the stress and strain field are constant to an
observer that is fixed relative to the crack tip. This method is based on the steady-state
condition, where a time derived quantity f˙ in the constitutive model can be related to a
spatial derivative through the velocity ȧ (f˙ = −ȧ∂f /∂x), followed by numerical integration to determine the total quantities. The constitutive model employed is the visco-plastic

1/m
power law slip rate relation, γ̇ (α) = γ̇0 sgn τ (α) |τ (α) |/g (α)
, by Hutchinson 5 .
In order to analyse the single crystal material which has a 3D crystallographic structure,
in a 2D plane strain setting, it is necessary to invoke effective slip systems by combining
the out-of-plane slip systems to equivalent in plane slip systems (only for the FCC and
BCC). These effective systems are imposed according to the work of Rice 1 .
I

2

1

(α)

tip

0

3

0

Results

Comparing the active plastic zones in Fig. 2 to the analytical predictions by Rice 1
reveals a striking match in terms of the velocity discontinuities. These velocity discontinuities are presented as the white regions of concentrated plastic straining and should
be located at the angles 54.7◦ and 125.3◦ . The active plastic zones also have the same
features as in the numerical study of Rice et. al. 2 , with even more details due to the
improved numerical procedure. The development of the plastic zones also indicate that
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Figure 2: Accumulated slip rate, Λ̇, for steady-state crack growth in perfectly plastic
single crystal showing the plastic region, Λ̇G/(ζ γ̇0 τ0 ) ≥ 1, (black region) and a region of
highly concentrated plastic straining (discontinuities), Λ̇G/(ζ γ̇0 τ0 ) ≥ 2000, (white region)
for (a) an FCC, (b) a BCC, and (c) an HCP crystal structure.
the solution has reached the actual steady-state, compared to Rice et. al. 2 which uses an
incremental framework where the steady-state solution is only obtained approximately by
going through a transient crack growth phase. Upon inspection of the plastic zones, it is
seen that the plastic zone is smallest for the FCC and largest for the HCP structure. The
plastic zones for the FCC and BCC structures are similar in shape whereas the plastic
zone for the HCP crystal differs significantly.
Figure 3a presents the shielding ratio as a function of the height of the SSV-region for
a quasi-statically growing crack under Mode I loading. The results are presented for both
the FCC, BCC, and HCP crystal structures. Common for all crystal structures, is the
increase in crack tip shielding as the SSV region becomes thinner (R0 /D increases). It is
observed that the largest shielding effect is obtained for HCP consistent with the study
of the plastic zone where it is seen that this structure indeed has the largest extent of the
plastic zone whereas FCC has the smallest shielding ratio).
By investigating the effect of the crack velocity at different rate sensitivities, m, (see
Fig. 3b) it was found that a “characteristic velocity” exists. At this velocity, the rate
independent response can be determined with the rate dependent model. Thus, beneficial
parameters, in terms of numerical convenience, can be chosen when studying the rate
independent response with a rate dependent model (e.g. a higher rate sensitivity, m).
4

Conclusions

In accordance with Rice 1 , distinct sectors that divide the domain near the crack tip
have been identified for the three basic crystal structures in metals (FCC, BCC, and
HCP). The size and shape of the plastic zone significantly affect the macroscopic fracture
toughness of the material as investigated by applying the SSV model. The magnitude of
the active plastic zone is smallest for the FCC crystal and largest for the HCP crystal. The
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Figure 3: Crack tip shielding ratio as a function of the (a) inverse of dislocation free region
(SSV), D, (ζ = 10) and (b) crack propagation velocity, ζ.
shielding ratio is smallest for the FCC crystal and largest for the HCP crystal, consistent
with the magnitude of the plastic zones for the different crystal structures. The study
of rate sensitivity leads to the finding of a characteristic velocity at which the shielding
ratio becomes independent of the rate-sensitivity, thus allowing for studying the rate
independent response with a rate dependent model.
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a b s t r a c t
Wire drawing processes at the micron scale have received increased interest as micro wires are increasingly required in electrical components. It is well-established that size effects due to large strain gradient
effects play an important role at this scale and the present study aims to quantify these effects for the
wire drawing process. Focus will be on investigating the impact of size effects on the most favourable
tool geometry (in terms of minimizing the drawing force) for various conditions between the wire/tool
interface. The numerical analysis is based on a steady-state framework that enables convergence without dealing with the transient regime, but still fully accounts for the history dependence as-well as the
elastic unloading. Thus, it forms the basis for a comprehensive parameter study. During the deformation process in wire drawing, large plastic strain gradients evolve in the contact region. This creates a
need for a higher order plasticity theory to accurately predict the material behaviour across the multiple
scales involved. The present study reveals that the contribution from an energetic (recoverable) length
parameter is limited, while the corresponding dissipative contribution dominates and tends to shift the
drawing force to a higher level. As a direct consequence, the strain gradient hardening effect reduces
the most favourable tool angle of a sharp tool with up to 50% (in terms of the required drawing force),
whereas a circular shaped tool is proven less sensitive to scaling effects. By considering the contact force
proﬁle between tool and material it becomes clear that the strain gradients have a smoothing effect and
both the magnitude and position of the peak pressure are affected signiﬁcantly. A round tool is found to
reduce the peak force, while the location of the peak is found to move from outlet to inlet depending on
the tool geometry.
© 2016 The Society of Manufacturing Engineers. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The wire drawing process is used in manufacturing at all scales,
ranging from several centimetres to a few microns. The growing production of micro components has increased the demand
for micro wires (<10 m), which is an important component in
e.g. semiconductors and electrical winding coils. At this scale,
size effects are highly important in the production and therefore requires attention. It is well established that the size effect,
appearing as either increased hardening or strengthening at the
micron scale, originates from large strain gradients created by the
inhomogeneous deformation during the wire drawing process.
Size effects can originate from two different sources, namely
the effect of geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs) which follows from the development of large plastic strain gradients and the

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: krjoju@mek.dtu.dk (K.J. Juul).

effect of the microstructure when the grains become comparable in
size to the wire diameter. The present study, however, investigates
only the size effect related to the GNDs, while assuming homogeneity of the material, thus disregarding grain size effects. Storage
of GNDs [1,6,15] gives rise to free energy (energetic contribution)
associated with the local stress ﬁeld of the GNDs (dislocation pileups) and an increased dissipation (dissipative contribution) when
the GNDs move through the lattice. The dissipative and energetic
part are commonly referred to as length parameters in higher order
plasticity theories. The length parameter ensures dimensional consistency in the model and essentially allows for a change in material
behaviour across scales (see Mu et al. [8] for a recent attempt to
relate the length parameter to experimental ﬁndings at the micron
scale). At the micron scale, GNDs can dominate the total dislocation density, which is normally dominated by statistically stored
dislocations (SSDs) at larger scales. This leads to a requirement for
additional energy to deform the material in the presence of large
plastic strain gradients. This effect will create an apparent increase
in yield stress as-well as additional hardening of the material.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jmapro.2016.12.005
1526-6125/© 2016 The Society of Manufacturing Engineers. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. Parametrization of the wire drawing process in the adopted steady-state framework with axisymmetry around the z-axis. Throughout the study, Rm /(2L) = 1/10 and
the ﬁnite element mesh employed consists of square elements with side length L(e) /Rm = 20.

To accommodate these issues, and develop a numerical
model capable of handling this complex behaviour, the material model must represent the ﬁeld quantities over the full range
of length scales involved. In the present study, the higher order
elastic–viscoplastic theory suggested by Fleck and Willis [4] is
employed. Here, the concept of higher order stresses, workconjugate to the strain gradients, is adopted to increase the size
range for which the material model is valid.
Neglecting grain and microstructure effects, the wire drawing
process is a continuous process, making it ideal for a steadystate framework. Thus, the transient regime in the initial phase
of the wire drawing process is not analysed in the present study.
Avoiding the transient regime presents a number of advantages
such as not having to deal with a continuously changing contact
region (see e.g. Richelsen [17] for a discussion related to a transient study of rolling). A numerical investigation of steady-state
wire drawing at the micron scale can be found in Byon et al. [2].
Their work, however, is based on rigid plasticity where residual
stresses and elastic unloading are neglected. At elevated temperatures (hot working), the effect of elastic unloading is minor, but at
low temperatures (cold working), elastic unloading is essential. The
steady-state model employed in the current study readily accounts
for elastic unloading as-well as residual stresses, and it is based on
the early work of Dean and Hutchinson [3] for continuous crack
growth (see also Wei and Hutchinson [18]).
The developed model will be exploited to quantify the effect
of strain gradients related to the most favourable tool geometry.
During these studies both the effect of the dissipative and energetic
length parameters are investigated (see e.g. Nielsen [9] and Nielsen
et al. [13] for similar studies on steady-state rolling).
In the following sections, the basis for the model will be presented in tensor notation. The model is formulated in 2D, under the
assumptions of axisymmetry, and thus the tensor notation should
be interpreted as components 1, 2, 3 being the radial (r), axial (z),
and angular () direction, respectively. The notation ()˙ is used for
the time derivative of a quantity. This paper is divided into the following sections: the parametrization of the wire drawing process
is presented in Section 2, the material model and the numerical formulation are presented in Section 3, the boundary value problem is
presented in Section 4, results are presented in Section 5 and lastly
concluding remarks are given in Section 6.
2. Parametrization of the wire drawing process
The diameter of the undeformed wire is 2Rm and the reduced
diameter after passing the tool is 2rm (see Fig. 1). The tool consists
of two linear parts (tool ﬂanks) and a circular part (tool nose) of
radius tr . The linear and circular part of the tool is connected in the
transition point, tp , which is the point where the ﬂank is tangent
to the circle. For an increasing tool nose radius, tr , the transitions
points will move up, and ultimately they may coincide with the
surface of the wire making the tool circular. The tool, as-well as

Table 1
Mechanical properties.
Parameter

Signiﬁcance

Value

 y /E

N
m
ε̇0
LD
LE

Yield strain
Poisson’s ratio
Strain hardening exponent
Strain rate hardening exponent
Reference strain rate
Dissipative length parameter
Energetic length parameter

0.001
0.3
0.2
0.02
0.001
0.05–0.5Rm
0–0.1Rm

the entire model, is revolved around the z-axis according to the
axisymmetric formulation. Due to the axisymmetry, displacement
constraints are not required along the z-axis, however, symmetry
p
conditions are enforced on the plastic strains such that ε̇12 = 0 at
r = 0. The tool is assumed to be rigid and the maximum reduction
of the wire radius, , is located at the centre of the tool (z = 0). The
ﬁnal radius of the wire, rm , will then correspond to the initial radius,
Rm , minus the reduction, plus an elastic spring back. The quantities,
besides material parameters found in Table 1, which are prescribed
in the model is the radial reduction ratio, /Rm , the normalized
tool nose radius, tr /Rm , the tool angle,  (also called the semi-cone
angle), and the dimensionless inlet velocity, ˛ = ȧ/(ε̇0 Rm ), with ε̇0
being the material reference strain rate and ȧ being the actual inlet
velocity (˛ = 50 throughout the study). The inﬂuence of the velocity
is depending on the magnitude of the rate hardening of the material
(exponent, m, in Eq. (5)) and its inﬂuence can be signiﬁcant.
3. Numerical framework
The numerical framework builds on the gradient enhanced
elastic–viscoplastic theory proposed by Gudmundson [5]; Gurtin
and Anand [7]; Fleck and Willis [4]. Here, the analysis is restricted
to small strains as a ﬁrst approximation by limiting the wire reduction to a maximum of 4% (the overall straining in the wire drawing
process is proportional to the wire reduction for small reductions).
The total strain, εij , is determined from the displacements, such that
εij = (ui,j + uj,i )/2 which can be decomposed into an elastic part, εeij ,
p

p

and a plastic part εij (εij = εeij + εij ). The displacement and plastic
strain components obey the principle of virtual work (PVW) presented in Eq. (1) (given in Cartesian components), and they are
determined from the Minimum Principles I and II presented by Fleck
and Willis [4] (see also Section 3.1).

 
V

p

p



ij ıεij + (qij − sij )ıεij + ijk ıεij,k dV =

 
S

p



Ti ıui + Mij ıεij dS
(1)

Here, qij is the micro-stress,  ij is the Cauchy stress, sij is the deviatoric stress, and  ijk is the higher order stress. The right-hand
side of the PVW in Eq. (1) is divided into the conventional tractions Ti =  ij nj and the higher order tractions, Mij =  ijk nk , where nk
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is the unit outward normal vector to the surface S which bounds
the volume V.
When including strain gradients in an axisymmetric model,
essential non-trivial strain gradient components arise besides the
trivial strain gradient components. The non-trivial out-of-plane
strain gradient components are expressed in a local Cartesian frame
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
as: ε13,3 = ε31,3 = (ε11 − ε33 )/r, ε23,3 = ε32,3 = ε12 /r, where r is the
radius at the point of evaluation (see e.g. Niordson [14]).
According to the model proposed by Fleck and Willis [4], the
D ,
higher order stresses,  ijk , decompose into a dissipative part, ijk
E , (
D
E
and an energetic part, ijk
ijk = ijk + ijk ). The micro-stresses are

assumed to have only a dissipative part i.e. qij = qD
. The constitutive
ij
equations for the dissipative quantities read
p

qD
=
ij

p

2 C [Ė , E p ] p
C [Ė , E p ] 2 p
D
=
LD ε̇ij,k
ε̇ij , and ijk
p
p
3
Ė
Ė

(2)

where  C is the gradient enhanced effective stress and Ė p is the
gradient enhanced effective plastic strain rate. In the present study,
these take a quadratic from and read
C =



3 D D
−2 D D
q q + LD
ijk ijk ,
2 ij ij

and

Ė p =



2 p p
2 ε̇p ε̇p
ε̇ ε̇ + LD
ij,k ij,k
3 ij ij
(3)

where LD is the dissipative length parameter introduced for dimensional consistency.
In conventional plasticity, plastic dissipation is assumed to be
related to the plastic deformations in terms of heat energy and cold
work, while no free energy is associated with the plastic strains.
However, in the presence of large plastic gradients [1], the GND
densities can become signiﬁcant compared to the SSD densities.
The GNDs give rise to the additional free energy associated with
their local stress ﬁeld. Thus, the total free energy is given by:
=

1
2



p





p



εij − εij Lijkl εkl − εkl +

(4)

G

where G accounts for the free energy associated with the GNDs.
The conventional stresses are determined though the elastic relap
tionship, ij = ∂ /∂εeij = Lijkl (εkl − εkl ), where Lijkl is the isotropic
elastic stiffness tensor and the higher order stresses are deﬁned as
E = ∂ /∂εp . The free energy related to the GNDs is assumed
ijk
ij,k
to be quadratic with respect to the plastic strain gradients i.e.
p
2 p
G = (GLE εij,k εij,k )/2, and thus the higher order stresses are deﬁned
p

E = GL2 ε
as ijk
E ij,k , where G is the elastic shear modulus and LE is the
energetic length parameter.
The current model is based on the power-law relation for the
viscoplastic behaviour presented in Eq. (5).

E˙p = ε̇0

  1/m
C
g(E p )

,



with g(Ep ) = y 1 +

EE p
y

N

(5)

Here, N is the strain hardening exponent, m is the strain rate hardening exponent, ε̇0 is the reference strain rate, and g is the ﬂow
potential. According to the viscoplastic model, the material will
display signiﬁcant viscous effects for large strain rate hardening
exponents. On the contrary, for m → 0, the material approaches
a rate-independent response which corresponds to conventional
J2 -ﬂow plasticity in the limit where the dissipative and energetic
length parameter is zero (LD → 0, LE → 0) [11]. It should be mentioned that this type of ﬂow theory assumes the material to be
isotropic at the micron scale and the model therefore omits any
anisotropic evolution in the microstructure.
It should also be noticed, however, that the numerical framework becomes unstable for LD → 0. Hence, a conventional J2 -model
without strain gradient effects has been developed separately for
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comparison in the limit case. The material parameters considered
in the present study are collected in Table 1.
3.1. Steady-state approach
A steady-state framework is chosen for the numerical analysis as it ﬁts well with the nature of the wire drawing process. For
a constant feed of material, and thus continuous deformation, a
stationary ﬁeld develops in the vicinity of the tool whereby the
stress/strain ﬁelds remain unchanged to an observer ﬁxed relative
to the tool. Exploiting this in the modelling makes the steady-state
approach superior to the traditional transient Lagrangian models.
Moreover, as the tool will remain stationary with respect to the
computational ﬁnite element mesh one avoids numerical issues
such as continuously changing contact interfaces. The steady-state
ﬁnite element model employed in the present study is based on
the early work by Dean and Hutchinson [3], originally proposed
for crack growth problems at a constant velocity. However, the
technique can without modiﬁcations be adopted to a number of
manufacturing processes such as e.g. wire drawing, rolling, welding, etc. A key feature of the steady-state procedure by Dean and
Hutchinson [3] is that it implicitly accounts for elastic unloading
for a wide range of constitutive models.
The steady-state condition states that any time derived quantity,
ḟ , in a constitutive model can be related to the corresponding spatial
derivative through the velocity, ȧ, along a streamline (illustrated in
Fig. 1), according to the relation ḟ = −ȧ∂f/∂z. Thus, any incrementally deﬁned quantity at a given material point can be evaluated
by integrating along a streamline in the direction of the material
movement, starting at a point upstream (z0 ) of the tool and ending at the point of interest downstream (z*). The point of interest
(z*) will then contain the history of all upstream points. The procedure for determining e.g. the plastic strains along the streamlines
is shown in Eq. (6).
εij (r ∗ , z ∗ ) =
p



z∗

z0

∂εpij
∂z

dz,

∂εpij

with

∂z

1 p
= − ε̇ij
ȧ

(6)

The streamlines are deﬁned as paths through neighbouring Gauss
points on the same radius in the negative z-direction, making a
mesh with only rectangular elements within the streamline domain
ideal (see Fig. 1). The streamline integration is based on a forward
Euler integration scheme where the time enters the calculations
through the velocity, ȧ, in the steady-state framework.
In the adopted material model, the displacement ﬁeld and plastic strain gradient rate ﬁeld are determined separately following
Fleck and Willis [4]. The displacement ﬁeld is determined based on
the conventional formulation for quasi-static problems shown in
Eq. (7), corresponding to Minimum Principle II in Fleck and Willis
[4].



V

Lijkl εkl ıεij dV =



Ti ıui dS +

S



V

p

Lijkl εkl ıεij dV

(7)

The plastic strain gradient rate ﬁeld is formulated as shown in
Eq. (8) corresponding to Minimum Principle I in Fleck and Willis [4].



V

p

p

D
(qD
ıε̇ij + ijk
ıε̇ij,k )dV =
ij



V

p

p

E
(sij ıε̇ij − ijk
ıε̇ij,k )dV +



S

p

Mij ıε̇ij dS
(8)

The stationary solution is determined from the two minimum
principles in a staggered iterative approach. Thus, each iteration
in the process of obtaining a steady-state solution for the adopted
gradient enhanced material model has two steps. The ﬁrst step is
to determine the displacements according to Minimum principle
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II (see Eq. (7)). From the displacements, the stress ﬁeld is determined by taking the current straining history into account, and the
obtained ﬁeld is then feed into the second step. The second step is
p
to determine the corresponding plastic strain rates, ε̇ij , according to
Minimum principle I (see Eq. (8)). Employing a steady-state formulation, the plastic strain rates can be integrated along the streamlines
p
in order to obtain the history dependent plastic strains, εij . The conventional model corresponds to having both the length parameters
equal to zero. In this case, Minimum Principle I is not required and a
“conventional” viscoplastic relation can be employed to determine
the plastic strains (see e.g. [10]).
The implementation of the minimum principles follows the
procedure suggested by Nielsen and Niordson [11]. According to
this procedure, the displacement ﬁeld discretization is based on
a quadratic 8-node isoparametric element, and the plastic strain
rate ﬁeld discretization is based on a linear 4-node isoparametric
element. Reduced Gauss integration is used for the displacement
ﬁeld (2 × 2 Gauss points), while full Gauss integration is used (2 × 2
Gauss points) for the plastic strain rate ﬁeld. As an approximation, it
is further assumed that the location of the Gauss points in the two
element types are coinciding making the ﬁeld quantities directly
accessible for both parts of the solution scheme. The interaction
between ﬁeld quantities is based on the standard ﬁnite element
interpolation shown in Eq. (9) for calculating quantities within the
element at the points of evaluation.
8

5. Results
The gradient effects, related to the wire drawing process at the
micron scale, are investigated in the following by exploiting the
established numerical model. The results presented span over the
effective plastic strains, the von Mises stresses, the effect of the
friction coefﬁcient, and the optimization of tool geometry.
In Figs. 2 and 3, the deformed shape, conventional effecp

p p 1/2

tive plastic strain, εe = [(2/3)εij εij ]

, and von Mises stress,

 e = [(3/2)sij sij ]1/2 , are presented for two values of the dissipative
length parameter. The plastic strains that develop during the wire

4
(n)

N (n) ui ,

ui =

be determined from the reaction forces and be applied to the corresponding nodes. A force, corresponding to the sum of resisting
forces acting on the nodes at the tool interface, is added to the left
end of the wire. This sum of resisting forces corresponds to the
required drawing force Fdraw . In the current study, no restrictions
on the higher order terms are applied in the contact region, i.e. no
blocking of dislocations at the interface between the wire and tool
p
has been introduced (the boundary is micro free and ε̇ij =
/ 0).

p(n)

p

M (n) ε̇ij

and ε̇ij =

n=1

(9)

n=1

For a more detailed overview of the algorithm see e.g. Nielsen et al.
[12].
4. Problem
Wire drawing under steady-state conditions is associated with
large translational displacements, but the strains remain small for
moderate reductions of the diameter. As an example; observe a
point (r, z) located upstream at time zero in the model set-up illustrated in Fig. 1, and the same point (R, Z) at a later stage where it has
moved downstream. The displacements, ui , of this material point
are then deﬁned by the following relation:
(10)

Fig. 2. Effect of length parameter on ﬁeld quantities (countour) and deformation
(shape magniﬁed by a factor of 10), where (a) displays the effective plastic strain,
p
εe , whereas (b) shows the normalized von Mises stress,  e / y . The solid black
line indicates the tool center and the dash-dot line indicates the axis of symmetry. The dissipative length parameter and energetic length parameter remain ﬁxed
at LD /Rm = 0.1 and LE = 0, respectively ( /Rm = 0.01, ˛ = 50, tr /Rm = 0.25, = 0.1, and
 = 1.5◦ ).

As the displacements, ui , are relative to a frame translating with
the inlet velocity of the wire, the total strains can be deﬁned as
εij = (ui,j + uj,i )/2.
In the ﬁrst iteration on the displacement ﬁeld, the tool geometry
is introduced in the model as prescribed displacements in the radial
direction. This ensures that the nodes are allowed only to slide along
the rigid tool surface. Step one and two in the solution scheme
creates a stress/strain ﬁeld which is feed into the streamline integration handling the constitutive relations and history dependence
which lead to an evolving plastic strain ﬁeld. In the following iterations, the displacements and reactions forces are evaluated along
the tool to determine whether a node should leave the tool (prescribed displacement condition removed) or if this particular node
should have a prescribed displacement as it remains in contact with
the tool.
In the contact region between the wire and the tool, friction
forces are assumed to obey a Coulomb friction law. In the wire
drawing process, the sliding direction will always result in a
friction force in the positive z-direction (opposite direction of the
material ﬂow). The friction force is therefore purely kinematic, and
can be determined as Ff = Fn , where
is the friction coefﬁcient
and Fn is the normal contact force. The friction force can thereby

Fig. 3. Effect of length parameter on ﬁeld quantities (countour) and deformation
(shape magniﬁed by a factor of 10), where (a) displays the effective plastic strain,
p
εe , whereas (b) shows away the normalized von Mises stress,  e / y . The solid black
line indicates the tool center and the dash-dot line indicates the axis of symmetry.
For both models the dissipative length parameter and energetic length parameter
remain ﬁxed at LD /Rm = 0.5 and LE = 0, respectively (/Rm = 0.01, ˛ = 50, tr /Rm = 0.25,
= 0.1, and  = 1.5◦ ).

Z = z − ȧt + u1

and

R = r + u2
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drawing process are predicted to be rather inhomogeneous (see
Figs. 2a and 3a). As the undeformed wire is drawn towards and
through the tool, plastic straining rapidly evolves upon ﬁrst contact.
In fact, the plastic straining starts to evolve just in front of the tool
as the material is forced toward the centre by the material further
downstream closer to the tool. What is interesting to notice is that
the drawn wire is leaving the tool with a rather inhomogeneous
distribution of large plastic strains for a small dissipative length
parameter (corresponding to a large scale of the wire drawing
process), whereas a fairly homogeneous distribution is observed
for a large dissipative length parameter (corresponding to a small
scale of the wire drawing process). For wire drawing at large scales
(Fig. 2), a concentration of large plastic strains is observed after the
material has left the tool. The concentration is largest just below the
surface and decreases towards the core of the wire. This is expected
as the material from the surface region is ﬂowing towards the core
when the diameter is reduced. On the contrary, the magnitude of
the plastic strains is a factor of 2 lower after the tool at the smallest scale (Fig. 3), while the plastic strains are of similar magnitude
before the tool. This has to do with the increase in apparent yield
stress typically found at the micron scale in regions with signiﬁcant plastic strain gradients. Thus, plastic straining becomes less
dominant which in turn gives rise to a larger elastic spring back.
This is observed in Fig. 3 for a large dissipative length parameter,
where it is seen that the material expands elastically after passing
the tool center and continue to be in contact with the tool due to
the increased spring back caused by the strengthening effect. The
magnitude of the spring back corresponds to approximately 30% of
the desired reduction in the smallest scale considered (Fig. 3). The
results in Fig. 2 for small length parameter conﬁrms this difference
as the reduction after the tool corresponds approximately to the
lowest point on the tool (actually the radius is slightly smaller due
to the elastic stretching of the material when the drawing force is
applied).
An important consequence of the signiﬁcant spring back, at
small scales, is the necessity to compensate for the effect when
designing the tool in order to achieve the desired diameter of the
wire. In the present study, compensation for spring back has not
been included in the model i.e. the wires in the different studies
have different diameters after passing the tool. Hence, the forces
are, in fact, expected to be even larger at a smaller scale than presented in the following, as a larger reduction would be required to
obtain the desired diameter.
A comparison of the von Mises stress ﬁelds in Figs. 2b and 3b
(presented as the normalized quantity,  e / y ) shows that the
strengthening caused by the GNDs in the presence of large gradients leads to an increase in the stresses. It is seen that for both length
parameters, residual stresses exist after passing the tool with the
largest stresses near the surface. The stress state close to the surface
can be of signiﬁcance in relation to stress corrosion cracking depending on the material as not all materials are equally susceptible to
this type of crack formation.
Figs. 4 and 5 bring out the drawing force, Fdraw , as it depends
on the friction coefﬁcient, , for two different tool geometries. In
Fig. 4a, a sharp tool (small tool nose radius, tr ) is analysed for varying dissipative length parameter and reduction ratio. Observing the
results for one of the curves in Fig. 4a, the required drawing force is
increasing almost linearly with the friction coefﬁcient. Moreover,
when increasing the reduction ratio, the curves are simply shifting
to a larger drawing force as the amount of deformation required is
increasing (more energy needed). In addition to the shift, a slight
increase in the slope is also observed. In a similar fashion, increasing the dissipative length parameter leads to an addition increase in
the drawing force as the GNDs created by the gradients give rise to
a strengthening effect as previously discussed (again, more energy
is needed).
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Fig. 4. Required drawing force for a sharp tool (tr /Rm = 0.25) as a function of the friction coefﬁcient for various dissipative length parameters and wire reduction ratios.
The velocity is ﬁxed at ˛ = 50 and the tool angle is ﬁxed at  = 2◦ . Here, shown for an
energetic length parameter of (a) LE /Rm = 0, and (b) LE /Rm = 0.1.

A similar analysis for the sharp tool, but with an energetic
length parameter added to the material (LE /Rm = 0.1), is presented
in Fig. 4b. The energetic contribution reveals, however, only a very
limited effect on the results. This has to do with the energetic contribution being linked to the free energy associated with the plastic
strain gradients. At steady-state, a change in free energy is directly
tied to the difference between the state of the material sufﬁciently
far upstream and downstream from the tool. Thus, as the material upstream is assumed to have no prior history (zero gradients
and zero free energy stored), and combined with limited residual
plastic strain gradients existing downstream, the free energy associated with the deformation process will be limited. This was also
seen for the rolling process at small scales by Nielsen [9]. The energetic contribution is most evident for a small dissipative length
parameter where it slightly increases the drawing force. However,
the dissipative length parameter rapidly becomes dominant when
increased.
Fig. 5 presents a similar analysis but now for a tool with a much
larger tool nose radius, tr (referred to as a round tool). Comparing
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Fig. 5. Required drawing force for a round tool (tr /Rm = 4.5) as a function of the
friction coefﬁcient for various dissipative length parameters and reduction ratios.
The velocity is ﬁxed at ˛ = 50 and the tool angle is ﬁxed at  = 2◦ . Here, shown for an
energetic length parameter of (a) LE /Rm = 0, and (b) LE /Rm = 0.1.

Fig. 6. Required drawing force for a sharp tool (tr /Rm = 0.25) as function of tool angle
for different dissipative length parameters. The velocity is ﬁxed at ˛ = 50, the reduction ratio at /Rm = 0.01, and the friction coefﬁcient at = 0.1. Here, shown for an
energetic length parameter of (a) LE /Rm = 0, and (b) LE /Rm = 0.1.

the results for the round tool (Fig. 5), with those for the sharp tool
(Fig. 4), no signiﬁcant differences are observed. Hence, the drawing
force mostly depends on the material parameters and reduction
ratio, and only little on the tool geometry.
To investigate the rather small effect of the tool geometry
further, two additional studies have been conducted where the
comparison of a sharp tool and a round tool is the main focus. The
ﬁrst part presented in Fig. 6 concerns optimization of the tool angle
in order to minimize the drawing force for a sharp tool (small tool
nose radius). In Fig. 6a (LE = 0), the strengthening effect owing to
strain gradients shifts the drawing force upward as the dissipative length parameter is increased (wire drawing at ever smaller
scales). Moreover, it is evident that the most favourable tool angle,
with respect to minimum drawing force, also changes. As indicated by enlarged circles in Fig. 6, an increase in the dissipative
length parameter, decreases the most favourable tool angle (in
agreement with the ﬁndings in Byon et al. [2]). The impact on the
most favourable tool angle is most signiﬁcant for small dissipative length parameters, whereas the most favourable tool angle
seems to stagnate for the larger dissipative length parameters. In

fact, for sufﬁciently large dissipative length parameter (LD /Rm = 0.5,
see Fig. 6), the most favourable tool angle seems to start decreasing
again (however, bear in mind the shallow nature of the minimum).
Results for the conventional model, that ignores gradient effects,
are also presented to illustrate that the gradient enhanced model
converge towards the conventional limit for LE → 0 and LD → 0. The
results are presented as the lower curve in Fig. 6a.
Conducting a similar investigation but now accounting for an
energetic contribution (Fig. 6b), shows only a limited effect on the
level of the drawing force when compared to the previous studies
(compare Figs. 6a and 6b). However, the most favourable tool angle
is somewhat more affected by including the energetic contribution, and as before the largest effect is observed for low dissipative
length parameter. Moreover, the length scale effect is again seen to
stagnate for large dissipative length parameters.
The existence and decline of the most favourable tool angle for
increasing length parameters in case of a sharp tool (demonstrated
in Fig. 6) boils down to the competition between the evolution
of plastic strain gradients and the friction in the contact region.
For a low tool angle, the contact region is relatively long when
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Fig. 7. Required drawing force for a sharp tool (tr /Rm = 0.25) as a function of the tool
angle for different dissipative length parameters (LE /Rm = 0). The velocity is ﬁxed at
˛ = 50, the reduction ratio at /Rm = 0.01, and the friction coefﬁcient at = 0.15.

compared to the region for larger angles. Thus, if the maximum
reduction, , remains the same this implies that the progressive
change in the wire radius, as the material passes the tool, is lowest
for a low tool angle. As the progressive change is lower, the plastic
strain ﬁeld will become more smooth i.e. smaller plastic strain gradients are expected. When the magnitude of the strain gradients
decreases, the strengthening effect is also reduced, lowering the
drawing force. Considering this as an isolated effect, the drawing
force would continue to decrease as the angle decreases, however,
at some point the drawing force starts to increase again. This is due
to the presence of friction. For decreasing tool angles the length
of the contact region increases, thus friction gradually becomes
more dominant and leads to an increase in the drawing force. To
conﬁrm this competition of mechanisms, the analysis from Fig. 6a
is repeated with a larger friction coefﬁcient. As seen from Fig. 7,
this shifts all the most favourable tool angles upward as friction
becomes dominant at an earlier point.
A similar analysis is presented in Fig. 8 for a round tool
(tr /Rm = 4.5). Fig. 8a indicates that the most favourable geometry
remains at one speciﬁc tool angle regardless of the dissipative
length parameter (with minor ﬂuctuations). At this particular angle,
the tool is not completely circular, but the ﬂanks are very short so
that the transition point is very close to the initial contact point.
In fact, the material is only in contact with the circular part, as the
material is forced down when approaching the tool before it interferes with the ﬂanks. This is also seen from Fig. 8a as the drawing
force becomes constant when increasing the tool angle because
the material is only in contact with the circular part. The material is only in contact with the circular part for tool angles above
1.8◦ , making all solution to the right of this point identical. This
also explains the ﬂuctuations, as all the solutions on a horizontal
line are identical with only the numerical convergence criteria to
create a minor difference. From Fig. 8a, a circular tool seems to be
the better shape in terms of the minimum drawing force across
the scales for a zero energetic length parameter. However, with
an energetic contribution (see Fig. 8b) the tool angle is observed
to increase with the dissipative length parameter (largest impact
for low dissipative length parameter). The tool geometry, however,
converges towards a shape where the material is only in contact
with the circular part.
By changing the tool geometry, changes in the contact force proﬁles have been observed. Fig. 9 displays four different geometries
(top plot in each subplot) ranging from a sharp tool (tr /Rm = 0.25)

Fig. 8. Required drawing force for a round tool (tr /Rm = 4.5) as a function of the tool
angle for different dissipative length parameters. The velocity is ﬁxed at ˛ = 50, the
reduction ratio at /Rm = 0.01, and the friction coefﬁcient at = 0.1. Here, results
are shown for an energetic length parameter of (a) LE /Rm = 0, and (b) LE /Rm = 0.1.

to a completely circular tool (tr /Rm = 7). The corresponding contact
(e)
force proﬁle is presented below for an easy comparison, with Fn
being the normal force acting on an element in the contact zone and
A(e) being the corresponding area of the element. Here, results are
shown for different dissipative length parameters and zero energetic length parameter (LE = 0). The transition from a sharp tool
to a circular tool shows that the peak is moving from the outlet towards the inlet of the tool (most clearly seen for a small
dissipative length parameter). The contact proﬁle for the circular tool is similar to those reported by Richelsen [16] and Nielsen
[9], where sheet rolling using a cylindrical roll is investigated. In
addition, it is observed that the peak forces become smoother as
the tool is rounded (tr /Rm increases). For an increasing dissipative
length parameter the peak contact forces increase, but the tendency
remains the same. It is observed, however, that the peak becomes
very wide and the shift from the inlet to outlet is less visible. This
is a result of the increased strengthening associated with the strain
gradients which tends to smear out the plastic strain ﬁeld resulting
in a wider peak.
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Fig. 9. Contact forces (normal traction) at the interface between tool and wire for different dissipative length parameters (LE = 0) and tool geometries. Subﬁgures (a), (b), (c),
(d) each represents the tool geometry and corresponding contact force for different length parameters. The geometry tr /Rm = 0.25 correspond to a sharp tool and tr /Rm = 7
correspond to a completely circular tool. The velocity is ﬁxed at ˛ = 50, the reduction ratio at /Rm = 0.01 and the friction coefﬁcient at = 0.1.

What is interesting is the fact that the drawing force (area
under the curves for a ﬁxed length parameter) has approximately
the same magnitude for the different geometries (also found in
Figs. 4 and 5). In other words, as previously found, the energy associated with the wire drawing process is only affected slightly by the
tool nose radius, tr – with a slight reduction in drawing force as the
tool is rounded (tr increased). Thus, by choosing a particular tool
shape, the peak pressure can be minimized without increasing the
energy associated with the wire drawing process.

6. Concluding remarks
The steady-state procedure by Dean and Hutchinson [3]
offers a straightforward approach to include history dependent
elastic–plastic material behaviour into modelling the wire drawing
process. Combined with the gradient enhanced elastic–viscoplastic
material model by Fleck and Willis [4], a basis for a comprehensive
parameter study of size effects in wire drawing at the micron scale
has been established for small wire reductions. The key ﬁndings in
the study are:

• Wire drawing at a small scale requires increased drawing force
to accommodate the additional resistance due to the strengthening effect created by the geometrically necessary dislocations
(GNDs). The dissipative length parameter is dominant in terms
of forces involved in the drawing process, whereas the energetic
length parameter only has a minor effect.
• As the friction coefﬁcient is increased the required drawing force
increases. Increasing the wire reduction ratio or the dissipative
length parameter shifts the drawing force to a higher level. Comparing studies for a sharp and round tool (constant tool angle)
showed no signiﬁcant change in drawing force, indicating limited
sensitivity to the tool nose radius, tr .
• The most favourable tool angle is reduced signiﬁcantly by gradient effects for a sharp tool (up to 50% depending on the
parameters). The most rapid change in the most favourable tool
angle is observed for small dissipative length parameters. As
the dissipative length parameter increases, the most favourable
tool angle tends to reach a constant value. The energetic length
parameter primarily affects the studies with a small dissipative
length parameter, reducing the most favourable angle further. By
rounding the tool it was found that a circular shape (no ﬂanks) is
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the most favourable across length scales (less sensitive to scaling
effects).
• The contact force proﬁle is affected signiﬁcantly by the tool geometry. For a sharp tool, the peak pressure is located at the outlet,
whereas for a circular tool the peak pressure shifts toward the
inlet. For an increasing dissipative length parameter the contact
forces increase. The gradient effect tends to have a smoothing
effect on the contact force proﬁle, by smearing out the peaks. For
a ﬁxed dissipative length parameter, the required drawing force
is only affected little when changing the geometry. Choosing a
smooth tool geometry can thereby reduce peak contact forces
without increasing the drawing force.
During the entire study the reduction ratio, /Rm , corresponds
to the reduction at the centre of the tool. However, due to the
spring back of the material, the actual reduction of the wire will be
smaller – in particular at the small scales where the strain gradient
strengthening effect contribute to the elastic spring back.
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a b s t r a c t
The active plastic zone that surrounds the tip of a sharp crack growing under plane strain
Mode I loading conditions at a constant velocity in a single crystal is studied. Both the
characteristics of the plastic zone and its effect on the macroscopic toughness is investigated in terms of crack tip shielding due to plasticity (quantiﬁed by employing the Suo,
Shih, and Varias set-up). Three single crystals (FCC, BCC, HCP) are modelled in a steadystate elastic visco-plastic framework, with emphasis on the inﬂuence of rate-sensitivity
and crystal structures. Distinct velocity discontinuities at the crack tip predicted by Rice
[Rice J.R., 1987. Tensile crack tip ﬁelds in elastic-ideally plastic crystals. Mech. Mater. 6, pp.
317–335] for quasi-static crack growth are conﬁrmed through the numerical simulations
and highly reﬁned details are revealed. Through a detailed study, it is demonstrated that
the largest shielding effect develops in HCP crystals, while the lowest shielding exists for
FCC crystals. Rate-sensitivity is found to affect the plastic zone size, but the characteristics
overall remain similar for each individual crystal structure. An increasing rate-sensitivity
at low crack velocities monotonically increases the crack tip shielding, whereas the opposite behaviour is observed at high velocities. This observation leads to the existence
of a characteristic velocity at which the crack tip shielding becomes independent of the
rate-sensitivity.
© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The active plastic zone that surrounds a crack tip has a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the fracture toughness (a composition of
plastic dissipation and the work of separation), and it is the primary condition for obtaining stable crack growth. The near
√
tip plastic zone acts as a shield against the elastic far ﬁeld, which follows the well-known r-singularity in the stresses, and
in this way plasticity increases the toughness of the material both by dissipating energy and by lowering the near tip stress
ﬁeld. The active plastic zone, that surrounds the crack tip, will follow the tip during growth and create a wake of residual
plastic strains as the material elastically unloads on the trailing edge. In the regions of unloading, close to the crack face,
reversed plastic straining can occur. This results in continued yielding of the material, but in the opposite direction. A wide
range of parameters, that describes both the material and the loading, have an inﬂuence on the development of the near
tip plastic zones, and thus also on the macroscopic fracture toughness. In particular, the strain hardening of the material,
governing plastic deformation, is known to inﬂuence the energy dissipation and thereby affects the energy required for the
crack to advance. Thus, the strain rate hardening, that follows from rate-sensitivity, must be expected to share a similar
∗
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effect on the shielding and the material toughness. The effect of the viscous behaviour was brought out in e.g. Nielsen and
Niordson (2012a) for a Mode I crack travelling at steady-state in an isotropic material. Their study revealed a signiﬁcant
increase in the crack tip shielding for slowly growing cracks compared to a fast growing crack. Moreover, the study of
Nielsen and Niordson (2012a) showed that in-between what is characterised as a slowly and a fast growing crack, a velocity
leading to the rate-independent toughness can be determined.
Published studies on fracture toughness mainly considers isotropic materials (see e.g. Dean and Hutchinson, 1980; Hui,
1983; Suo et al., 1993; Tvergaard, 1997; Wei and Hutchinson, 1999; Nielsen and Niordson, 2012a). However, single crystals
have been in focus due to their brittle to ductile transition temperature (see e.g. Roberts et al., 1993; Tarleton and Roberts,
2009) as-well as their distinct crack tip plastic ﬁelds (see e.g. Rice, 1987; Rice et al., 1990; Ortiz et al., 1992). Both static,
quasi-static and dynamic cases ranging over both analytical and numerical calculations have been pursued. The effort in
these studies has been put on determining and proving the existence of speciﬁc characteristics of the material behaviour in
the vicinity of the crack tip. In single crystals, the crack tip characteristics reveal themselves as angular sectors separated by
either stress or velocity discontinuities (depending on whether the crack is static or growing quasi-statically). The numerical
quasi-static case performed by Rice et al. (1990) is based on a traditional Lagrangian framework with a crack growing
though a transient phase until steady-state is achieved. Here, accepting a sparse discretization of the domain of interest
to make the computations feasible. However, this has been improved signiﬁcantly in the present study by adopting the
steady-state approach by Dean and Hutchinson (1980) which directly brings out the ﬁeld of interest and allows focusing
the computational effort. Moreover, by combining the computational framework with the SSV-model proposed by Suo et al.
(1993), a direct comparison of the crack tip shielding for various crystal structures can be conducted in a rigorous manner.
The goal of the present study is to analyse quasi-static crack growth in rate-sensitive single crystals (FCC, BCC, HCP)
under Mode I loading. In this way, the study has two parts; I) The ﬁrst part is an investigation of the characteristics of the
plastic zone surrounding the crack tip for the different crystallographic structures. This enables comparison to the work of
Rice (1987) and Rice et al. (1990), but also sheds new light on the problem as the true steady-state is obtained within a
modiﬁed boundary layer framework. The effect of rate-sensitivity on the plastic zones will be brought out; II) The second
part of the study investigates the macroscopic crack tip shielding under the assumption that the failure of the material
is controlled by cleavage cracking. The analysis of the shielding is based on the SSV-model by Suo et al. (1993), which
facilitates an energy based fracture criterion evaluated by the J-integral. The effect of rate-sensitivity is of primary concern
as the viscous behaviour signiﬁcantly inﬂuences the plastic ﬁeld.
The paper is divided into the following sections: The modiﬁed boundary value formulation is presented in Section 2, the
material model and the numerical formulation are presented in Section 3, validation and results are presented in Section 4,
and at last some concluding remarks are given in Section 5. Index notation including Einstein’s summation convention is
used, and the notation (˙) signiﬁes a time derived quantity.
2. Problem
The study is conducted under small scale yielding and treated as quasi-static i.e. the effect of inertia is neglected. A Mode
I far ﬁeld loading is applied on the outer boundary of the discretized material domain (illustrated in Fig. 1) according to the
modiﬁed boundary layer formulation (Dean and Hutchinson, 1980), whereby the far ﬁeld loading is controlled by the stress
intensity factor KI

σi j = √

KI

2π r

f i j (θ )

(1)

where r and θ are polar coordinates related to the crack tip position and fij (θ ) are dimensionless mode functions. By introducing a reference plastic zone size parameter, R0 , depending on a reference stress intensity factor, K0 , as

R0 =

 K 2
0

τ0



,

and

K0 =

E tip
1 − ν2

(2)

the energy release rate at the crack tip,  tip (microscopic fracture energy), can be used as a local linear elastic fracture
criterion (Jtip = tip ) facilitated by modelling the SSV domain as will be described in Section 3.3. The macroscopic fracture
energy, Jss , is related to the stress intensity factor KI , applied at the boundary (see Fig. 1), through a relation similar to
Eq. (2).
The crack growth problem is analysed in the 2D plane strain steady-state framework suggested by Dean and Hutchinson
(1980), whereby the crack propagates at a constant velocity, a˙ . The numerical procedure iterates directly on the stationary
condition where the stress and strain ﬁeld becomes constant to an observer that follows the crack tip.
The 2D plane strain case is of special interest as these studies allow for detailed experimental investigations (see e.g.
Kysar et al., 2005; Dahlberg et al., 2014). In order to analyse a material with a 3D crystallographic structure in a 2D plane
strain setting, it is necessary to invoke effective slip systems by combining the out-of-plane slip systems to equivalent in
plane slip systems (particularly for the FCC and BCC structures). A description of the effective slip systems can be found in
Section 2.1.
The single crystal structures investigated belongs to the three families most commonly found in metals; the face centered
cubic (FCC), the body centered cubic (BCC), and the hexagonal close packed (HCP). It should be mentioned, however, that
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Fig. 1. Mode I crack growth at steady-state in rate-sensitive crystal plastic material. The SSV domain provide an elastic strip embedded in the steady-state
domain (SS domain). The crack is loaded with an elastic KI far ﬁeld.
Table 1
Material properties.
Parameter

Signiﬁcance

Value

τ 0 /G
ν

Yield strain
Poisson ratio
Strain hardening exponent
Strain rate-sensitivity exponent
Reference slip rate
Near tip fracture energy

0.001
0.3
0–0.2
0.01–0.1
0.002
1 J/m2

N
m
γ˙ 0

 tip

cleavage cracking is not equally likely in all crystal structures. It is rather unlikely for cleavage to occur in an FCC crystal
since ample slip systems for ductile behaviour exist at all temperatures for this particular crystal structure. At low temperatures, cleavage can occur in BCC crystal as only a limited number of active slip systems exist. Cleavage is also likely to be
observed in HCP crystals as few slip systems are active (Anderson, 2005).
Since the material model is based on an elastic visco-plasticity theory, a deﬁnition of the active plastic zone that engulfs
the crack tip is required. The quantity utilized in the present work is based on the absolute value of the accumulated slip

rate, ˙ = α |γ˙ (α ) |, as suggested by Rice et al. (1990). The material properties adopted for the study can be found in
Table 1.
2.1. Effective slip systems
To create a 2D plane strain deformation of the single crystals speciﬁc orientations are required, such that any out of
plane action from one slip system is cancelled by one or more other slip systems (see e.g. Rice, 1987; Kysar et al., 2005;
Niordson and Kysar, 2014). By considering the symmetry plane (1̄01 ) for plane strain deformation in FCC and BCC crystals,
crystallographic slip systems can be combined pairwise into equivalent so-called effective slip systems where the pair is
activated equally with respect to the slip such that out-of-plane actions cancel out. In FCC crystals, three such effective
slip systems exist which are denoted (α ), while the two crystallographic slip systems combined into each effective slip
system are denoted (α a) and (α b). This can be envisioned by for example having an equal amount of slip on the (111)
plane in the [11̄0] and [01̄1] direction (see Fig. 2) which effectively corresponds to slip in the [12̄1] direction. For BCC
crystals, only one effective slip system is constructed as the other crystallographic slip systems are already in the plane
of interest. This effective slip system is constructed from Fig. 2 by having an equal amount of slip on the (101) plane in
the [1̄1̄1] and [11̄1̄] direction corresponding to slip in the [010] direction. For an HCP crystal, oriented such that the basal
plane (0 0 01) is in the plane of the deformation, no effective slip systems are needed and existing prismatic crystallographic
slip systems are modelled directly. The parameters and method for determining the effective slip systems are adopted from
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Fig. 2. FCC and BCC crystal structure with the crack front along the [101̄] direction in the (010) crack plane (Rice, 1987).
Table 2
Crystallographic slip systems and the corresponding effective slip systems.
Effective slip system no.
Angle to [101] in (1̄01) plane
Crystallographic slip system (a)
Crystallographic slip system (b)

β (α ) =
λ (α )

si(α a ) m(jα a ) +si(α b) m(jα b)
si(α ) m(jα )

(1)
FCC crystal
54.7°
(111)[11̄0]
(111)[01̄1]
√
3

(α )
(α )
= ττ(αa) = ττ(αb)

BCC crystal
Angle to [101] in (1̄01) plane [°]
Crystallographic slip system (a)
Crystallographic slip system (b)

β (α ) =
λ (α )

si(α a ) m(jα a ) +si(α b) m(jα b)
si(α ) m(jα )

(α )
(α )
= ττ(αa) = ττ(αb)

HCP crystal
Angle to [112̄0] in (0 0 01) plane [°]
Crystallographic slip system (a)
Crystallographic slip system (b)

β (α ) =
λ (α ) =

si(α a ) m(jα a ) +si(α b) m(jα b)
si(α ) m(jα )

τ (α )
τ (α )
τ (α a ) = τ (α b)

√2
3

35.3°
(121)[11̄1]
–
1

(2)

(3)

0°
(111̄)[101]
(1̄11)[101]

−54.7°
(1̄11̄)[01̄1̄]
(1̄11̄)[1̄1̄0]
√
3

√2
3

√
3
90°
(101)[1̄1̄1]
(101)[11̄1̄]
√2
3

√2
3

−35.3◦
(1̄21̄)[1̄1̄1̄]
–
1

1

√
3

1

60°
(101̄0)[12̄10]
–

0°
(11̄00)[1̄1̄20]
–

−60◦
(011̄0)[21̄1̄0]
–

1

1

1

1

1

1

Rice (1987) and Niordson and Kysar (2014). Table 2 presents the individual crystallographic slip systems, the corresponding
effective slip systems, and the crack orientation used in the analysis (also illustrated in Fig. 3). In Table 2, β (α ) is the effective
parameter, describing the relation between the slip on the crystallographic slip systems and the corresponding effective slip
system, ensuring equivalent deformation. The parameter λ(α ) gives the relation between the resolved shear stress on the
crystallographic slip systems and the corresponding effective slip system. The scaling of the resolved shear stress and slip,
when utilizing the effective systems, can thereby be expressed as the initial slip resistance, τ 0 , and the reference strain rate,
γ˙ 0 , multiplied by λ(α ) and β (α ) (see Table 2 for speciﬁc values), respectively. Hence, each effective slip system will have its
own value of the slip resistance and reference strain rate according to

τ0(α ) = λ(α ) τ0 , and γ˙ 0(α ) = β (α ) γ˙ 0 .

(3)

As will be shown from the numerical results (see Section 4), the added corrections to the individual effective slip systems
severely inﬂuence the appearance of the plastic zone that travels with the propagating crack tip.
3. Numerical framework
3.1. Rate-sensitive material model
A small strain formulation is employed where the total strain, ε ij , is determined from the displacement, such that εi j =
(ui, j + u j,i )/2, which is decomposed into an elastic part, εiej , and a plastic part, εipj (εi j = εiej + εipj ). Based on the strain ﬁeld,
p
the stress ﬁeld is determined from the elastic relationship; σi j = Li jkl (εkl − εkl ), where Li jkl is the elastic stiffness tensor.
p
The total plastic strain rate, ε˙ i j , in a single crystal is determined by summation over all slip systems, α , according to

ε˙ ipj =


α

γ˙ (α ) Pi(jα ) ,

Pi(jα ) =


1  (α ) (α )
s m j + mi(α ) s(jα )
2 i

(4)
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Fig. 3. Mode I crack growth in single crystal with three and four Miller indices representing FCC/BCC and HCP, respectively. The sharp crack front is along
the [101̄]/[0 0 01] direction and the three effective slip systems are oriented as shown for FCC, BCC and HCP crystal structures.

where Pi(jα ) is the Schmid orientation tensor, γ˙ (α ) is the slip rate on a speciﬁc slip system, and si(α ) and mi(α ) are two unit
vectors deﬁning the slip direction and the slip plane normal, respectively (see Fig. 3). The slip rate on each slip system, α ,
is based on the visco-plastic power law slip rate relation proposed by Hutchinson (1976)


 |τ ( α ) |
γ˙ (α ) = γ˙ 0 sgn τ (α )
(α )
g

1/m

(5)

where τ (α ) = σi j mi(α ) s(jα ) is the resolved shear stress and g(α ) is the slip resistance evolving during plastic straining (the
elasticity is assumed isotropic i.e. effects of elastic anisotropy are ignored). The relationship between the slip resistance,
(α )
g(α ) , and the plastic straining is given by the power law relation; g(α ) = τ0 (1 + G|γacc
|/τ0 )N , where G is the shear modulus
(α )
(
α
)
and γacc = |γ˙
|dt is the accumulated slip on slip system (α ). It is evident from the slip resistance function that only
self-hardening is considered in this study i.e. the hardening on a slip system is solely a result of slip on the system itself.
Latent hardening, where slip on one system can affect another system, is neglected for simplicity. Furthermore, the role
of twinning, which may be of importance in some metals (e.g. Mg and TiAl alloys), is not treated, however, for a more
comprehensive study of these speciﬁc alloys the effect should be included.
According to Eq. (5), the rate-sensitivity of the material response increases as the rate-sensitivity exponent, m, increases
and vice versa. This also implies that for m → 0, the constitutive material model approach the response of the rateindependent material.
3.2. Steady-state approach
The present study analyses the plastic zone that surrounds the tip of a sharp cleavage crack, growing at constant velocity,
to bring out its effect on the material toughness (the shielding ratio). In doing so, a steady-state framework is an ideal choice
as it directly brings out details on the crack tip conditions in a frame translating with the moving crack tip. In addition, the
numerics also have the beneﬁt of avoiding to explicitly model the transient period from crack initiation to steady-state
growth. The steady-state ﬁnite element model employed in the present study is based on the early work of Dean and
Hutchinson (1980). The steady-state condition for a continuously growing crack is described as the condition where the
ﬁeld quantities that surrounds the crack tip remains unchanged relative to an observer located at the crack tip. The steadystate condition states that any time derived quantity, f˙ , in the constitutive model can be related to a spatial derivative
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through the velocity, a˙ , along a streamline, according to the relation f˙ = −a˙ ∂ f /∂ x1 (the minus sign is due to material ﬂow
in the negative x1 -direction as illustrated in Fig. 1). Thus, any incremental quantity at a given material point (x∗1 , x∗2 ), can be
evaluated by integrating along a streamline, starting upstream in the elastic zone well in front of the crack tip (x01 , x∗2 ) and
ending at the point of interest downstream (x∗1 , x∗2 ) (see e.g. Juul et al., 2017). The point of interest (x∗1 , x∗2 ) will then contain
the load history of all upstream points. The streamline integration procedure is performed with a classical forward Euler
integration scheme.
In the adopted steady-state framework, the displacement ﬁeld, ui , is determined based on the conventional principle of
virtual work (PWV) for quasi-static problems

V

Li jkl εkl δεi j dV =

S

Ti δ ui dS +

Li jkl εkl δεi j dV
p

V

(6)

where Ti = σi j n j is the surface traction. The volume analysed is denoted V, and S is the bounding surface, with nj denoting
the unit outward normal vector.
The implementation of the virtual work principle follow a procedure similar to the one suggested by Nielsen and Niordson (2012a) for an isotropic visco-plastic steady-state model with the exception that kinematic relations for a single crystalline material is employed here. This implementation procedure also slightly deviate from the work of Dean and Hutchinson (1980), as this is a time dependent model. For a time dependent model, the history dependence will enter through the
plastic strain instead of through the stresses as in the original procedure (the plastic strains are streamline integrated rather
than the stresses). The virtual work principle in Eq. (6) has been discretized using a quadratic 8-node isoparametric element
with reduced Gauss integration (2 × 2 Gauss points). The pseudo algorithm for the rate-sensitive steady-state procedure in
single crystals is as follows (n refers to the iterative step):
p(n−1 )

1. The plastic strain from the previous iteration, εi j
, is used to determine the current displacement ﬁeld, ui(n ) , from the
principle of virtual work in Eq. (6).
2. The total strain, εi(jn ) , is determined based on the displacement ﬁeld, ui(n ) .
3. The slip and plastic strain ﬁelds are determined by the streamline integration procedure.
(a) First the spatial derivative of the slip (on the individual slip planes) and total plastic strains are determined by utilizing the steady-state relation (∂ f /∂ x1 = − f˙ /a˙ )

 |τ ( α ) |
∂γ (α )
γ˙ 0 
= − sgn τ (α )
∂ x1
a˙
g(α )

1/m

(7)

∂ εipj  ∂γ (α ) (α )
=
P
∂ x1
∂ x1 i j
α

(8)
p(n )

(b) Secondly, the current slip γ (α )(n) on each system and the current plastic strains, εi j
derivatives by performing the streamline integration

γ (α )(n) =

x∗1
x01

∂γ (α )
dx1 ,
∂ x1

and

εipj(n) =

x∗1
x01

∂εi(jp)
dx .
∂ x1 1

, are determined from the spatial

(9)

4. The current stress ﬁeld σi(jn ) is determined using the elastic constitutive relation.
5. Step 1 through 4 is repeated by feeding the newly found plastic strain into the right hand side of the PWV in Eq. (6) until
convergence is obtained.
The iterative procedure is initiated by using the purely elastic solution to the problem i.e. γ (α ) = 0 for the ﬁrst step. The
numerical stability of the steady-state algorithm has been found to be very sensitive to various parameters, and especially for
low rate-sensitivity exponents, m, diﬃculties with obtaining convergence is encountered. In order to improve the numerical
stability of the algorithm, changes have been made to the original procedure by Dean and Hutchinson (1980). The changes
follow the suggestion by Niordson (2001) and Nielsen and Niordson (2012a), where subincrement between Gauss points are
introduced in the streamline procedure.
The steady-state model for single crystals has proven diﬃcult to validate as limited literature exists on the topic. Thus,
besides comparing to the analytical and numerical results of Rice (1987); Rice et al. (1990), the model has been compared
to a strict plane strain isotropic model developed separately. By systematically adding more slip systems a ﬁeld matching
the isotropic model prediction was achieved.
3.3. The SSV model
Suo et al. (1993) presented a framework (the SSV-model) for cleavage cracking surrounded by pre-existing dislocations.
This model has been chosen as it offers a simple and very robust method to evaluate the crack tip shielding. The SSV-model
is based on the assumption that no dislocations are emitted from the crack front. This statement requires that the dislocation
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Fig. 4. Velocity discontinuities and angle of secondary plastic zone at a steadily moving crack tip creating angular sectors for FCC and BCC crystals according
to Rice (1987).

spacing is much larger than the lattice constant, whereby the probability for a pre-existing dislocation to blunt a major part
of the crack tip is minor. When no dislocations are emitted from the crack tip, the crack will propagate by atomic separation,
and thereby remain inﬁnity sharp. Within this region, where no dislocations are present, the material will therefore behave
elastically. When relating this to the numerical steady-state procedure, this means that the crack is embedded within a thin
material strip of height 2D (see Fig. 1), which behaves elastically (the inﬂuence of the SSV domain geometry is investigated
in Tvergaard, 1997). As the crack tip is embedded in an elastic zone, linear elastic fracture mechanics applies, and the energy
release rate can be evaluated by the J-integral following the procedure of Shih et al. (1986). When applying the J-integral
(within the elastic SSV domain), the corresponding fracture criterion is Jtip = tip , where  tip denotes the energy release rate
required for the crack to advance. It should be mentioned that the SSV-model is not valid if the length of the separation zone
at the crack tip becomes comparable to the magnitude of the elastic strip, D. Thus, the SSV-model is only valid for materials
in which fracture is dominated by cleavage or atomic separation (see detailed discussion in e.g. Wei and Hutchinson, 1999).
The height of the SSV domain can either be regarded as a material ﬁtting parameter (Suo et al., 1993) or it can be estimated
using dislocation theory (Beltz et al., 1996; Lipkin et al., 1996).
Based on the problem presented in Section 2, the crack tip shielding ratio, Jss /Jtip , is governed by the dimensional analysis
conducted by Wei and Hutchinson (1999), where Jss is the remotely applied energy release rate. This dimensional analysis
states that the shielding ratio at steady-state is given by

Jss
=F
Jtip

a˙
R 0 τ0
,
, , N, m, ν
R0 γ˙ 0 D G

(10)

where the quantity a˙ /(R0 γ˙ 0 ) will be denoted ζ , to represent a dimensionless velocity. The parameter groups identiﬁed in
Eq. (10) are therefore of key interest in developing a parametric understanding of crack growth in single crystals.
4. Results
The mesh employed in the model contains 102,400 elements and is gradually scaled in two directions to obtain a very
ﬁne mesh in the vicinity of the crack tip where details are required. Approximately 19,0 0 0 of the 102,400 elements are
concentrated within a region comparable to the plastic zone size in order to give a detailed solution.
4.1. Active plastic zones in single crystals
The ﬁrst part of the results concerns the active plastic zone in the vicinity of the crack tip. These ﬁelds have previously
been studied by Rice (1987) and Rice et al. (1990) for quasi-static crack growth, both analytically and numerically. In Rice
(1987), analytical results showed that distinct zones, involving unloading and reloading to the yield point, takes place in the
vicinity of the crack tip (see Fig. 4). These zones are seen as angular sectors which are separated by discontinuities in the
velocity ﬁeld at very speciﬁc locations related to the crystal orientation. The angles separating the sectors are characterized
by being either perpendicular or parallel to the slip systems. The original analysis by Rice (1987) relies on perfectly plastic
material behaviour (N → 0), in the rate-independent limit (m → 0), under Mode I loading condition. Rice (1987) presented
analytical results for crack growth in the [101] direction with the crack plane orthogonal to the [010] direction, for both the
FCC and BCC crystal structures. These crystal structures prove to have the same angular locations of the discontinuities since
the effective slip systems in FCC and BCC crystal structures are perpendicular to each other.
In a later study, Rice et al. (1990) conducted a numerical investigation of the FCC structure in a quasi-static setting,
validating the analytical results, by analysing the near tip plastic zone of a propagating crack. Direct comparison to the
numerical results of Rice et al. (1990), is unfortunately not possible as the propagation velocity in that particular analysis
is unknown. Despite this, the results can still be compared qualitatively. To improve on these early results and bring out
the effect of rate-sensitivity, the active plastic zones for steady-state growth are presented in Figs. 5–7 for FCC, BCC, and
HCP crystal structures, respectively. Here, the zones are shown for different rate-sensitivity exponents, m, and a constant
growth velocity of ζ = a˙ /(R0 γ˙ 0 ) = 10 0 0. The criterion for plasticity in the vicinity of the crack tip has been adopted from
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Fig. 5. Accumulated slip rate, ˙ , for steady-state crack growth in perfectly plastic single crystal showing the plastic region, ˙ G/(ζ γ˙ 0 τ0 ) ≥ 1, (black region)
and a region of highly concentrated plastic straining, ˙ G/(ζ γ˙ 0 τ0 ) ≥ 20 0 0, (white region) in an FCC crystal for constant crack velocity ζ = 10 0 0 with (a)
m = 0.01, and (b) m = 0.05.

Fig. 6. Accumulated slip rate, ˙ , for steady-state crack growth in perfectly plastic single crystal showing the plastic region, ˙ G/(ζ γ˙ 0 τ0 ) ≥ 1, (black region)
and a region of highly concentrated plastic straining, ˙ G/(ζ γ˙ 0 τ0 ) ≥ 20 0 0, (white region) in a BCC crystal for constant crack velocity ζ = 10 0 0 with (a)
m = 0.01, and (b) m = 0.05.


Rice et al. (1990), and it is based on the accumulated slip ( ˙ = α |γ˙ α |). However, it should be mentioned that in the
results of Rice et al. (1990), ˙ is normalized by τ 0 /G, whereas here it is normalized by ζ γ˙ 0 τ0 /G in order to obtain nondimensionality and comparable ﬁelds across a large velocity span.
In contrast to Rice et al. (1990), who relied on a crack growing transiently until it reaches steady-state, the results in
Figs. 5–7 provide detailed steady-state results for the plastic zone. Moreover, the purpose build framework allows the computational effort to be focused on the crack tip such that highly reﬁned discretization can be employed.
Comparing the ﬁndings of Rice et al. (1990) (numerical results for the FCC crystal), to the results presented in Fig. 5a
reveals a striking match. Similar features, consisting of two large active plastic features, 
B and 
D , and a plastic wake, 
A,
are observed. The expected velocity discontinuities illustrated by the white regions (zones of largely concentrated plastic
straining), correspond to the prediction by Rice (1987) (see Fig. 4) with discontinuities at 54.7° and 125.3° and moreover,
the size of the plastic features are of the same order of magnitude. The plastic feature denoted 
B is, however, somewhat longer compared to feature 
D in the present results. One possible explanation of this could be that the solution in
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Fig. 7. Accumulated slip rate, ˙ , for steady-state crack growth in perfectly plastic single crystal showing the plastic region, ˙ G/(ζ γ˙ 0 τ0 ) ≥ 1, (black region)
and a region of highly concentrated plastic straining, ˙ G/(ζ γ˙ 0 τ0 ) ≥ 20 0 0, (white region) in an HCP crystal for constant crack velocity ζ = 10 0 0 with (a)
m = 0.01, and (b) m = 0.05.

Rice et al. (1990), remains to fully reach the steady-state. In their corresponding ﬁeld for a stationary crack, Rice et al.
(1990) demonstrates a much different appearance of features 
B and 
D (where feature 
B is almost absent), thus the features will have to evolve signiﬁcantly and become constant before the steady-state is reached. Another signiﬁcant difference
between the two studies is the level of reﬁnement as the adopted steady-state approach allows focusing the discretization.
E.g. both the feature 
C and protrusion on the leading edge of feature 
D (vaguely visible in Rice et al., 1990) stands out very
clearly. By increasing the rate-sensitivity (see Fig. 5b), the active plastic zones increases in size, however, their characteristics
remain similar, with the exception that the inclination of feature 
B seems to be diminishing with increasing rate-sensitivity
exponent, m (both for slowly and fast growing cracks).
Fig. 6 presents similar, but new, results for the BCC crystal structure. Nowhere is a numerical comparison basis found,
but according to Rice (1987), identical regions and velocity discontinuities, as for the FCC crystal, should be observed in the
BCC crystal. This is conﬁrmed in Fig. 6a for low rate-sensitivity exponent, m. Comparing the active plastic region for the FCC
and BCC cases reveal large similarities, however, the two active plastic features, 
B and 
D , are slightly larger for the BCC
structure, while the wake, 
A , is approximately the same size. The difference in magnitude can be explained by the effective
slip systems found in Table 2. Only the 90° plane in a BCC crystal is an effective plane which has higher effective resistance
to slip due to the scaling from Eq. (3). On the other hand, all planes for the FCC crystal are effective planes and thereby get
a higher effective resistance to slip, resulting in a smaller plastic zone. Besides the difference in magnitude, the development
of the small active plastic feature at 
C is not seen for the BCC crystal structure at low rate-sensitivity. However, at larger
rate-sensitivity, this feature becomes evident and a larger similarity to results for the FCC crystal structure shows (compare
Figs. 5b and 6 b).
Lastly, the results for an HCP crystal structure is presented in Fig. 7. The results for the HCP crystal show a very different
magnitude of the active plastic zones compared to both the FCC and BCC crystals. Comparing the results for low ratesensitivity exponent, m, in Fig. 7a to the corresponding FCC crystal results (Fig. 5a), the feature 
C has now become much
more dominant and the wake, 
A , has also increased signiﬁcantly in magnitude. As for the difference between the FCC and
BCC crystals, the change in the plastic zone for the HCP crystal is tied to the corrections of the slip systems according to
Eq. (3) (or the lack hereof). The HCP crystal structure has three active slip systems in the 2D plane meaning that creating
effective systems are not needed and thus no corrections on the slip systems are imposed. Unfortunately, analytical results
are yet to be developed for the HCP crystal structure, and a basis for comparison is missing. However, from the ﬁndings
in Fig. 7a it is seen that the location of the velocity discontinuities obeys the conditions of being either perpendicular or
parallel to the slip systems (as for both FCC and BCC crystals). When comparing to the discontinuities of the FCC and BCC
crystals, an additional discontinuity is seen at feature 
C , while the features 
B and 
D are closer together (smaller angle
between discontinuities) due to the 60° angle between active planes in the HCP crystal.
By increasing the rate-sensitivity exponent, m, the active plastic zones grow, just as for FCC and BCC crystals. However,
due to the existence of the more signiﬁcant plastic feature 
C , the three zones which stay disjunct for low rate-sensitivity
now merge into one (the same tendency is expected for FCC and BCC crystals, however, a larger rate-sensitivity exponent,
m, would be required). Common for all crystals are that changes in the velocity inﬂuence the magnitude of the plastic zone,
but the proportions between the individual features remain largely unchanged.
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Fig. 8. Crack tip shielding ratio vs. inverse of dislocation free region (SSV), D, for single crystal with parameters; N = 0.10 and velocity (a) ζ = 10, and (b)
ζ = 10 0 0.

4.2. Crack tip shielding ratio in single crystals
The SSV-model is now introduced to investigate the shielding effect of the plastic zones for the individual crystal structures. The following studies are conducted under what is referred to as fast and slow crack growth, where the dimensionless
crack velocity is ζ = 10 0 0 and ζ = 10, respectively (recall that ζ = a˙ /(R0 γ˙ 0 )). It should be noted that the fast growing crack
is not reaching velocities where dynamic effects become important and thus it can still be handled as quasi-static crack
growth where inertia effects are neglected.
Fig. 8 presents the shielding ratio as a function of the height of the elastic (dislocation free) SSV-region for both a slowly
(Fig. 8a) and a fast (Fig. 8b) growing crack under Mode I loading. Here, displaying results for the both FCC, BCC, and HCP
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Fig. 9. Crack tip shielding ratio vs. inverse of dislocation free region (SSV), D, for single crystal with parameters; m = 0.01 and velocity (a) ζ = 10, and (b)
ζ = 10 0 0.

crystal structures. Common for both the fast and slowly growing crack, in all crystal structures, is the increase in crack tip
shielding as the SSV region becomes thinner (R0 /D increases). Comparing the three different crystal structures it is found
that the largest shielding ratio occurs for HCP crystals, while the lowest is found for FCC crystals. This is in good agreement
with the correction parameters stated in Table 2, where the FCC crystal structure will exhibit the largest resistance against
plastic deformation and thereby the smallest plastic zone to shield the crack tip. In contrast, the HCP crystal has the lowest
resistance (no correction imposed, as effective systems are not required), and thereby a large plastic zone, that gives rise to
a large shielding effect (consistent with previous observations in Figs. 5–7). The BCC crystal structure has only one effective
slip system, providing additional resistance, and therefore exhibits a crack tip shielding between the FCC and HCP crystal.
The effect of varying the hardening exponent, N, for a constant rate-sensitivity exponent, m, is brought out in Fig. 9. Here,
a limited difference between the slow and fast cracks is found since the rate-sensitivity exponent, m, is maintained fairly
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Fig. 10. Crack tip shielding ratio as function of velocity for constant SSV domain size R0 /D = 80 with hardening exponent (a) N = 0.10, and (b) N = 0.20.

low. Regardless of the crack velocity, the same tendency as previously observed, regarding the highest shielding ratio for
HCP crystals and the lowest for FCC crystals, still holds. For both the slow (Fig. 9a) and the fast crack (Fig. 9b) a decreasing
hardening exponent, N, results in an increasing crack tip shielding due to more plastic deformation.
Another interesting observation, when comparing the fast and slowly growing cracks, regardless of the crystal structure,
is the inﬂuence of the rate-sensitivity on the shielding ratio. For the slowly growing crack (Fig. 8a), the shielding is monotonically increasing with increasing rate-sensitivity exponent, m, while the opposite effect of a monotonically decreasing
shielding is seen for the fast growing crack (Fig. 8b). The monotonic increase (decrease), for the low (high) velocity, naturally implies that the lines for different rate-sensitivities must intersect at one uniquely deﬁned velocity (in accordance with
the ﬁndings of Nielsen and Niordson (2012a) for isotropic materials). This behaviour is related to the rate dependency introduced through Eq. (5) and it is not speciﬁc to isotropic nor single crystalline materials. The phenomenon can be explained
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by the same statement as Nielsen and Niordson (2012a) put forward which is based on the time aspect of the rate-sensitive
model. Stress build-up or relaxation of the material occurs in the vicinity of the crack tip depending on the combination
of velocity and rate-sensitivity. At low velocities, the material is given time to relax during the crack growth resulting in
larger plastic strains i.e. more plastic dissipation and thus a larger shielding. In the opposite case where high velocities prevail, the relaxation is limited and leads to higher stresses (less plasticity) in the vicinity of the crack tip and thus lower
shielding. This behaviour is largely dependent on the rate-sensitivity exponent, m, which will make the effect more or less
pronounced.
To investigate the phenomena of a characteristic velocity, the uniquely deﬁned intersection of the curves is further investigated in Fig. 10, where the shielding ratio is displayed as function of the dimensionless velocity, ζ = a˙ /(R0 γ˙ 0 ), for all three
crystal structures. Clearly, it is common for all that a characteristic crack growth velocity exists (for ﬁxed height of the SSV
domain, R0 /D, and hardening exponent, N), at which the shielding becomes independent of the rate-sensitivity exponent, m.
This despite that the plastic zones may vary for different rate-sensitivities at this velocity. The existence of this characteristic
velocity, however, opens up for the possibility of studying the rate-independent response using a rate-dependent model (see
also discussion in Nielsen et al., 2012b).
From Fig. 10 it is noticed that the characteristic velocity for the BCC and HCP crystals are very close, with the BCC crystal
having a slightly larger value, whereas the characteristic velocity for the FCC crystal is signiﬁcantly larger. Moreover, it is
worth mentioning that the characteristic velocity for the HCP crystal in Fig. 10a (low hardening), is slightly off compared
to the intersection in Fig. 10b (high hardening). A less distinct intersection of the curves is generally observed when the
amount of plasticity is increasing in the problem as the large plastic zone tends to give diﬃculties in obtaining convergence.
5. Concluding remarks
The active plastic zone that travels with a steadily growing crack in various single crystals have been analysed in detail.
The crack is modelled in a steady-state framework where it is subject to Mode I loading in a rate-sensitive material setting.
In accordance with Rice (1987), distinct sectors that divide the domain near the crack tip have been identiﬁed for the three
most commonly encountered crystal structures in metals (FCC, BCC, and HCP). The size and shape of the plastic zone significantly affect the macroscopic fracture toughness of the material (the crack tip shielding ratio) as investigated by applying
the SSV model (Suo et al., 1993). The main focus is on the effect of rate-sensitivity as-well as the effect of changing the
crystal structures. The key ﬁndings are:
•

•

•

Numerical simulation of single crystal indeed reveal discontinuities corresponding to the analytical results of Rice (1987),
which are either perpendicular or parallel to the slip systems. Comparing results for low and high rate-sensitivity reveals
that the active plastic zone changes in size, but the characteristics remain largely unchanged. The active plastic zone is
very similar for the FCC and BCC crystal structures, while the HCP crystal structure differs substantially. This is linked
to the scaling factors that affect plastic ﬂow on the effective slip systems in the adopted 2D plane strain setting. The
magnitude of the active plastic zone is smallest for the FCC crystal and largest for the HCP crystal.
The shielding ratio is smallest for the FCC crystal and largest for the HCP crystal, consistent with the magnitude of the
plastic zones for the two different crystal structures. Generally, the shielding ratio is observed to increase with R0 /D. As
R0 /D increases, the SSV domain decreases in height, which in turn result in more plastic dissipation that contributes to
the crack tip shielding. The shielding ratio also increases for a decreasing hardening exponent, N, by the same argument,
namely that the plastic dissipation is increasing.
At low velocities, increasing rate-sensitivity leads to a monotonically increasing crack tip shielding ratio, whereas the
opposite is observed for high velocities. This monotonically increase/decrease in the response lead to the ﬁnding of a
characteristic velocity at which the shielding ratio becomes independent of the rate-sensitivity. The BCC and HCP crystal
structures are found to have similar characteristic velocities (the BCC structure is slightly larger than the HCP structure),
whereas the FCC crystal structure has a signiﬁcantly larger characteristic velocity.
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a b s t r a c t
A novel numerical framework for analyzing self-similar problems in plasticity is developed
and demonstrated. Self-similar problems of this kind include processes such as stationary
cracks, void growth, indentation etc. The proposed technique offers a simple and eﬃcient
method for handling this class of complex problems by avoiding issues related to traditional Lagrangian procedures. Moreover, the proposed technique allows for focusing the
mesh in the region of interest. In the present paper, the technique is exploited to analyze
the well-known wedge indentation problem of an elastic–viscoplastic single crystal. However, the framework may be readily adapted to any constitutive law of interest. The main
focus herein is the development of the self-similar framework, while the indentation study
serves primarily as veriﬁcation of the technique by comparing to existing numerical and
analytical studies. In this study, the three most common metal crystal structures will be
investigated, namely the face-centered cubic (FCC), body-centered cubic (BCC), and hexagonal close packed (HCP) crystal structures, where the stress and slip rate ﬁelds around the
moving contact point singularity are presented.
© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Self-similarity exists in a broad range of elastic–plastic problems, where history dependence precludes direct solution
methods. Such problems include geometrically self-similar indentation, as well as problems in void growth and phase transformation. The analysis of such problems often relies on cumbersome (traditional) Lagrangian procedures. But why not
exploit the self-similar nature of the solutions to such problems when developing the computational framework? The ﬁrst
steps toward this were made in the early works by Hill and Storåkers (1990), Bower et al. (1993), Storåkers and Larsson (1994) and Biwa and Storåkers (1995) where frameworks for the exploitation of self-similarity in indentation problems
were developed. Their methods started from the well-known analogy between a ﬂat punch and a stationary crack so deformation induced by a non-ﬂat indenter with rather arbitrary axi-symmetric geometries, could be analyzed by cumulative
superposition of stationary ﬂat punch solutions, for elastic and power law creeping solids. However, as discussed by Saito
and Kysar (2011) and in more detail below, the proper analogy for a non-ﬂat indenter is with a quasi-statically propagating
crack. Drugan and Rice (1984) and Drugan (1986) explained that for elastic–plastic materials that satisfy the maximum plastic work inequality, the asymptotic ﬁelds for stationary and quasistatically propagating cracks are different in both isotropic
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and anisotropic materials. Furthermore the asymptotic ﬁelds may change as a consequence of large rotations and deformations. Hence, care must be taken with such methods, especially for anisotropic materials.
In the present work, a general computational framework specialized for geometrically self-similar problems in elastic–
plastic solids is developed. The framework does not, as the previously mentioned self-similar methods, rely on reference
solutions nor is it restricted to speciﬁc material laws. As an example, the framework is applied to wedge indentation of
elastic–plastic single crystals.
For more than three decades, investigations have shown both analytically and numerically, that the material behavior
during indentation involves complex elastic–plastic deformation with ﬁnite strains and rotations. The early studies were
closely related to crack growth which shares similarities to the indentation problem. For example, the boundary value problem of a stationary crack tip is analogous to that of a ﬂat punch indentation. Likewise, the boundary value problem of a
quasi-statically closing crack is analogous to that of a nearly-ﬂat wedge indenter where the contact point singularity (e.g.
the point where the indenter loses contact with the surface as it impinges into a material) moves quasistatically along the
surface.
Analytical investigations of the asymptotic behavior around a singular point in the crack tip and wedge indentation ﬁelds
have been conducted by e.g. Drugan et al. (1982), Drugan and Rice (1984), Drugan (1986); 2001), Rice (1987) and Saito and
Kysar (2011) based on an extension of slip line theory that assumes a linear elastic, ideally plastic behavior (rather than
the rigid, ideally plastic behavior typically associated with slip line theory) and also can account for the elastic and plastic
anisotropy of the crystal mechanical response. The governing partial differential equations are hyperbolic so the analytical
solution is obtained via the method of characteristics. As a consequence, the deforming domain is divided into sectors within
which deformation is either elastic or is ideally plastic on a well-deﬁned set of slip systems. The sectors are separated by
different types of discontinuities on sector boundaries, depending on the speciﬁc problem at hand.
For indentation (or cracks), the asymptotic solutions near the contact point (or crack tip) singularities consist of angular
sectors centered at the singular point. The stress state in both plastically and elastically deforming regions can be readily calculated. Special attention must be paid to the boundaries between the angular sectors that consist of radial lines
emanating from the singular point. If the singular point is stationary the solutions admit stress and velocity discontinuities across the radial sector boundaries. However, singular points, and hence sector boundaries, that move quasistatically
through elastic–plastic materials that obey the maximum plastic work inequality have solutions that admit velocity discontinuities but not stress discontinuities (Drugan, 1986; Drugan and Rice, 1984). Thus, the asymptotic ﬁelds associated
with stationary and quasistatically moving singularities are quite different. Saito and Kysar (2011), Saito et al. (2012) and
Sarac and Kysar (2017) showed that asymptotic ﬁelds for ﬂat punches and nearly-ﬂat wedge indenters have signiﬁcant differences, with related experimental analyses (Kysar et al., 2010; Sarac et al., 2016). These studies were heavily inspired
by Rice (1987) and Kysar (2001a,b) where the differences with regard to cracks were reported, with related experimental
analyses of stationary cracks (Bastawros and Kim, 20 0 0; Crone and Shield, 20 01) as well as quasistatically growing cracks
(Kysar, 20 0 0; Kysar and Briant, 2002). Rice et al. (1990) was among the ﬁrst to conﬁrm the distinct material behavior in
the vicinity of both a stationary and quasi-static crack tip through numerical analysis, with other studies by Mesarovic and
Kysar (1996) and Kysar (2001a,b).
Recently, Saito et al. (2012) conducted numerical studies of the wedge indentation process conﬁrming the analytical
predictions by Saito and Kysar (2011). However, these investigations (Rice et al., 1990; Saito et al., 2012) are based on traditional incremental Lagrangian frameworks that suffer from numerical diﬃculties such as developing contact interfaces as
well as problems with modeling a moving singularity due to the incremental procedure (not to mention the problem of
maintaining suﬃcient mesh resolution over the span where the contact point moves). Obviously, such numerical issues are
undesired and compromise accuracy of results. Thus, the main goal of the present study is to develop a general numerical
framework specialized for self-similar problems in plasticity that avoids the numerical issues of the traditional procedures.
In the following, self-similarity is referred to as a process where the ﬁelds, such as stress and strain ﬁelds, do not change
for an observer continuously changing magniﬁcation of the view at a problem dependent rate. For example, considering
wedge indentation, the ﬁelds beneath the indenter remain of identical shape, but change magnitude when the indenter
impinges deeper into the material. To verify the numerical procedure, results of wedge indentation into the face-centered
cubic (FCC) crystal structure will be compared to the analytical and numerical work of Saito and Kysar (2011) and Saito
et al. (2012). Additionally, in order to demonstrate the capability of the developed framework, new results are presented for
body-centered cubic (BCC) and hexagonal close-packed (HCP) crystal structures and compared to the analytical results in
Saito and Kysar (2011).
The paper is divided into the following sections: the wedge indentation problem, analytical solutions, and material model
are outlined in Section 2, self-similarity and the numerical framework are derived in Section 3, veriﬁcation and results are
presented in Section 4, and ﬁnally some concluding remarks are given in Section 5. Index notation, including Einstein’s
summation convention, is used throughout and the notation (. ) signiﬁes a time derivative.
2. Indentation with a nearly ﬂat wedge indenter
Quasi-static wedge indentation is chosen as the benchmark problem for the numerical framework developed as both
analytical and numerical results exist for comparison (Saito and Kysar, 2011; Saito et al., 2012). Saito et al. (2012) considered indentation into a single metal crystal with a nearly ﬂat wedge indenter such that, φ , (cf. Fig. 1) approaches 0°. Here,
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Fig. 1. Wedge indentation in a rate dependent single crystal. Inside the self-similar history dependent domain (SS domain) the developed numerical
framework is applied, whereas outside this domain, the material is treated as being linear elastic.

Table 1
Model parameters.
Parameter

Signiﬁcance

Value

τ 0 /E
ν

Yield strain
Poisson ratio
Strain rate-sensitivity exponent
Reference slip rate
Magniﬁcation rate
Indenter angle

∼ 1e−5
0.3
0.02
0.001 s−1
0.1 s−1
0.038°

m
γ˙ 0
c˙

φ

friction between the indenter and the material is neglected and an elastic, ideally plastic single crystal with a very low
critical resolved shear stress equal on all slip systems is assumed (see model parameters in Table 1). The proposed numerical framework is not limited to such extreme conditions, but this conﬁguration ensures the conditions required for the
analytical solutions developed by Saito and Kysar (2011). Additionally, this set-up allows for a two-dimensional (2D) plane
strain analysis under a small strain assumption by employing effective in-plane slip systems that combine deformation on
symmetric pairs of out-of-plane slip systems into an effective in-plane deformation. A detailed description and discussion
of the effective slip systems can be found in Section 2.2.
A detailed study of the analytical solutions can be found in Saito and Kysar (2011) based on the extension of slip line
theory that assumes linear elastic and ideally plastic behavior. Here, the FCC, BCC, and HCP crystal structures are treated for
the 2D plane strain case. Saito and Kysar (2011) derived an analytical solution for a moving contact point singularity based
on the assumption that stress discontinuities cannot exist in the deformation ﬁelds under these conditions (see Drugan and
Rice, 1984). Following Rice (1987), the analytical investigation by Saito and Kysar (2011) showed that the asymptotic deformation ﬁelds consist of angular sectors centered at the singular point; the angular sectors can deform either elastically
or plastically. The angular sectors are separated by radial rays emanating from the singular point that coincide either with
the slip direction or the slip plane normal of the effective in-plane slip system. As described by Rice (1987), if the radial
ray coincides with a slip direction, dislocations operate in glide shear along the ray and if the radial ray coincides with
the slip plane normal dislocations operate in kink-shear mode. If the contact point singularity is stationary with respect to
the crystal, the stress ﬁelds can admit stress jumps across the radial rays. However, if the contact point singularity moves
quasistatically relative to the crystal, the angular sectors and sector boundaries move through the crystal as well. Under
this condition, the stress ﬁelds do not admit discontinuities across the radial sector boundaries, but velocity discontinuities
across the radial sector boundaries are allowed (Drugan and Rice, 1984).
The solution by Saito and Kysar (2011) for the asymptotic ﬁelds associated with the contact point singularity of a nearlyﬂat wedge impinging into an FCC crystal is reproduced in Fig. 2a. The solution consists of four elastically deforming angular
sectors separated by three plastically deforming radial rays. By adopting the slip systems in Table 2, it is seen that the glide
shear is related to slip systems (1) and (3), and the kink shear is related to slip system (2). The asymptotic solution for the
BCC crystal is shown in Fig. 2b, having only three sectors separated by two plastically deforming rays (glide shear).
Saito and Kysar (2011) showed that the asymptotic solution for the stresses in the vicinity
of the√moving contact
√
√ point
singularity for the FCC and BCC crystals are described according to Eqs. (1)–(3) with C1 = 3/2, C2 = 3, and C3 = 3/2 for
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Fig. 2. Sector structure for asymptotic ﬁelds beneath the contact point singularity (a) with kink shear sector boundary (FCC) and (b) without kink shear
sector boundary (BCC) (Saito and Kysar, 2011). The parameter α = 54.7◦ for both the FCC and BCC crystal structures.

FCC, and C1 = 3/4, C2 = 3/2, and C3 = 3/4 for BCC.

σ11 − σ22
= C1 sin(2θ )
2 τ0

(1)

σ11 + σ22
= C2 θ
2 τ0

(2)

σ12
= C3 [1 − cos(2θ )]
τ0

(3)

where σ ij is the stress tensor, τ 0 is the critical resolved shear stress, and θ is the angle depicted in Fig. 2.
The analytical solutions of the stress ﬁeld are presented in Figs. 7a and 9a for the FCC and BCC structures, respectively.
The stress distribution is plotted as a function of the angle θ with θ = 0 at the undeformed surface in front of the moving
contact point and θ = −π at the indenter surface going in a clockwise direction (see Fig. 2). Additionally, the analytical
stress trajectory and yield surface are presented in Figs. 7b and 9b for the FCC and BCC structures, respectively. The yield
surfaces are adopted directly from Table 2 through Table 4 in Saito and Kysar (2011). The last crystal structure of interest in
this paper is the HCP structure. Saito and Kysar (2011) determined that the asymptotic solutions for the HCP crystal must
include at least one plastic angular sector, unlike the FCC and BCC structures in which all angular sectors are elastic. Hence,
an analytical solution of the stress ﬁeld has not yet been derived for the HCP crystal (cf. Fig. 11b).
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Table 2
Effective slip systems for plane strain model.
Effective slip system no.
FCC
Angle to [101] in (1̄01) plane
Crystallographic slip system (a)
Crystallographic slip system (b)

β (α ) =
λ (α ) =

si(α a ) m(jα a ) +si(α b) m(jα b)
si(α ) m(jα )

τ (α )
τ (α )
τ (α a ) = τ (α b)

BCC
Angle to [010] in (1̄01) plane [°]
Crystallographic slip system (a)
Crystallographic slip system (b)

β (α ) =
λ (α )

si(α a ) m(jα a ) +si(α b) m(jα b)
si(α ) m(jα )

(α )
(α )
= ττ(αa) = ττ(αb)

HCP
Angle to [112̄0] in (0 0 01) plane [°]
Crystallographic slip system (a)
Crystallographic slip system (b)

β (α ) =
λ (α )

si(α a ) m(jα a ) +si(α b) m(jα b)
si(α ) m(jα )

(α )
(α )
= ττ(αa) = ττ(αb)

(1)

(2)

(3)

54.7°
(111)[11̄0]
(111)[01̄1]
√
3

0°
(111̄)[101]
(1̄11)[101]

−54.7◦
(1̄11̄)[01̄1̄]
(1̄11̄)[1̄1̄0]
√
3

√2
3

54.7°
(1̄2̄1̄)[11̄1]
–
1

√2
3

√
3

0°
(101)[1̄1̄1]
(101)[11̄1̄]
√2
3

√2
3

−54.7°
(1̄21̄)[111]
–
1

1

√
3

1

60°
(101̄0)[12̄10]
–

0°
(11̄00)[1̄1̄20]
–

−60°
(011̄0)[21̄1̄0]
–

1

1

1

1

1

1

2.1. Material model
The plane strain study of indentation in single crystals is performed in a small strain setting. Thus, the total strain, ε ij ,
is determined from the displacement, ui , such that; εi j = (ui, j + u j,i )/2 and furthermore the total strain is decomposed into
p
p
the elastic part, εiej , and the plastic part, εi j (εi j = εiej + εi j ). When the strain ﬁeld (and its decomposition) are known, the
stress ﬁeld can be determined from the relationship; σi j = Li jkl (εkl − εkl ), where Li jkl is the elastic stiffness tensor.
To determine the plastic part of the total strains for a single crystal, a summation over all slip systems, α , is performed
according to
p

ε˙ ipj =


α

γ˙ (α ) Pi(jα ) , Pi(jα ) =


1  (α ) (α )
s m j + mi(α ) s(jα )
2 i

(4)

where Pi(jα ) is the Schmid tensor, γ˙ (α ) is the slip rate, and si(α ) and mi(α ) are the unit vectors deﬁning the slip direction and
the slip plane normal, respectively (see Fig. 3). To determine the slip rate on each slip system, the following visco-plastic
power law slip rate relation proposed by Hutchinson (1976) is adopted




 |τ (α ) | 1/m
γ˙ (α ) = γ˙ 0 sgn τ (α )
(α )
g

(5)

where τ (α ) = σi j mi(α ) s(jα ) is the resolved shear stress and g(α ) is the slip resistance. The slip resistance g(α ) = τ0(α ) since only
elastic, ideally plastic materials are considered in the present study.
The visco-plastic law in Eq. (5), implies that the rate-sensitivity of the material response increases for an increasing ratesensitivity exponent, m, and vice versa, (N.B. The slip plane normal is denoted by unit vector mi whereas the rate-sensitivity
exponent is denoted by the scalar m). Thus, for m → 0, the constitutive material model approaches the rate-independent
material response.
For the self-similar indentation problem dimensional analysis dictates that the indentation solution is governed by the
following parameters

γ˙ (α )

x 
i

a



=F

τ0
E



,

a˙
, φ , m, ν .
aγ˙ 0

(6)

2.2. Effective slip systems
The reason for choosing a 2D plane stain model is mainly for veriﬁcation purposes of comparing the results of the
computations to the existing analytical solution, but also because many detailed experiments are conducted under nominally
plane strain conditions in single crystals. However, the numerical framework in Section 3 can equally well be exploited for
three-dimensional (3D) boundary value problems.
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Fig. 3. Crystallographic orientation of the specimen relative to the wedge indenter, and the effective slip systems for the FCC, BCC, and HCP crystal structures, respectively.

To ensure 2D plane strain deformation of single crystals, it is necessary to choose the plane of plane strain to coincide
with a mirror symmetry plane in the crystal (see e.g. Rice, 1987; Kysar et al., 2005; Niordson and Kysar, 2014). Here, following Rice (1987), the (1̄01 ) plane is chosen as the mirror symmetry plane for the plane strain deformation in the FCC and
BCC crystals. The specimen geometry and the external loading must also have mirror symmetry about the crystallographic
mirror plane. In that way the plastic slip systems can be grouped into mirrored pairs; both members of a pair share the same
magnitude of resolved shear stress. Each of the two slip systems within a mirrored pair will then activate with the same
slip rate, assuming the critical resolved shear stress is the same on both slip system. In this way the 12 slip systems from
the FCC {111}110 family of slip systems reduces to 6 mirrored pairs of slip systems. For three of the mirrored pairs, the
out-of-plane components of the plastic slip on one slip system will counteract that of the other slip system within the pair.
The other three mirrored pairs do not have mutually canceling out-of-plane deformations, so the experiments and analyses
are performed under conditions of small scale yielding (Rice, 1968) so that the elastically deforming region surrounding the
plastic zone suppresses the out-of-plane deformation, and hence the activation, of these other three mirrored pairs.
Based on the crystal structure (see Fig. 3), three mirrored pairs of slip systems combine to form three effective plane
strain slip systems in an FCC crystal, with each particular effective slip system denoted by α (the two underlying slip systems
paired into the effective slip system are denoted α a and α b).
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√
Referring to Fig. 3, effective slip system 1 has unit slip direction si(1 ) oriented at an angle of θ1 = tan−1 ( 2 ) ≈ 54.7356◦

relative to the specimen x1 -axis. Effective slip system 2 has unit slip direction si(2 ) oriented at an angle of θ2 = 0◦ relative
√
to the specimen x1 -axis. Effective slip system 3 has unit slip direction si(3 ) oriented at an angle of θ3 = π − tan−1 ( 2 ) ≈
◦
125.2644 relative to the specimen x1 -axis. In the FCC crystal, effective slip systems 1 and 3 consist of a pair of coplanar
slip systems whereas effective slip system 2 consists of a collinear pair of slip systems. In Kysar et al. (2005, 2010) and Saito
and Kysar (2011), the mirror plane was chosen equivalently to be (110), but the effective plane strain slip systems were
oriented at the same respective angles for the orientation used herein.
Now considering a BCC crystal with crystallographic orientation of the specimen rotated by 90° relative to that of the
FCC crystal, as illustrated in Fig. 3. A BCC crystal has 24 different slip systems of type {11̄0}111 and {112̄}111 (Hirth and
Lothe, 1992). By choosing the (1̄01 ) plane as the mirror symmetry plane for the plane strain deformation there are 12
mirrored pairs of slip system of which 6 pairs are capable of inducing a plane strain deformation state. One of the mirrored
pairs consists of (1̄21̄ )[111] and (1̄2̄1̄ )[11̄1]. Since si(α ) and mi(α ) for both slip systems lie within the (1̄01 ) plane, both slip
√
systems individually admit plane strain plastic deformation with si(1 ) oriented such that θ1 = tan−1 ( 2 ) ≈ 54.7356◦ and si(3 )
√
oriented such that θ3 = π − tan−1 ( 2 ) ≈ 125.2644◦ relative to the specimen x1 -axis. Another mirrored pair of slip systems
consists of (101 )[1̄1̄1] and (101 )[11̄1̄], which when activated in tandem produce an effective plain strain plastic slip system
oriented such that θ2 = 0◦ .
The remaining four mirrored pairs can be activated in tandem to form four effective in-plane slip systems, two of which
have si(α ) parallel to si(1 ) and the other two of which have si(α ) parallel to si(3 ) . However, the resolved shear stresses on these
slip systems are smaller than that of effective slip systems 1 and 3 so these have been neglected in this analysis.
Lastly, for the HCP crystal, effective slips systems are not required when oriented such that the basal plane is the plane
of deformation since three in-plane slip systems exist for this conﬁguration. The method for determining the effective slip
systems are adopted from Rice (1987) and Niordson and Kysar (2014). The individual crystallographic slip systems and the
corresponding effective slip systems are summarized in Table 2 and the orientation of the wedge indenter is shown in Fig. 3.
The si(α ) and mi(α ) of the individual crystallographic slip systems, in general, have components in the out-of-plane direction. In order to simplify the analytical and numerical analyses, Rice (1987) showed it convenient to treat each mirrored
pairs of slip systems as an effective in-plane slip system with unit effective in-plane unit slip direction Si(α ) and unit effective in-plane unit slip plane normal as Mi(α ) . It is then necessary to scale the values of the critical resolved shear stress and
the reference plastic strain rate for the effective slip systems.
To that end τ 0 and γ˙ 0 are deﬁned as the critical resolved shear stress and reference plastic strain rate, respectively,
on the individual crystallographic plastic slip systems. Then Si(α ) is substituted for si(α ) and Mi(α ) is substituted for mi(α ) in
Eq. (4) when calculating the resolved shear stresses. Finally, the effective critical resolved shear stresses and the effective
reference plastic strain rates are scaled, respectively, with dimensionless scaling parameters λ(α ) and β (α ) to calculate the
effective critical resolved shear stress, τ0(α ) , and the effective reference strain rate, γ˙ 0(α ) for each of the effective in-plane
slip systems according to

τ0(α ) = λ(α ) τ0 , and γ˙ 0(α ) = β (α ) γ˙ 0

(7)

where the values of λ(α ) and β (α ) for each effective slip system for FCC, BCC and HCP are listed in Table 2.
3. Self-similarity and the numerical framework
3.1. Self-similar relation
In the context of plasticity, self-similarity may be deﬁned as solutions to a boundary value problem where ﬁeld quantities
remain unchanged in shape, and only the spatial extent of the solution scales with time or deformation. Such solutions may
be encountered in indentation, void growth, and stationary crack problems to name a few.
The governing equation to be derived in the following holds for any history dependent self-similar solution and as such
can be exploited to address a wide range of problems. Here, considering indentation, self-similarity is obtained when the
indentation rate, deﬁned as a˙ /a = c˙ , is constant, where a is the half contact length (i.e. the distance from the center of the
indentation to the contact point singularity) and a˙ is the contact point velocity, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Before the self-similar method is described further, two different coordinate systems applied in the derivation will be
deﬁned. The ﬁrst is the reference coordinate system, xi , that describes the position of all material points at time t = 0 and
the second is the self-similar coordinate system in which coordinates of material points change with time. The axes of the
self-similar coordinate system expand and stretch accordingly with the evolution of the self-similar ﬁeld. There exists a
family of self-similar coordinate systems, all related by scaling factors, but a speciﬁc self-similar coordinate system where
the coordinates are normalized with the half contact length, a, according to ξi = xi /a is employed here. Thus, the contact
point singularity is located at ξi = (1, 0 ).
During indentation, self-similarity may be recognized by an observer who changes magniﬁcation in proportion to the
indentation contact length, as this is the only characteristic length in the problem. Thus, any ﬁeld quantity, f, must have
the functional dependence f(ξ i ). Under self-similar conditions, the only time dependence in the problem enters through the
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Fig. 4. Development of self-similarity through time in (a) the reference coordinates with the basis vectors (g1 , g2 ), and in (b) the self-similar coordinate
system with the stretched basis vectors (G1(t ) , G2(t ) ).

evolution of the characteristic length, a. Thus, the time rate of change of any ﬁeld quantity in the self-similar coordinate
system can be expressed through the following self-similar relation

df
f˙ =
=
dt

∂ f ∂ξi
a˙ ∂ f
∂f
= − ξi
= −c˙ ξi
∂ξi ∂ t
a ∂ξi
∂ξi

(8)

where c˙ can be viewed as the magniﬁcation rate.
This constitutes a relation between time varying and spatially varying quantities, enabling a numerical framework specialized for self-similar problems along the same lines as those ﬁrst laid out by Dean and Hutchinson (1980) for steady-state
problems where the stationary ﬁeld translates.
To establish a better understanding of the self-similar problem, the self-similarly expanding ﬁeld solution (constant magniﬁcation rate, c˙ ) is analyzed (see Fig. 1). By integrating a˙ /a = c˙ with respect to time, t, an explicit relation between the half
contact length, a0 , at t = 0, and the current half contact length, a, at time, t, can be obtained; a = a0 ec˙ t . From this relation,
it is seen that the contact length grows exponentially over time. Hence, it follows that any length quantity related to the
indentation process must evolve exponentially in time as there are no further independent length quantities. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, where the basis related to the reference coordinate system, xi , is given by (g1 , g2 ) such that the contact point
at time t = 0 is located at (a0 , 0). As indentation progresses, the basis in a self-similar coordinate system will be stretched
according to (G1(t ) , G2(t ) ) = (g1 , g2 )a0 ec˙ t , maintaining the contact point (singularity) at ξi = (1, 0 ). It then follows from the
relation between bases (or equivalently the relation for the exponentially increasing contact length) that a material point
and its history in the indentation process can be tracked according to ξi = (xi /a0 )e−c˙ t in the self-similar coordinate system.
The coordinates of a material point, xi , in the self-similar coordinate system, ξ i , therefore diminish with time.
With a suitable relation established between time derived and spatially derived quantities, a numerical integration technique similar to that of Dean and Hutchinson (1980) can be adopted. However, in contrast to the integration lines from
Dean and Hutchinson (1980), which represent the material ﬂow in a predeﬁned direction, the integration technique here is
based on spatial integration along lines starting far away in the elastic region, going towards the origin of the self-similar
ﬁeld (in this case the indenter tip), carrying the history dependence of material points (see illustration of a integration line
in Fig. 1). As a consequence of the integration lines being located radially around the indenter tip, it is convenient to express
the self-similar relation, Eq. (8), in a self-similar polar coordinate system with the origin located at the tip of the indenter.
The self-similar expression can thus be expressed as f˙ = −c˙ ρ∂ f /∂ ρ where ρ is deﬁned as the radial distance to a point on
the integration line. This self-similar relation will be employed in the development of the numerical framework.
3.2. Numerical framework
The self-similar ﬁnite element model developed in the present study is a novel approach to handle this class of problems,
inspired by the early work of Dean and Hutchinson (1980) for steady-state problems. The self-similar condition established
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Fig. 5. Right hand side of the domain used for numerical simulations. The dashed arrows indicate the direction of gradually increasing element size. The
boundary of the domain is suﬃciently far away from the contact point to have negligible inﬂuence on the results (the boundary is clamped).

Fig. 6. Stress distribution around the right hand side contact point, ξi = (1, 0 ), in FCC crystal for the stress components (a) σ 11 /τ 0 , (b) σ 22 /τ 0 and (c)
σ 12 /τ 0 .
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Fig. 7. Stress distribution for FCC around the right hand side contact point projected as (a) angular distribution, and (b) stress trajectory with the thick
line representing the yield surface. The lines represent the analytical solution while the markers indicate the numerical results.

in Section 3.1 states that any time derived quantity, f˙ , in the constitutive model can be directly related to a spatial derivative
through the magniﬁcation rate, c˙ , according to the relation f˙ = −c˙ ρ∂ f /∂ ρ . Thus, any quantity of interest at a given material
point, ρ ∗ , can be evaluated by integrating along a self-similar line, starting far away from the origin of the self-similarity
(in this case indenter tip) in the elastic zone, ρ 0 , and ending at the point of interest closer to the indenter tip, ρ ∗ (see
integration path in Fig. 1). The point of interest, ρ ∗ , will then contain the load history of all points further away from the
indenter tip. The self-similar integration procedure is performed with a classical forward Euler integration scheme.
As in Dean and Hutchinson (1980), the displacement ﬁeld, ui , is determined from the conventional principle of virtual
work (PWV) for a quasi-static self-similar problem

V

Li jkl εkl δεi j dV =

S

Ti δ ui dS +

Li jkl εkl δεi j dV
p

V

(9)

where Ti = σi j n j is the surface traction with nj denoting the unit outward normal vector, V is the volume, and S is the
bounding surface. Using the ﬁnite element method, the PVW is discretized using a 2D 8-node isoparametric elements with
reduced Gauss integration (2 × 2 Gauss points).
The procedure for obtaining the self-similar solution is very similar to the one suggested by Juul et al. (2017) for a single
crystal visco-plastic steady-state model, however, the integration is now carried out along lines emanating from the center
of the self-similar ﬁeld. The pseudo-algorithm for the self-similar procedure is as follows (superscript n refers to the iterative
step):
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Fig. 8. Stress distribution around the right hand side contact point, ξi = (1, 0 ), in BCC crystal for the stress components (a) σ 11 /τ 0 , (b) σ 22 /τ 0 and (c)
σ 12 /τ 0 .

p(n−1 )

1. The plastic strains from the previous iteration, εi j
p(n−1 )

the PVW in Eq. (9) (εi j

, are used to determine the current displacement ﬁeld, ui(n ) , from

= 0 in the ﬁrst iteration).

(n )

2. The total strains, εi j , are determined from the displacement ﬁeld, ui(n ) .
3. The slip on each slip system and the plastic strain ﬁeld are determined by the self-similar integration procedure.
(a) First the spatial derivatives of the slip and total plastic strains are determined by applying the self-similar relation
(∂ f /∂ ρ = − f˙ /(ρ c˙ ))



 |τ (α ) | 1/m
γ˙ (α ) 
∂γ (α )
= − 0 sgn τ (α )
∂ρ
ρ c˙
g(α )

(10)

∂ εipj  ∂γ (α ) (α )
=
P .
∂ρ
∂ρ i j
α

(11)
p(n )

(b) Secondly, the current slip γ (α )(n) on each slip system and the current plastic strains, εi j
forming the self-similar integration

γ (α )(n) =

ρ∗
ρ0

∂γ (α )
dρ , and εipj(n ) =
∂ρ

ρ∗
ρ0

, are determined by per-

∂εi(jp)
dρ .
∂ρ

(12)

4. The current stresses σi(jn ) are then determined by applying the elastic constitutive relation; σi j = Li jkl (εkl − εkl ).
5. Steps 1 through 4 is repeated, continuously feeding the new plastic ﬁeld into the right hand side of Eq. (9), until convergence is obtained. Convergence is evaluated by comparing the displacement and stress ﬁeld of the current iteration
with the previous iteration.
p
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Fig. 9. Stress distribution for BCC around the right hand side contact point projected as (a) angular distribution, and (b) stress trajectory with the thick
line representing the yield surface. The lines represent the analytical solution while the markers indicate the numerical results.

It should be noticed that the numerical framework is an iterative procedure (in contrast to the traditional incremental
procedures), directly bringing out the self-similar state of the problem.
The stability of the self-similar framework is found to be very robust to various parameters, and even for very low ratesensitivity exponents convergence will be obtained without any special approach to the problems. However, this version
of the framework also relies on the modiﬁcations suggested by Niordson (2001) and Nielsen and Niordson (2012a), where
substeps between the Gauss points are introduced in the spatial integration procedure which increases the stability of the
framework.
4. Results
The established numerical framework for self-similar problems is applied to the wedge indentation process to verify the
solution for the stress and slip rate ﬁelds around the moving contact point (see also Saito et al., 2012). The mesh is scaled
around the contact point, such that the mesh is very ﬁne in the vicinity of the contact point where a detailed view is
desired, while the mesh is gradually coarser when moving away from the point of interest in order to save computational
time (see illustration in Fig. 5).
4.1. Stress ﬁelds
In this part, the stress distribution will be presented for the FCC, BCC, and HCP crystal structures as contour plots, angular
variation around the moving contact point singularity, and as the stress trajectory in stress space. The contour plots are
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Fig. 10. Stress distribution around the right hand side contact point, ξi = (1, 0 ), in HCP crystal for the stress components (a) σ 11 /τ 0 , (b) σ 22 /τ 0 and (c)
σ 12 /τ 0 .

presented in the self-similar coordinate system, ξ i , such that the contact point is always located at the coordinate ξi = (1, 0 )
(the contact point singularity).
Fig. 6 presents contour plots of the stress components for the FCC crystal structure. According to Drugan and Rice (1984),
stress discontinuities are not admissible across a quasi-statically moving surface in a plastically deforming material, which
is also conﬁrmed by the continuous stress distributions. Upon further inspection of the stresses, it is seen that some stress
contour lines appear as rays emanating from the contact point. This is in accordance with the asymptotic solutions in
Eqs. (1)–(3). Moreover, it is noticed that the asymptotic solution breaks down some distance from the contact point as the
ﬁeld is no longer independent of the radius from the contact point.
To investigate the angular variation of the stresses around the contact point, the stresses have been extracted along an
arc around the contact point using an inverse isoparametric mapping scheme. The extracted numerical values (markers)
are plotted together with the analytical solution (lines) in Fig. 7. Here, the vertical lines represent the sector boundaries
shown in Fig. 2a. It is seen that there is a good agreement between the analytical and numerical results both in terms of
the angular development but also the magnitude. Furthermore, it is seen that the stress components satisfy the boundary
conditions in terms of σ12 = 0 and σ22 = 0 at θ = 0 (the free undeformed surface) and σ12 = 0 at θ = −180◦ (the frictionless
indenter surface).
Lastly, the stress trajectory is plotted in Fig. 7b, starting in the vicinity of (0, 0) which is at the free surface (θ = 0 )
going in clockwise direction ending at the indenter surface. The elastic sectors (I–IV) are indicated on the stress trajectory
according to Fig. 2a. The stress trajectory shows that the stresses start in an elastic region at the undeformed surface, then
as θ → −54.7◦ , the stresses develop into a state where the trajectory touches the yield surface at a point corresponding to
a radial sector boundary undergoing glide shear (i.e. a radial ray of plastically deforming material). Afterwards, the material
again becomes elastic until a second radial sector boundary (this time undergoing kink shear) is encountered at θ = −90◦
where the stresses just reach the yield surface and then become elastic again. At θ = −125.3◦ , the ﬁnal radial sector boundary is encountered (glide shear) and the stress trajectory goes back to the initial point where the material behavior is
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Fig. 11. Stress distribution for HCP around the right hand side contact point projected as (a) angular distribution, and (b) stress trajectory with the thick
line representing the yield surface. Here, only the numerical solution is presented.

elastic. The fact that the material behaves elastically close to the indenter surface, indicates large stress triaxiality which is
also conﬁrmed by the stress component in Fig. 7a, where σ11 = σ22 (Saito et al., 2012).
Fig. 8 presents contour plots of the stresses for the BCC structure. Comparing to the solution for FCC (Fig. 6) similar
features are observed for all stress components. Moreover, a similar asymptotic nature of the stresses only being dependent
on the angle in the immediate vicinity of the moving contact point singularity is also valid. The stress components plotted
along an arc around the contact point is shown in Fig. 9a for the BCC crystal, along with the analytical solutions from
Eqs. (1)–(3). Again, the numerical solution is seen to be in good agreement with the analytical solution. In addition, the
stress trajectory is presented in Fig. 9b for the BCC structure. Here, recall that it is expected to see one sector less than for
the FCC structure as the analytical solution does not predict the existence of a radial sector boundary at θ = −90◦ (Saito and
Kysar, 2011). Starting in the vicinity of (0, 0) and moving in the clockwise direction, the ﬁrst radial sector boundary (glide
shear) is encountered. At the top horizontal line of the yield surface, it is noticed that the numerical solution is, in fact,
close to the yield surface, even though this should not be the case for the BCC structure. This can be explained by the fact
that a rate dependent model has been employed in the numerical model which results in a sector boundary at θ = −90◦
being activated because of the stress trajectory is very close to the yield surface (Saito and Kysar, 2011). By employing a rate
independent model in the framework this should be avoidable. Lastly, the second radial sector boundary (also glide shear)
is encountered and the material goes back to being elastic, approaching the initial state.
Finally, the HCP crystal is considered. The shape of the stress contours for the HCP structure (Fig. 10) have minor differences in the details but are overall similar to the stress contours for the FCC and BCC crystals. For the HCP structure (Fig. 11),
none of the asymptotic solutions considered by Saito and Kysar (2011) were admissible, indicating the existence of at least
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Fig. 12. Slip rate around the right hand side contact point, ξi = (1, 0 ), in FCC crystal for the slip systems (a) |γ˙ (1) |/c˙ , (b) |γ˙ (2) |/c˙ , (c) |γ˙ (3) |/c˙ , and (d)
α
|γ˙ (α ) |).

γ˙ (tot) /c˙ (γ˙ (tot) =

one angular plastic sector. The angular stress distribution in Fig. 11a shows similarities to the FCC and BCC structure but the
curves are less smooth. Moreover, the numerical solution for the HCP structure still comply with the boundary conditions
in terms of σ12 = 0 and σ22 = 0 at θ = 0 (the free surface) and σ12 = 0 at θ = −180◦ (the frictionless indenter surface). The
stress trajectory in Fig. 11b starts in the vicinity of (0, 0), and moves in the clockwise direction. From the numerical solution,
the trajectory approaches the vertex in the upper left corner, then continue on the yield surface, going towards the upper
right vertex and subsequently towards the vertex to the right of the starting point. This indicates that the material behaves
plastically within certain sectors as predicted by Saito and Kysar (2011).
4.2. Slip rate ﬁelds
The slip rate for the FCC, BCC, and HCP crystal structure will be presented in the following as contour plots near the
moving contact point singularity (the same normalization of the axes as for the stresses is used). The main goal of this
part is to bring forward the discontinuities expected in the slip rate. These discontinuities were not directly seen in the
previous results of the stress ﬁeld since stress discontinuities are not admissible for a moving contact point singularity
(Drugan and Rice, 1984). It should be noticed that the analytically proven discontinuities (Drugan and Rice, 1984; Rice,
1987; Saito and Kysar, 2011) will appear as rays with a ﬁnite width in the ﬁeld of interest due to the rate dependent
material model employed.
Fig. 12 displays the normalized slip rate on the three effective slip systems for the FCC structure as well as the total slip
rate (the sum γ˙ (tot) = α |γ˙ (α ) |). According to Fig. 2a, a glide shear discontinuity should be observed at θ = −125.3◦ on slip
system (1) which is also the case (Fig. 12a). The numerical predictions also holds for the two other analytical prediction by
Saito and Kysar (2011) for slip system (2) which shows a kink shear ray at θ = −90◦ (Fig. 12b) and lastly a glide shear ray
on slip system (3) at θ = −54.7◦ (Fig. 12c). The glide shear ray in Fig. 12a is of particular interest as it is seen that the ray is
reﬂected at the displacement symmetry boundary (ξ1 = 0), into a kink shear ray at θ = −125.3◦ . A better illustration of this
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Fig. 13. Slip rate around the right hand side contact point, ξi = (1, 0 ), in BCC crystal for the slip systems (a) |γ˙ (1) |/c˙ , (b) |γ˙ (2) |/c˙ , (c) |γ˙ (3) |/c˙ , and (d)
α
|γ˙ (α ) |).

γ˙ (tot) /c˙ (γ˙ (tot) =

is shown in Fig. 12d, where the sum of the slip rates on all systems is presented. It is seen that the kink shear ray arising
from slip system (1) at point B is intersecting the kink shear ray on slip system (2) at point C. From a geometric point of
view, these two rays should intersect on a line of θ = −64.7◦ , which is conﬁrmed by the numerical results. Upon further
inspection of the line OC, only slip system (1) contributes to plastic deformation below the line of θ = −64.7◦ , whereas all
slip systems contribute to the deformation above the line. The observations for both the stress and the slip rate ﬁelds are
consistent with the results obtained by Saito et al. (2012) for the FCC crystal.
In Fig. 13, the same results are presented for the BCC crystal structure. Since the BCC structure has slip systems identical
to the FCC crystal, the same angles are observed (obviously, there is a change in the magnitudes, as the effective parameters
are different). For slip system (1) (Fig. 13a), the glide shear ray is again observed at θ = −125.3◦ , and at θ = −54.7◦ for
slip system (3) (Fig. 13c). Moreover, the contour plot in Fig. 13b shows a kink shear ray at θ = −90◦ similar to the one for
the FCC structure, which according to the analytical solution should not exist. This is ascribed to the rate dependent model
activating the kink shear due to the stress trajectory being very close to the yield surface (see Fig. 9b). Additionally, a small
feature at approximately θ = −120◦ in Fig. 13b is not part of the analytical solution and its magnitude changes with the
rate-sensitivity, m (the same feature is in fact seen for the FCC crystal in Fig. 12b, however, it is much smaller). For the
BCC crystal a kink shear ray is also seen to emanate from the displacement symmetry boundary (Fig. 13d) perpendicular to
the glide shear ray in slip system (1), making this system solely responsible for the plastic deformation below the OC line.
Furthermore, it is also here observed that a kink shear ray, is reﬂected of the displacement symmetry boundary, and that it
intersects the kink shear ray on slip system (2) on a θ = −64.7◦ line in accordance with the geometrical expectation.
Lastly, the slip rate ﬁelds are presented for the HCP structure (Fig. 14) which deviate slightly from the FCC and BCC
structures due to the difference in slip systems. Even though an analytical solution was not established for the HCP crystal,
it is clear that the discontinuities coincide with the slip systems, where slip system (1) creates a glide shear ray at θ =
−120◦ , a kink shear ray is formed on slip system (2) at θ = −90◦ , and ﬁnally another glide shear ray is formed at θ = −60◦
on slip system (3). Besides the discontinuities related to the slip systems, an additional feature is observed in Fig. 14c at
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Fig. 14. Slip rate around the right hand side contact point, ξi = (1, 0 ), in HCP crystal for the slip systems (a) |γ˙ (1) |/c˙ , (b) |γ˙ (2) |/c˙ , (c) |γ˙ (3) |/c˙ , and (d)
α
|γ˙ (α ) |).

γ˙ (tot) /c˙ (γ˙ (tot) =

approximately θ = −80◦ . Similarly to the unexpected feature in Fig. 13b, this feature is expected to be an artifact of the
rate dependency. As for the FCC and BCC crystal structures, a kink shear ray for slip system (1) reﬂects of the displacement
symmetry boundary, however, it is much less pronounced for the HCP crystal. This kink shear ray should intersect the kink
shear ray that emanates from slip system (2) at an angle of θ = −67◦ (based on geometrical observations), however, the
intersection is only vaguely observable from Fig. 14d.
5. Concluding remarks
A novel numerical framework for self-similar problems in plasticity has been developed. The framework is specialized to
this class of problems and eliminates a number of issues encountered when employing traditional Lagrangian procedures.
Moreover, the framework readily enables focusing the mesh for high resolution of ﬁeld solutions in the regions of interest.
Main focus in the presented work is on the development and veriﬁcation of the self-similar framework. The veriﬁcation
is conducted by applying the newly developed framework to wedge indentation in a 2D small strain setting for single
crystal plasticity, where both analytical (Saito and Kysar, 2011) and numerical (Saito et al., 2012) results exist for comparison.
The framework, however, is general and holds for any self-similar problem in plasticity (also in 3D and with appropriate
extensions for ﬁnite strains). The key ﬁndings are:
• The stress distribution in the vicinity of the contact point singularity corresponds to the analytical predictions by Saito
and Kysar (2011) both qualitatively and quantitatively for the FCC and BCC crystal structure. Furthermore, the stress ﬁeld
for FCC is similar to the numerical results of Saito et al. (2012) showing the same qualitative features.
• Numerical simulation indeed reveals discontinuities in the slip rate corresponding to the predictions of Saito and
Kysar (2011). Based on the analytical results both glide shear and kink shear sector boundaries exist for the FCC structure and this gives rise to three discontinuity lines emanating from the contact point singularity. The sector boundaries
readily fall out by applying the new numerical framework.
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• For the HCP crystal structure, an analytical expression was not constructed as the asymptotic solutions by Saito and
Kysar (2011) were not admissible, implying that at least one plastic sector exists (only elastic sectors exist for FCC and
BCC). The numerical results for the HCP crystal conﬁrmed the existence of such sectors by having part of the stress
trajectory remaining on the yield surface. Furthermore, both glide shear and kink shear discontinuities are predicted by
the numerical model for the HCP crystal.
For the BCC crystal, only glide shear discontinuities should exist according to analytical solutions, giving two sector
boundaries. However, the numerical solutions also predict a third sector boundary corresponding to a kink shear discontinuity. The authors believe that this has to do with the rate dependent material model for which the kink shear discontinuity
appears because the stress trajectory is very close to the yield surface.
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ABSTRACT
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A numerical investigation of wedge indentation, with a nearly flat indenter, into a monazite
(LaPO4) single crystal is carried out to obtain the asymptotic field solution associated with the
moving contact point singularities. The crystal orientation is such that plane strain conditions
prevail, under the assumption of small scale yielding, as out-of-plane deformations are eliminated
due to out-of-plane mirror symmetry of the crystal, specimen and loading state. The plastic deformation in such a 2D study can be described in terms of effective in-plane slip systems comprised of crystallographic slip systems with equal and opposite out-of-plane deformation and
rotation. The numerical simulations are conducted within a framework specialized for self-similar problems and adopts a visco-plastic single crystal material model. The detailed numerical
investigation of the monazite single crystal reveals that the effective slip systems lead to a nonsymmetric in-plane deformation field, which is consistent with the absence of in-plane mirror
symmetries of the crystal. Interestingly, the non-symmetric deformation field results in one
contact point singularity travelling at a greater speed than the other. The deformation near the
moving contact point singularities are found to be divided into two angular sectors separated by a
boundary of glide shear type. The slip rates on the individual systems reveal that one slip system
dominates at both contact points, whereas the other slip system shows negligible activity. Thus,
only one slip system gives rise to a discontinuity in the slip rate field.

1. Introduction
Naturally occurring monazite may be recognized as a reddish-brown phosphate mineral. Monazite is usually found in small
isolated crystals and contains rare earth metals such as cerium, lanthanum, and neodymium. A particular interest in the lanthanum
phosphate (LaPO4) monazite material exists due to its relatively low hardness, high-temperature stability, and compatibility with
common structural oxide ceramics, while exhibiting weak bonding to other oxide elements. These special mechanical properties
make monazite an ideal material for fiber reinforced ceramic matrix composites. For example, monazite coated fibers have proven to
hinder destructive damage mechanisms by enabling crack deflection. Furthermore, the high-temperature stability eliminates the
problem of oxidation which is commonly observed during fiber pullout for interface materials used in ceramic matrix composites
(Davis et al., 2003; Ruggles-Wrenn et al., 2009).
Investigation of the asymptotic slip solution field near moving singular points (such as growing cracks and wedge indentation),
based on slip-line theory that assumes linear elastic, perfectly plastic material behaviour, dates back to the 1980s (Drugan et al.,
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1982; Drugan and Rice, 1984; Drugan, 1986; Rice, 1987; Mesarovic and Kysar, 1996; Drugan, 2001; Kysar, 2001a; b; Saito and Kysar,
2011). The early studies predict that the deforming domain near a moving contact point singularity can be divided into sectors
separated by glide or kink shear discontinuities. The deformation, within each sector, will be governed by either purely elastic or
active plastic deformation on a number of slip systems. The fundamental properties of asymptotic fields, in relation to both fracture
and wedge indentation in single crystals, have been investigated experimentally by a number of authors (Bastawros and Kim, 1998;
Kysar, 2000; Crone and Shield, 2001; Kysar and Briant, 2002; Kysar et al., 2010; Saito and Kysar, 2011; Saito et al., 2012; Dahlberg
et al., 2014, 2017; Sarac et al., 2016; Juul et al., 2018; Sarac and Kysar, 2018). However, existing studies are limited to the three most
common crystal structures being FCC, BCC, and HCP. In fact, only few studies investigate the details of the deformation in more
special crystal configurations such as the monazite crystal (monoclinic structure). The existing numerical investigations of monazite
have focused mainly on determining anisotropic elastic parameters, thermal conductivity (Feng et al., 2013), and radiation resistance
(Grechanovsky et al., 2013). Furthermore, the deformation mechanisms (experimentally observed active slip systems and twinning)
of polycrystalline monazite have been investigated by Hay and Marshall (2003) and Hay (2005, 2008).
The aim of the present study is to investigate the deformation field, and the associated asymptotic fields in the vicinity of moving
contact singularities for wedge indentation (i.e. the point where the indenter continuously comes into contact with new surface
material), with a nearly flat indenter, into an elastic, perfectly plastic monazite single crystal. The results will serve as foundation for
understanding the properties of monazite measured in indentation as the asymptotic solution reveals how dislocation activity can be
linked to the formation of kink shear sector boundaries.
The paper is divided into the following sections: The wedge indentation problem is outlined in Section 2. The material model,
derivation of the in-plane effective slip systems and the yield surface of monazite are presented in Section 3. The numerical framework is presented in Section 4, and results are presented in Section 5. Concluding remarks are given in Section 6. Throughout,
index notation, including Einstein's summation convention, is used and a superimposed dot, ( ) , signifies the time derivative.
2. Wedge indentation with a nearly flat indenter
Wedge indentation into a monazite single crystal is simulated along the lines of Saito et al. (2012) and Juul et al. (2018) with a
nearly flat indenter such that the indenter angle, ϕ, is close to zero degrees (see Fig. 1). Thus, a small strain assumption is valid.
Furthermore, the indentation is performed under the assumption of negligible friction between the rigid indenter and an elastic,
perfectly plastic material with a very low yield resistance (model parameters are listed in Table 1). The study is performed under such
conditions to investigate the asymptotic field in the vicinity of the moving contact points as well as to ensure a direct comparison to
work existing on more common crystal structures (Saito and Kysar, 2011; Saito et al., 2012; Juul et al., 2018).
In a corresponding numerical study, Juul et al. (2018) compared results for the FCC and BCC crystal structures to the analytical
predictions of Saito and Kysar (2011), which are based on an extension of slip line theory that assumes a linear elastic, perfectly
plastic material behavior. Good agreement was found for this comparison. Following Rice (1987), the analytical investigation by
Saito and Kysar (2011) showed that the asymptotic deformation fields consist of angular sectors centered at the moving contact point
singularity, with the sectors deforming either elastically or plastically. The angular sectors are separated by radial rays, emanating
from the moving contact point, that coincide either with the slip direction or the slip plane normal of the slip systems. As described by
Rice (1987), if the radial ray coincides with a slip direction, dislocations operate in glide shear along the ray, and if the radial ray

Fig. 1. Wedge indentation in a rate-sensitive single crystal. The developed numerical scheme, exploiting the self-similar properties, is applied inside
the elastic-plastic domain, whereas the material is treated as linear elastic outside this domain.
2
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Table 1
Model parameters.
Parameter

Significance

Value

0/ E
ν
m

Yield strain

Poisson ratio
Strain rate-sensitivity exponent
Reference slip rate

4.5e
0.3
0.02
0.001s

Indenter angle

0.5s 1
0.038

0

Indentation rate

c
ϕ

5

1

coincides with the slip plane normal, dislocations operate in kink-shear mode. As the contact point singularity moves quasistatically
relative to the crystal, the angular sectors and sector boundaries move correspondingly through the crystal, hence, velocity discontinuities across the radial sector boundaries exist under these conditions (Drugan and Rice, 1984). Both glide shear and kink shear
sector boundaries have been identified experimentally (Bastawros and Kim, 1998; Crone and Shield, 2001; Kysar and Briant, 2002;
Kysar et al., 2010).
The driving force behind the present study is that such analytical solutions do not currently exist for the monoclinic crystal
structure of monazite, but it is expected that the asymptotic solution near the moving points is governed by the same characteristics
as the analytical solutions for FCC and BCC crystals. To bring out the angular sectors and sector boundaries for monazite crystals, the
stress and slip rate distributions near the moving contact point singularity are analyzed in detail (see Section 5). Due to the velocity
discontinuities, that are expected in the present study, spikes of highly localized slip rate emanating from the contact points are also
investigated.
3. Monazite single crystals
3.1. Material model
The wedge indentation study is conducted in a plane strain setting with a small strain formulation, where the displacement field,
ui , provides the total strain, ij , through the relation; ij = (ui, j + uj, i)/2 . The total strain is decomposed into an elastic part, ije , and a
plastic part, ijp , such that ij = ije + ijp . When the elastic strain field is known, the stress field can be determined by; ij = Lijkl kle , where
Lijkl is the elastic stiffness tensor.
The elastic strains, required for the calculation of stresses, are determined by obtaining the plastic strains through summation over
all slip systems, :
p
ij

( ) P ( ),
ij

=

Pij( ) =

1 ( ) (
(si mj
2

)

+ mi( ) s j( ) ).

(1)

Here,
is the Schmid tensor,
is the slip rate, and
and
are the unit vectors defining the slip direction and the slip plane
normal, respectively (slip direction and normal are illustrated in Fig. 2b). The slip rate on the individual slip systems, denoted by
superscript, , is determined by employing the visco-plastic power law slip rate relation proposed by Hutchinson (1976).

Pij( )

( )

where

( )

si( )

( )

sgn(

( ))

=

0

=

( ) ( )
ij mi s j

( )

mi( )

1/ m

( )
0

is the resolved shear stress,

(2)
( )
0

is the critically resolved shear stress, and m is the rate sensitivity exponent (not

to be confused with the slip normal mi( ) ). The present study concerns the rate independent limit and thus the rate sensitivity
0 ).
exponent is pushed towards this limit (m
3.2. In-plane slip systems for the 2D study

The monazite material is monoclinic in crystal structure and belongs to the P 21/ n space group. The primitive monoclinic lattice
structure is characterized accordingly in the so-called second setting (Donnay, 1943; Matthies and Wenk, 2009), with lattice parameters; a = 0.6825nm , b = 0.7057nm , c = 0.6482nm , and = 103.21 ( bc = ab = 90 ) as sketched in Fig. 2a (Hirth and Lothe, 1968;
Hay, 2008). The low symmetry and large lattice parameters, compared to common metals with FCC and BCC structures, make the
characterization of the material deformation somewhat more complex. For the monoclinic crystal structure the slip plane normal,
given by the Miller-index representation (hkl), is associated with the non-orthogonal basis of the reciprocal lattice vectors and the slip
direction is given by the Miller-index representation [hkl] associated with the non-orthogonal basis of the lattice vectors.
Plane strain conditions in a single crystal can be achieved by choosing the plane of deformation such that it coincides with a
mirror symmetry plane in the crystal (see e.g. Rice, 1987; Crone et al., 2004; Kysar et al., 2005; Niordson and Kysar, 2014). Moreover,
it is a requirement that the specimen geometry and the external loading also possess mirror symmetry with respect to the crystal
mirror symmetry plane. Complying with these conditions, the slip systems can be arranged into mirrored pairs, such that each slip
system of the pair has an identical resolved shear stress. The mirrored pair of slip systems are then assumed to active in equal amounts
3
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Fig. 2. Monazite crystal structure showing (a) the monoclinic crystal system, (b) the 2D representation of the slip in the x1 x3 -plane, (c) the crystallographic orientation of the in-plane slip systems relative to the indenter, and (d)–(f) represent the in-plane slip systems.

Table 2
Active slip systems in monazite at room
temperature (identified by Hay, 2008).
Slip System
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

(010)[001]
(010)[100]
(100)[010]
(100)[001]
(110)[001]
(110)[110]
(110)[110]
(110)[001]
(011)[011]
(011)[100]
(011)[011]
(011)[100]

when at the critical resolved shear stress. Any out-of-plane plastic deformation of one slip system is counteracted by the other slip
system of the pair. Hence, the net deformation state of the mirrored pair can be described by a single effective in-plane slip system.
Hay (2008) presents findings of active slip systems in monazite and 12 slip systems of interest are identified as possible candidates
to form mirrored pairs of slip systems. These slip systems are summarized in Table 2. The identified slip systems, however, do not
reflect the possible difference in slip resistance along opposite directions of slip. However, based on the discussion of this issue by Hay
(2008), the difference is assumed negligible in the present work.
Figure 2 a presents the definition of the crystallographic orientation in three dimensional space (a Cartesian orthonormal basis).
Here, the crystallographic orientation of the monazite is chosen such that the (010) plane is the mirror symmetry plane for the plane
strain deformation (see Fig. 2c). When interpreting Fig. 2, one should be aware of the following:
1. The lattice vector b is parallel to the [010] direction, the x2 -axis and the (010) plane normal.
2. The lattice vector c is parallel to the [001] direction and the x3 -axis.
4
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Table 3
In-plane slip systems of monazite.
In-plane slip system (A) no.
Mirrored pair of slip systems

si(

)

)

si(

=

)

)

s1
s2
s3

MI(A) =

=

(A)

=

0.9735
0
0.2285

0
0
1

0
0
1

0. 1703
0. 6666
0. 7257

0
0

=

0.7281
0.6855
0

1

–

0
0
1

0.1703
0.6666
0.7257

–

0.7281
0.6855
0

(001)[100]

(100 )[001]

(100 )[001]

0.9735
0.2285

0
1

0
1

0. 2285
0. 9735

0

(A)

−13.21°

(A)

(3)

0.9735
0
0.2285

(A)

M1
M3

(A)
0
0

(110)[001]
(110)[001]

( )

Angle to (100) in the (010) plane:
(A)

(100)[001]

( )

m1
= m2
m3

S1
=
S3

(011)[100]
(011)[100]

( )

In-plane slip system (A)

SI(A)

(2)

( )

m1
= m2
m3

mi(

mi(

s1
s2
s2

=

( )
( )

(1)

2
(A)

(A ) (A )
(A ) (A )
sI
mJ
+ sI
mJ
(A) (A)
SI M J

1

90°

0

1

90°

1.3415

1

1.3735

1.4909

1

1.4561

3. The lattice vector a is parallel to the [100] direction and the (010) × (001) direction, thus, the lattice vector is oriented in the x1 x3
-plane (mirror plane) at the angle β with respect to the x3 -axis (clockwise rotation).
4. The reciprocal lattice vector represented by the (100) plane normal is parallel to the x1 -axis.
5. The reciprocal lattice vector represented by the (001) plane normal is parallel to the direction [100] × [010].
For monazite single crystals, in the chosen configuration, three in-plane slip systems can be identified. Two being effective slip
systems (mirrored pairs of crystallographic slip systems), and one being a crystallographic slip system in itself. The first in-plane slip
system (Fig. 2d) is comprised of the two crystallographic slip systems (011)[100] and (011)[100] that are equivalent to the effective slip
system (001)[100]. The second in-plane system (Fig. 2e) is the crystallographic slip system (100)[001] which coincides with the third inplane slip system (Fig. 2f), constructed from the crystallographic slip systems (110)[001] and (110)[001] which gives the effective slip
system (100)[001]. It is seen that the first in-plane slip direction is at an angle of 103.21 with respect to the x3 -axis, while the second
and the third in-plane slip directions (one crystallographic and one effective) are parallel to the x3 -axis. The three in-plane slip
systems are summarized in Table 3 by in-plane unit vectors SI(A) and MI(A) , which are the rescaled projections of si( ) and mi( ) onto the
x1 x3 mirror symmetry plane, respectively. Here, the superscript represents the in-plane slip systems and the subscript represents inplane index notation. Lower case letters represent the actual slip systems and upper case letters represent the in-plane systems.
Furthermore, the in-plane unit vectors si( ) and mi( ) will be substituted for SI(A) and MI(A) , respectively, in the numerical analysis
(Section 5).
3.3. Yield surface
Yielding is assumed to be governed by the Schmid law through the resolved shear stress
( ) ( )
ij mi s j

=±

0

for

i, j

(3)

{1,2,3}

with the superscript ( ) omitted on the critically resolved shear stress since this value is assumed equal for all crystallographic slip
systems.
Considering plane strain loading in the mirror symmetry plane of the monazite crystal as (010), the stress tensor has no out-ofplane shear ( 12 = 32 = 0 ) and Eq. (3) reduces to

(s1( ) m3(

)

+ s3( ) m1( ) )

13

+ 2s1( ) m1(

)

11

33

2

=±

0

(4)

showing that there is no dependence on the out-of-plane normal stress
5
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Table 4
Vertices of the inner and outer envelope that make-up the yield surface of monazite
(see Fig. 3).
Vertex

(

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

1.0022
−5.0277
−1.0022
5.0277
0.2505
−5.7794
−0.2505
5.7794

11

33)/2 0

13/ 0

1
1
−1
−1
1.3735
1.3735
−1.3735
−1.3735

Based on the geometric constraints governing the in-plane slip direction vector, slip plane normal vector, and the definition of the
in-plane angle (A) (with a positive rotation defined counter clockwise, see Fig. 2b), the relations S1(A) = cos( (A) ) = M3(A) and
S3(A) = sin( (A) ) = M1(A) permit Eq. (4) to be expressed as
13

= tan(2

(A ) )

11

33

2

±

(A )

cos(2

0
.
(A ) )

(5)

(A)
0

Here, (A) =
is the ratio of slip resistance on the effective slip system (A) and the crystallographic slip system. For the FCC and the
0
BCC crystal structures, Rice (1987); Niordson and Kysar (2014); Juul et al. (2017, 2018) have discussed the scaling ratios associated
with slip system properties that are needed for the response of the effective slip systems and the crystallographic slip systems to
coincide under plane strain conditions. In the present study, scaling of the critically resolved shear stress and scaling of the reference
strain rate will be sufficient and result in the following relations
(A)
0

=

(A )

0,

and

(A )
0

=

(A)

(6)

0.

The scaling ratios for each of the effective slip systems are listed in Table 3, which also include expressions for the two quantities
based on slip system unit vectors (both effective and crystallographic unit vectors). As seen from Table 3, the scaling ratios of the two
effective in-plane slip systems (1) and (3) are larger than unity (being the scaling factor for effective slip system (2)). The expression
for the yield surface in Eq. (5), normalized with the critically resolved shear stress, allows for a convenient representation of the yield
criterion in a two dimensional stress space with abscissa ( 11
33)/(2 0 ) and ordinate 13/ 0 (also discussed by Kysar et al., 2005). The
yield surface thereby reveals itself as three sets of parallel lines, oriented at the angle 2 (A) with respect to the ( 11
33)/(2 0 ) -axis,
(A )
the distance
(perpendicular to the parallel lines) from the origin in normalized stress space. The inner envelope described by the
parallel lines of the slip systems (1) and (2), and the outer envelope described by parallel lines of slip systems (1) and (3) form yield
surfaces with the vertices listed in Table 4. An illustration of the yield surface is shown in Fig. 3 where it forms a parallelogram with
the vertices A, B, C and D in normalized stress space. In case of the two sets of parallel slip systems (one effective and one crystallographic), the scaling factor (2) results in the lowest critically resolved shear stress, such that plastic deformation will take place
on in-plane slip system (2) for the elastic, perfectly plastic material considered. Thus, the effective in-plane slip system (3) (having the
highest slip resistance) is assumed inactive in the present study and only slip system (1) and (2) are included in the numerical analysis
(obviously this argument would not suffice in the case of a hardening solid).

Fig. 3. Outer envelope (dashed line) and inner envelope (full line) that make-up the yield surface of monazite, depicted in normalized stress space
(( 11
33)/(2 0) , 13/ 0 ). Each set of parallel line segments belong to the slip system indicated by the number in parentheses and is oriented the angle
2 (A) (see Table 3) with respect to the ( 11
33)/2 0 -axis. Coordinates of the vertices A - G (the intersect of the line segments) are listed in Table 4.

6
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Fig. 4. Domain used for numerical simulations. The dashed arrows indicate the direction of gradually increasing element size. The boundary of the
domain is sufficiently far away from the contact point to have negligible influence on the results (the far boundary is clamped).

4. Numerical framework
4.1. Self-similarity
The present work employs a numerical framework developed for self-similar problems, where the features of the field quantities
remain unchanged, while the fields change in size over time. This framework was first presented in Juul et al. (2018) and employed to
wedge indentation in FCC, BCC, and HCP single crystals with excellent results. It has the great advantages over conventional temporal
finite element approaches in that: 1) the contact point remains stationary relative to the finite element mesh (avoiding discrete nodal
contact events) and thus inherently captures the continuously increasing contact area, and 2) a highly refined mesh can easily be
focused at the contact points as they do not move in this computational framework.
For wedge indentation, the self-similar condition is achieved when the indentation rate, a/ a = c (with a being the half contact
length and a being the contact velocity), is constant. However, compared to the study of Juul et al. (2018), indentation in a monazite
crystal is slightly different due to the non-symmetric nature of the monoclinic structure. The FCC, BCC, and HCP crystals, all studied
in Juul et al. (2018), gave rise to a symmetric displacement field, such that the distance from the indenter tip to the moving contact
point singularity on both sides of the indenter tip are equal. However, this is not the case for monazite. Due to the monoclinic crystal
structure, the displacement field will not remain symmetric and, thus, the velocity of the contact points to the left and right of the
indenter tip will be different. Therefore, it is necessary to introduce individual contact lengths (and velocities) for the left and right
contact points, respectively. These will be denoted ar and al as illustrated in Fig. 1. To satisfy the condition a/ a = c , that ensures a
self-similar solution, the quantities a and a will then have to be treated as the average values such that; a = (ar + al )/2 and
a = (ar + al )/2 .
The self-similar development of the solution in indentation can be recognized by an observer changing the magnification of the
view at a rate related to the indentation process, such that the field quantities appear constant in both shape and size. This noteworthy characteristic of self-similar problems ties to the fact that only one independent characteristic length exists. Thus, the only
time dependence in the problem enters through the evolution of this characteristic length, a (see discussion in Juul et al., 2018). The
time rate of change of any field quantity can thereby be related to a corresponding spatial derivative in the self-similar coordinate
system through the relation

f =

c

f
i

(7)

i

where c is the indentation rate and i is a self-similar coordinate system, where the coordinates of the material points change with
time. Based on this key relation between time and spatial derivatives, it is possible to obtain the history dependence through spatial
integration when solving the problem. The numerical scheme for the spatial integration is adopted from Juul et al. (2018). Here, the
integration lines are also located radially around the indenter tip (see Fig. 1), making it convenient to express the self-similar relation
(Eq. (7)) in a self-similar polar coordinate system with the origin located at the tip of the indenter. The self-similar relation thereby
transforms into

f =

c

f
(8)

where ρ is the radial distance to a point on the integration line.
4.2. Numerical implementation
The self-similar relation in Eq. (8) is applied to the material model outlined in Section 3.1. Thus, all time derivatives are
7
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Fig. 5. Stress distribution, around the moving contact points in wedge indented monazite, for the components; (a)
The contours are plotted in the self-similar coordinate system; i = x i / ar , where ar / al 1.04 .

11/ 0 ,

(b)

22/ 0 ,

and (c)

13/ 0 .

Fig. 6. Wedge indentation into a monazite single crystal showing left and right contact points and the associated angular paths.

transformed into corresponding spatial derivatives through the indentation rate, c , and the distance to the indenter tip, ρ. A quantity
of interest at the material point, * , can be envisioned to lie on a line that ends on the indenter tip and its deformation history is
accounted for by spatial integration along that line toward the tip. Essentially, the integration starts in the elastic region (say point 0 )
far from the indenter tip, and ends at the point of interest, * (see Fig. 1). Thus, the point of interest, * , obtains the history through
8
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Fig. 7. Angular stress distribution for monazite around the left contact point at a radius of; (a) r = 0.15al , (b) r = 0.25al , (c) r = 0.35al , and (d)
r = 0.45al away from the contact point.

information stored in points further away from the indenter tip. This integration method ensures that the elastic-plastic material
response of the material is captured and also allows for potential elastic unloading.
Other than this tailored history integration, the framework adopted from Juul et al. (2018), relies on the conventional principle of
virtual work (PVW) for a quasi-static problem to determine the displacement field, ui ;
V

Lijkl

kl

ij dV =

S

Ti ui dS+

V

Lijkl

p
kl

ij dV .

(9)

Here, Ti = ij nj is the surface traction (nj denotes the unit outward normal vector), V is the volume of the domain, and S is the
boundary of the domain. The PVW is solved by employing the finite element method with 2D 8-node isoparametric elements using
reduced Gauss integration (2 × 2 Gauss points).
The implementation of the self-similar framework follows Juul et al. (2018), and the pseudo-algorithm is as follows:
1. Determine the displacement field, ui(n) , by use of the plastic strains from the previous iteration,

p (n 1)
ij

(n is the iterative step).

2. Determine the total strains, ij(n) from the current displacement field, ui(n) .
3. Initiate spatial integration scheme to determine the slip and plastic strains.
(a) The spatial derivatives are determined by applying the self-similar relation in Eq. (8) to the rate equations in the constitutive law.
( )

p
ij

=

=

( )
0

c

( ))

sgn(

( )

Pij(

( )

1/ m

(10)

g( )

)

(11)
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Fig. 8. Angular stress distribution for monazite around the right contact point at a radius of; (a) r = 0.15ar , (b) r = 0.25ar , (c) r = 0.35ar , and (d)
r = 0.45ar away from the contact point.

Fig. 9. Stress trajectory for monazite around the left contact point at a radius of; (a) r = 0.15al , (b) r = 0.25al , (c) r = 0.35al , and (d) r = 0.45al away
from the contact point.
10
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Fig. 10. Stress trajectory for monazite around the right contact point at a radius of; (a) r = 0.15ar , (b) r = 0.25ar , (c) r = 0.35ar , and (d) r = 0.45ar
away from the contact point.

(b) The current slip,
*

( )(n )

=
0

( )(n ) ,
( )

and plastic strains,
*

d , and

p (n )
ij

=

(p)
ij

p (n )
,
ij

are determined through spatial integration

d .

(12)

0

4. The stresses ij(n) are updated through the relation; ij = Lijkl kle .
5. Repeat step 1 through 4, until convergence is obtained. Here, convergence is determined based on the displacement and stress
fields.
The iterative framework is initiated by using the elastic solution ( ( ) = 0 ) in the first iteration. Moreover, the implementation of the
framework relies on the modifications to the spatial integration suggested by Niordson (2001) and Nielsen and Niordson (2012). To
stabilize the evolution of related field quantities, substeps are introduced as additional points of evaluation in regions with steep
gradients between the Gauss points. As the total strain components, ij , are unknown between the Gauss points it is necessary to
interpolate the strains. In the present paper, it was chosen to interpolate the strain components by assuming a linear variation
between the Gauss points. This modification has proven to be particularly important when approaching the rate independent limit
0 ).
(m
5. Results
The effective in-plane slip systems of the monazite crystal, derived in Section 3.2, are oriented non-symmetrically with respect to
the external loading causing a non-symmetric in-plane deformation field and thus the entire domain needs to be modelled. The mesh
is constructed such that the contact points are located in a finely meshed region, in order to achieve sufficient resolution of the
results, while the mesh gradually becomes coarser when moving away from the contact point singularities (see domain in Fig. 4). For
the results presented in this study there is a total of 87,120 elements in the entire domain, where approximately 60,000 of the
elements are located in the “Fine mesh” region (see Fig. 4). Furthermore, it should be noticed that the rate-dependent model,
employed in the current study, cannot predict actual discontinuities but rather rays with a very narrow, but finite, width. However,
the rays will be denoted as discontinuities in the following.
5.1. Stress fields
The stress distribution for the wedge indented monazite crystal is first presented as contour plots in Fig. 5. Details on the stress
quantities in the vicinity of the moving contact point singularities are then extracted along different angular paths (see Figs. 7 and 8),
and lastly the stresses very near the contact points are presented as stress trajectories (see Figs. 9 and 10). The contour plots are
presented in a self-similar coordinate system, i , such that the right contact point singularity is always located at the coordinate
11
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Fig. 11. Slip rate, around the moving contact points in wedge indented monazite, for the slip systems; (a)
contours are plotted in the self-similar coordinate system; i = x i / ar , where ar / al 1.04 .

(1) / c ,

(b)

(2) / c ,

and (c)

(tot) / c .

The

5.2 0 , by dividing
i = (1,0) . For the parameters chosen in this study, the monazite material has been found to have a hardness of H
the sum of vertical reaction forces acting on the indenter by the projected contact area.
In contrast to the effective slip systems investigated by Saito et al. (2012) and Juul et al. (2018) (for FCC, BCC, and HCP crystals),
the stress distribution for monazite shows no symmetry with respect to the vertical indentation axis (see Fig. 5). This observation is
directly linked to the non-symmetric orientation of the slip systems, with respect to the indenter, and this drives the two contact
points to different locations relative to the center axis, 3 . In fact, the ratio of the distance to the two contact points is found to be
ar / al 1.04 . Thus, the left contact point is located the closest to the 3 -axis which implies that it travels at a lower velocity compared
to the right contact point. Upon inspection of the stress contours, in the immediate vicinity of the contact points, it is seen that stress
rays emanate from these characteristic points similarly to the FCC, BCC and HCP cases. This suggests that an asymptotic solution
should exist close to the contact points in line with the predictions of Saito and Kysar (2011) for FCC and BCC crystals. In analogy, the
asymptotic solution of the tangential stress distribution is expected to be independent of the distance in the immediate vicinity of the
contact point while it is expected to break down further away.
To establish the asymptotic solution numerically, the angular variation of the stresses near the contact points are extracted by
employing inverse isoparametric mapping (Murti et al., 1988; Lim et al., 1992) within the finite element mesh (the angular paths are
12
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Fig. 12. Angular slip rate distribution for monazite around the left contact point at a radius of; (a) r = 0.15al , (b) r = 0.25al , (c) r = 0.35al , and (d)
r = 0.45al away from the contact point. The dashed lines indicates the potential location of the slip rate discontinuity on slip system (1) ( 76.79 ) and
slip system (2) ( 90 ) .

illustrated in Fig. 6). The stress quantities are extracted at four different radii to confirm that the paths are within a region with small
radial variations (similar to the observations for FCC and BCC crystals). The stress quantities are presented in Figs. 7 and 8 for the left
and right contact point, respectively. Upon inspection of the angular stress variation, at the four different radii, it is seen that the
results gradually changes when increasing the radius. However, the region r < 0.25a is considered to be governed by the asymptotic
solution due to the relatively small variation. From Figs. 7 and 8 it is also worth to notice that the stress components satisfy the
boundary conditions as 13 = 33 = 0 at = 0 (at the free surface) and 13 = 0 at = 180 (at the frictionless indenter surface).
Comparing the stresses of the left (Fig. 7) and the right (Fig. 8) contact points, it is found that the 13 components reaches approximately the same maximum magnitude. However, the right contact point reaches a higher level of 11, whereas the 33 component
is similar to the left contact point.
The stress trajectories for different radii are plotted in Figs. 9 and 10 for the left and right contact point, respectively, starting at
the star marker which is at the free surface ( = 0) , and moving to the indenter surface ( = 180 ) . Comparing the stress trajectory
at the four different radii, it is seen that the characteristics of the trajectories gradually change, and again the two radii closest to the
contact point are reasonably similar (inside the region r < 0.25a where the asymptotic solution is assumed valid). For the left contact
point (Fig. 9), it is observed that the stress trajectory moves in a counter clockwise direction towards the yield surface, whereafter it
stays on the yield surface before it reenters the elastic region and returns to the region in stress space where it started. For the right
contact point (Fig. 10), the stress trajectory moves in opposite direction (clockwise direction) towards the yield surface and then
remains on the yield surface approaching the vertex. However, before reaching the vertex, the stress state again reenters the elastic
region and approaches the starting point. Based on the stress trajectory extracted for both contact points, which only reaches the part
of the yield surface related to slip system (2), it is expected to observe a slip rate discontinuity on slip system (2) only. This will be
investigated in the following study of slip rates. Also notice that the stress trajectory stays on the yield surface in a small region due to
finite width of the ray caused by the rate dependent model.
5.2. Slip rate fields
The slip rate fields for the wedge indented monazite is first presented as contour plots, to give an overview of the activity of the
13
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Fig. 13. Angular slip rate distribution for monazite around the right contact point at a radius of; (a) r = 0.15ar , (b) r = 0.25ar , (c) r = 0.35ar , and (d)
r = 0.45ar away from the contact point. The dashed lines indicates the potential location of the slip rate discontinuity on slip system (1) ( 103.21 )
and slip system (2) ( 90 ) .

various slip planes in the vicinity of the moving contact points (see Fig. 11), and secondly as angular plots of the slip rate near the left
and right contact points (see Figs. 12 and 13, respectively) to share details on the activity. The main goal is to bring out the
discontinuities expected in the slip rate field, demonstrated by Drugan and Rice (1984); Rice (1987); Saito and Kysar (2011); Juul
et al. (2018) for FCC and BCC crystals.
Figure 11 displays the normalized slip rate on the two slip systems as well as the total slip rate (the sum (tot) = A (A) ). Even
though an analytical solution has not been established for monazite, discontinuities are expected in the slip rate field and the first
signs of a discontinuity on slip system (2) for both contact points have already revealed themselves when the stress trajectory was
investigated. By examining the slip rates, it is seen that the slip intensifies on slip system (1) along a ray emanating from the right
contact point along = 103.21 (suggesting a kink shear ray), however, the ray never reaches the contact point and the stress
trajectory close to the contact point does not reach the yield surface for slip system (1). Thus, this is not a discontinuity related to the
asymptotic solution. Instead the very limited activity on slip system (1) is an artifact of the far field conditions. When inspecting the
activity on slip system (2) it is seen that a discontinuity arises at = 90 (forming a glide shear ray), which is evident at both the left
and right contact point corresponding to the predictions from the stress trajectory. Furthermore, by comparing the slip rate on slip
system (2) at the two contact points it is seen that they are within the same order of magnitude (see Fig. 11a). From the total slip rate
in Fig. 11c, the interaction between slip system (1) and (2) is obvious in the right half of the domain (even though the activity on slip
system (1) is not related to the asymptotic solution).
The angular variation of the slip rates near the two contact points is investigated closer in the following by using the same inverse
isoparametric mapping scheme employed for the corresponding plots of the stress quantities (see the angular path in Fig. 6). The slip
activity indicates the location of the sector boundaries as it divides regions into either elastic or plastic regions. The slip rates are
presented in Figs. 12 and 13 for the left and right contact point, respectively. Inspection of the left contact point in Fig. 12 reveals two
spikes in the slip rates, however, the spike on slip system (1) is of negligible magnitude as was also observed in Fig. 11a, and hence it
should not be interpreted as evidence of a discontinuity. On slip system (2), the predicted discontinuity is clearly seen at = 90 ,
and this discontinuity maintains its orientation at the different radii of data extraction indicating that the asymptotic solution
stretches far into the domain even though its theoretical validity is expected only to hold near the contact point.
For the right contact point (in Fig. 13), the same clear spike is seen for slip system (2) at = 90 , as expected. For slip system (1)
14
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Fig. 14. Numerically predicted sector structure in the vicinity of contact point singularities governed by an asymptotic solution.

a spike is again observed, but its magnitude is very low and is not oriented at the expected angle. This also supports the previous
conclusions, stating that a discontinuity on slip system (1) emanating from the contact point does not exist. At the largest radius of
data extraction, the activity on slip system (1) starts to increase, however, the spike is still not located at the expected angle and is not
related to the asymptotic solution which is in focus here.
6. Concluding remarks
Numerical simulations of 2D wedge indentation in an elastic, perfectly plastic monazite single crystal have been carried out. The
main focus in the numerical analysis was to investigate the material behaviour in the immediate vicinity of the moving contact point
singularities. The variations in the deformation, stress, and slip rate fields lead to the following key findings:

• Indentation in the monazite crystal reveals a non-symmetric deformation field. This is seen by the contact length and velocity of
•
•
•

the left and right contact points being different. For the monazite crystal, with the given parameters, the right contact point travels
faster than the left contact point, with a constant ratio of ar / al 1.04 , between the contact lengths.
The stress distribution in the vicinity of the contact point singularities exhibits a non-symmetric field around the indenter. By
investigating the angular variations in the stress field it is seen that, in the immediate vicinity of the contact points, an asymptotic
field exists independent of the distance to the singularity. This is in-line with the findings of Saito and Kysar (2011) for FCC and
BCC crystals. The stress trajectory for the monazite shows regions where the path reaches the yield surface, implying the existence
of two elastic sectors.
The numerical simulation reveals the existence of discontinuities in the slip rate, similar to those predicted by Saito and Kysar
(2011) for FCC and BCC crystals. For the monazite crystal, a discontinuity parallel to slip system (2), causing glide shear, was
predicted at both contact points with the activity on slip system (2) being on the same order of magnitude. Slip system (1) was
essentially found to be inactive near the contact points and did not indicate any discontinuities.
For the parameters chosen in this study, the monazite material has been found to have a hardness of H 5.2 0 .

Based on numerical calculations, a sector structure for the monazite material, similar to the analytical structure predicted by Saito
and Kysar (2011) for FCC and BCC, is suggested in Fig. 14. Here, the material behaviour is divided into two elastic sectors around
each contact point.
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Abstract A new modeling framework for analyzing steady-state elastic-viscoplastic
single crystal problems at micron scale is presented. The model takes as offset
the higher order gradient plasticity theory by Kuroda and Tvergaard [Kuroda
and Tvergaard, 2006. Studies of scale dependent crystal viscoplasticity models. J.
Mech. Phys. Solids. 54, pp. 1789-1810], and it is strongly inspired by an existing
steady-state framework for conventional elastic-viscoplastic materials. Details on
the modeling framework are laid out, and the numerical challenges and stability
issues are discussed. Subsequently, the modeling framework is demonstrated on
Mode I steady-state crack growth in HCP single crystals, where the impact of
size effects on the active plastic zone that surrounds the crack tip is investigated.
The focus is on the plastic zone shape and size, as well as its influence on the
macroscopic fracture toughness. In this way, the chosen benchmark problem for
the new modeling framework serves as an extension to the conventional study of
the corresponding problem without size effects presented in Juul et al. [Juul et
al., 2017. Steady-State Crack Growth in Single Crystals under Mode I Loading.
J. Mech. Phys. Solids. 101, pp. 209-222]. The tendency is that the plastic zone
is smeared out (seen as less distinct features) when increasing the material ratesensitivity. This is in-line with already published work in the literature. It is shown
that the size-effect has a limited effect on the qualitative features of the plastic
zone, whereas it clearly suppresses the magnitude of the features due to the added
gradient hardening effect. Moreover, the hardening effect tends to lower the shielding ratio, and hence a key result is that single crystal materials appear less crack
resistant than conventional studies suggest at the micron scale.
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plasticity · Back stress
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1 Introduction
Steady-state modeling techniques that readily takes into account history dependent behavior has recently received renewed attention for its wide range of application. Such techniques were originally developed by Dean and Hutchinson [3] and
Parks et al. [18] for classical steady-state crack growth in rate-independent materials. The basic idea behind method is the observation that near tip field quantities
remain unchanged to an observer traveling with the crack tip. Ever since, this
framework has been used extensively and developed further to a large range of
steady-state problems. Recently, Juul et al. [10] extended the steady-state modeling of isotropic materials to include a conventional rate-sensitive crystal plasticity
theory. The framework efficiently extracts highly detailed fields near a propagating
crack tip, and it applies to any plane strain crystal configuration. In their study,
comprehensive investigation of the near tip plastic zone size and shape, as well as
the corresponding crack tip shielding was conducted. For example, the characteristics of the plastic zones for FCC, BCC, and HCP crystal structures were presented
and compared to existing literature when possible (Rice [19], Rice et al. [20]).
Juul et al. [10] focused on conventional crystal plasticity, but the requirement
for more sophisticated constitutive laws that includes size effects has motivated
the present work. The effect of interest is, here, the additional hardening related
to plastic strain gradients - or, in other words hardening related to the presence
of geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs) when dealing with steady-state
problems. The effect of GNDs on steadily growing cracks obtained through size
effects and viscous behavior has received little attention in the literature (see e.g.
Nielsen et al. [16]) and focus has been limited to isotropic plasticity.
The model by Kuroda and Tvergaard [12] treats size-effects in single crystals,
and it has formed the basis for many traditional (non steady-state) investigations.
The theory takes conventional viscoplasticity as offset and allows size effects to
enter the material response through a so-called “back stress”. Furthermore this
higher order theory directly allows for boundaries impenetrable to dislocations
to be enforced as constraints on the evolution of GNDs, governed by a separate
partial differential equation.
As discussed in by many authors (e.g. in Evers et al. [6], El-Naaman et al. [5,
4]), the back stress can be interpreted as a long range internal stress field that
evolves with spatial gradients of the geometrically necessary dislocation (GND)
density. However, by increasing the length parameter, or diminishing size, the
back stress plays an increasing role. Unfortunately, traditional models have also
shown that this model might lead to numerical stability issues that are strongly
tied to the viscoplastic relation. In particular, a strong non-linearity arises when
pushing parameters toward the rate-independent limit.
In the present study, the classical Mode I crack growth problem is chosen
as a benchmark since results exist for both conventional isotropic and crystal
plasticity models. The objective is to extend the steady-state framework into the
size dependent single crystal plasticity theory by Kuroda and Tvergaard [12]. Thus,
the present work aims to extend the existing modeling capabilities and focuses on
creating a new numerical procedure that lends itself to future studies of single
crystal behavior at the micron scale. This work serves two purposes where the
primary goal is to develop and demonstrate the new gradient enhanced single
crystal steady-state model and secondly, to extend the analysis of steady-state
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crack growth in conventional rate-sensitive single crystal materials presented in
Juul et al. [10] to illustrate the effect of size in single crystals.
The paper is divided into the following sections: The gradient enhanced material model and the numerical formulation are presented in Sections 2 and 3, the
boundary value problem is restated in Section 4, results are presented in Section 5
and, lastly, concluding remarks are stated in Section 6.

2 Plasticity Theory
Throughout the paper, index notation, including Einstein’s summation convention,
is used and the notation ( ˙ ) denotes a time derivative.

2.1 Rate-sensitive material model
A small strain formulation (2D plane strain) is employed and the total strain;
εij = (ui,j + uj,i )/2, can thereby be decomposed into an elastic part, εeij , and a
plastic part, εpij , such that; εij = εeij + εpij . Subsequently, the stress field can be
determined from the elastic relationship; σij = Lijkl (εkl − εpkl ), where Lijkl is the
elastic stiffness tensor.
In the adopted crystal plasticity framework, the plastic strain rate components are determined by the sum of slip contributions from each slip system, (α),
according to

X (α) (α)
1  (α) (α)
(α) (α)
(α)
si mj + mi sj
(1)
ε̇pij =
γ̇ Pij with Pij =
2
α
(α)

where Pij

(α)

is the Schmid orientation tensor, γ̇ (α) is the slip rate, and si

and

(α)
mi

are unit vectors pointing in the slip direction and the direction of the slip
plane normal, respectively (see Fig. 1). The slip rate relation for γ̇ (α) is based
on the model suggested by Hutchinson [9], but here incorporating a back stress,
(α)
τb , to allow length scale effects entering the existing relation (see e.g. Groma [7],
Groma et al. [8], Evers et al. [6]). The back stress can be related directly to the
gradients of the GND density, impeding slip at non-uniform pile-ups of GNDs (see
Section 2.3). Based on this concept, the driving force behind dislocation motion is
(α)
(α)
the effective resolved shear stress, τef f = τ (α) − τb (see Evers et al. [6]) giving
the modified slip rate relation


(α)
γ̇ (α) = γ̇0 sgn τ (α) − τb

(α)

|τ (α) − τb
g (α)
(α) (α)

|

!1/m

(2)

where γ̇0 is the reference slip rate, τ (α) = σij mi sj is the resolved shear stress,
and g (α) is the slip resistance. For simplicity, the slip resistance, g (α) , is taken
to follow the power law relation; g (α) = τ0 (1 + |γacc (α) |G/τ0 )N , where G is the
shear modulus and γacc (α) is the accumulated slip. From the slip resistance it is
noticed that only self-hardening of the slip systems is considered (latent hardening
is neglected for simplicity).
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The slip rate relation in Eq. (2), gives rise to a rate sensitive material response,
which is controlled by the rate sensitivity exponent, m. In the limit, this rate
sensitive material model will approach the rate independent response for m → 0.
2.2 Strain Gradient Plasticity
The field of higher order gradient plasticity theories can be divided into two; 1)
being the work conjugate type, and 2) the non-work conjugate type. The present
study is based on the non-work conjugate theory proposed by Kuroda and Tvergaard [12, 13], which is an extension of conventional crystal plasticity. The nonwork conjugate type theories are characterized by not employing higher order
stresses as work conjugate to the strain gradients. Hence, the non-work conjugate formulation is based on the conventional equilibrium equation, σij,j = 0
(in absence of body forces). The corresponding principle of virtual work for the
conventional equilibrium equation is presented in Eq. (10). Following the formulation of Kuroda and Tvergaard [12, 13], an additional (separate) partial differential
equation that describes the evolution of the GND density in relation to the slip
gradients is established. This reads
1 (α) (α)
(α)
γ s
+ ρG = 0,
b ,i i

(3)

(α)

where b is the length of the Burgers vector, and ρG is the GND density on the individual slip systems (Ashby [1]). Equation (3) accounts only for edge dislocations,
as the present study is in 2D (the corresponding expression for screw dislocations
can be found in Kuroda and Tvergaard [12]). Rewriting Eq. (3) in weak form yields
1
b

Z

V

(α)

δρ,i si γ (α) dV =

1
b

Z

S

δρχ(α) dS +

Z

V

(α)

δρρG dV,

(α)

χ(α) ≡ γ (α) ni si

(4)

where δρ is a virtual GND density and ni is the unit outward normal vector.
Regarding non-conventional boundary conditions, a hard interface, i.e. an inter(α)
face impenetrable for dislocation, corresponds to; χ(α) ≡ γ (α) ni si = 0, whereas
a free boundary, allowing dislocation to exit though the boundary is enforced as;
(α)
ρG = 0. A detailed discussion of the GND boundary conditions and their physical
interpretation can be found in Kuroda and Tvergaard [13].

2.3 Back Stress
The back stress dependency on the gradients is an essential choice in the KurodaTvergaard theory as it directly influences the viscous slip rate and thereby the
resolved shear stress on the individual slip systems (see Eq. (2)). One can interpret
the back stress as a long range internal stress field (back stress) due to the evolving
spatial gradients in the GND densities. The long range internal stress field is argued
to impede the movement of dislocations in the gradient direction, which gives rise
to a kinematic hardening behaviour (see e.g. El-Naaman et al. [5] for various back
stress models).
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The present study is based on a thermodynamically consistent formulation
adopted from Kuroda and Tvergaard [12, 13] and El-Naaman et al. [5], where the
back stress is assumed to be given as the divergence of the vector-valued higher
(α)
order stress, ξi . That is
(α)

τb

(α)

≡ −ξi,i ,

(5)

with ξi being the so-called micro-stress derived from the plastic contribution to
(α)
the free energy, ψG , as
(α)

ξi

(α)

=

∂ψG

(α)
∂γ,i

.

(6)

Following Kuroda and Tvergaard [12], the free energy potential is chosen to
have the quadratic form (a more general set of expressions can be found in e.g.
El-Naaman et al. [5])
(α)

ψG =

1
(α) (α)
τ0 L2 |γ,i si |2 ,
2

(7)

where L is an energetic length parameter, required to ensure dimensional consistency. An immediate consequence of the quadratic nature of the defect energy is
that the back stress becomes linear in the second order slip gradient, such that
(α)

τb

(α) (α) (α)

= −τ0 L2 γ,ki si sk

(8)

Expressed in terms of the GND densities, the back stress can be written as
(α)

τb

(α)

(α)

= τ0 bL2 ρG(e),i si .

(9)

which shows that it has a linear dependency on the GND density gradient. Thus,
a uniform field of GNDs will not give rise to any internal long range stress fields.

3 Steady-State Framework
The framework, developed by Dean and Hutchinson [3] and Parks et al. [18], is
employed to create a new steady-state framework that includes the strain gradient crystal plasticity model by Kuroda and Tvergaard, inspired by the work of
Nielsen et al. [16] and Nielsen and Niordson [15]. Dean and Hutchinson [3] originally defined steady-state for a growing crack as the condition where the field
quantities, in the vicinity of the crack tip, remain constant relative to an observer travelling with the crack tip. Thus, any time derived quantity, f˙, can be
related to the corresponding spatial derivative in the direction of material movement (along so-called streamlines) according to f˙ = −ȧ∂f /∂x, with ȧ being the
constant crack speed. This important transformation of a time derived quantity
into a spatial quantity allows any incremental quantity at a given material point,
(x∗1 , x∗2 ), to be evaluated by integrating along a streamline, starting upstream
(x01 , x∗2 ) of the crack tip and ending at the point of interest, (x∗1 , x∗2 ), downstream
(see e.g. Juul et al. [11]). Thus, the point of interest contains the history of all
upstream material points on the streamline.
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The cornerstone of the new steady-state framework, incorporating the KurodaTvergaard material model, is to determine the displacement field, ui , from the conventional principle of virtual work for the quasi-static problems (given in Eq. (10)).
Meanwhile, the gradient effect enters through the back stress which is determined
by solving the GND density equation. The solution scheme runs in a staggered
approach where the back stress is always determined from the slip determined
in the previous iteration. The systems of equations for the two field quantities
completely decouples (see Section 2.2), and the only exchange of data between
(α)
the two systems is the feeding of the back stress, τb , into the calculation of the
displacement field, and the subsequent feeding of slip, γ (α) , into the calculation of
the back stress field. For each iteration on the displacement field, the corresponding total slip, γ (α) , provided by the streamline integration procedure, is fed into
the calculation of the back stress, which in turn provides the back stress used in
the following iteration for the displacement field. The conventional virtual work
principle reads
Z
Z
Z
p
Lijkl εkl δεij dV =
Ti δui dS +
Lijkl εkl δεij dV,
(10)
V

S

V

where Ti = σij nj is the surface traction and nj is the unit outward normal vector.
The pseudo algorithm for the gradient enhanced model is closely related to the
procedure for the conventional model in Juul et al. [10], except for the added step
three, where the back stress is determined (n is the current iterative step), and
the use of the effective resolved shear stress in 4a:
p(n−1)

1. The plastic strain from the previous iteration, εij

is used to determine

(n)
ui ,

the displacement field,
from the virtual work principle in Eq. (10) (the
iterative procedure is initiated with an elastic step i.e. γ (α) = 0 ).
(n)
2. The total strain, εij is determined from the displacement field.
(α)

3. The back stress, τb is determined from Eq. (9) based on the value of the
total slip γ (α)(n−1) from the previous iteration (in the first iteration the GND
(α)
(α)
density is zero, ρG(e) =0 i.e. the back stress is zero, τb = 0).
4. The slip and plastic strain field are determined by the streamline integration
procedure:
(a) First the spatial derivative of the slip on the individual systems and plastic strains are determined by utilizing the steady-state relation, ∂f /∂x =
−f˙/ȧ:
!

 |τ (α) − τ (α) | 1/m
∂γ (α)
γ̇0
(α)
(α)
b
= − sgn τ
− τb
(11)
∂x
ȧ
g (α)
X ∂γ (α) (α)
∂εij p
=
P
∂x
∂x ij
α

(12)

(b) Secondly the current total slip γ (α)(n) and the total current plastic strain
p(n)
εij is determined by streamline integration:
γ (α)(n) =

Z

x∗

x0

∂γ (α)
dx,
∂x

and

(p)(n)

εij

=

Z

x∗

x0

(p)

∂εij
dx
∂x

(13)
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(n)

5. The current stress field σij is then updated using the elastic relationship,
σij = Lijkl (εkl − εpkl ).
6. Step 1 through 5 is repeated until convergence is obtained.
The displacement field discretization is based on a quadratic 8-node isoparametric element and the GND field discretization is based on a linear 4-node isoparametric element according to the procedure in e.g. Nielsen and Niordson [15], ElNaaman et al. [5], Juul et al. [11]. Reduced Gauss integration (2×2 Gauss points) is
employed for the 8-node element, while full Gauss integration (2×2 Gauss points)
is used for the 4-node elements.
4 Benchmark problem - Mode I crack growth
The problem investigated concerns the effect of strain gradients related to crack
growth in HCP single crystals. The goal of the study is to investigate the relation
between the fracture energy at the macroscopic scale and that on the microscopic
scale by determining how the so-called crack tip shielding (Jss /Jtip ) is affected
when diminishing size (increasing material length parameter).
The investigation of the shielding ratio relies on the SSV-model proposed by
Suo et al. [22], where the primary assumption is that the crack tip does not emit
any dislocations. From this requirement it directly follows that the free path between dislocations must be significantly larger than the lattice constant, rendering
the possibility for crack tip blunting, as a result of already existing dislocations,
minor. The crack tip will therefore remain sharp and propagate by atomic separation or cleavage. This material behavior is modeled by embedding the crack
in an elastic strip of height 2D (see Fig. 2), such that linear elastic fracture mechanics theory can be used to evaluate the energy release (using the J-integral,
see e.g. Shih et al. [21]) and thereby the crack tip shield ratio Jss /Jtip . Applying
the J-integral, the fracture criteria for the propagating crack will be; Jtip = Γtip ,
where Γtip is the critical energy required for the crack to advance while Jss is the
remotely applied energy release rate (see e.g. Wei and Hutchinson [23] for details
on the model limitations). The height of the elastic strip, referred to as the SSVdomain, can be used as either a fitting parameter (see Suo et al. [22]) or it can be
estimated from dislocation theory (see e.g. Beltz et al. [2], Lipkin et al. [14]). In
the following, this dimension will be treated as a variable in a parametric study.
The present version of the SSV-model, differs slightly from the original set-up
as additional requirements must be enforced in terms of higher order boundary
conditions that are needed in the Kuroda-Tvergaard model. Following the gradient
enhanced model by Kuroda and Tvergaard [12, 13], the higher order boundary conditions are here related to the GND density at the boundary of the SSV-domain.
Essentially a micro free boundary, allowing for dislocations to travel into the SSVdomain, is enforced based on the detailed discussion in Kuroda and Tvergaard [13].
It should also be mentioned that the study of the plastic zones (where the SSVdomain is absent) is conducted under identical conditions (crack faces being micro
free). In both studies, the outer boundary is micro hard, blocking dislocations
(however since the outer boundary is far away from the crack tip plastic zone, this
condition has negligible influence).
The crack growth problem is similar to that considered by Juul et al. [10]
and studied in a conventional crystal plasticity setup. However, for simplicity only
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the hexagonal closed packed (HCP) structure is considered as this will eliminate
the need for invoking effective slip systems accounting for out-of-plane slip on the
crystallographic slip systems (see e.g. Niordson and Kysar [17], Juul et al. [10]).
A sharp Mode I 2D plane strain crack grows under steady-state conditions at
constant velocity ȧ (see Fig. 2). The problem is treated quasi-statically (effects of
inertia are neglected) and assumes small scale yielding. On the outer boundary of
the domain, a Mode I far-field condition is applied (illustrated in Fig. 2) following
the elastic solution (see e.g. Williams [24]), such that
KI
σij = √
fij (θ)
2πr

(14)

where r and θ are polar coordinates with respect to the crack tip, fij (θ) are the
dimensionless Mode I functions, and KI is the stress intensity factor.
The material parameters and model setup are adopted from Wei and Hutchinson [23], with the addition of the length parameter controlling the size-effects. A
dimensional analysis states that the shielding ratio, Jss /Jtip , at steady-state must
have the functional form


ȧ
R0 L τ0
Jss
=F
,
,
, , N, m, ν
(15)
Jtip
R0 γ̇0 D R0 G
where the quantity ζ = ȧ/(R0 γ̇0 ) represents the dimensionless velocity, R0 is
2
a
preference plastic zone size parameter given by; R0 = (K0 /τ0 ) , with K0 =
EΓtip /(1 − ν 2 ), and G = E/(2(1 + ν)) is the shear modulus. The dimensional
dependency in Eq. (15) outlines the key parameters of interest.
The near tip active plastic zone in the elastic-viscoplastic model is visualized
by adopting the absolute value of the accumulated slip rate (also employed in
Rice et al. [20])
X (α)
Λ̇ =
|γ̇ |.
(16)
α

To obtain a quantity comparable across large velocity spans, the absolute sum of
slip on all systems is normalized slightly different compared to Rice et al. [20].
Normalization of Eq. (16) follows Juul et al. [10], where the quantity ζ γ̇0 τ0 /G
is used to obtain non-dimensionality taking the crack propagation velocity into
account.
The finite element mesh contains 102400 elements and it is gradually scaled in
both the x1 - and x2 -directions, to provide a highly refined mesh in the vicinity of
the crack tip. Approximately 19000 of the 102400 elements are within the region
enclosing the plastic zone in order to provide a detailed solution. The remaining
material properties used for the analysis are listed in Tab. 1.

5 Results
5.1 Near Tip Active Plastic Zones
The characteristics of the near tip plastic zone for a quasi-static crack growing either in FCC or BCC crystals have been investigated by Rice [19] and Rice et al. [20]
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using both analytical and numerical models in a conventional set-up (no size effects). Even though results for HCP crystals are not treated in Rice [19], the
present results are heavily inspired by Rice’s analysis and it is assumed that the
velocity discontinuities under similar conditions, will arise close to the crack tip
in HCP crystals. Hence, angular sectors with distinct material behaviour near the
crack tip are expected. However, it is worth to notice that the velocity discontinuities will in fact be bands of finite width due to the viscoplastic material model
adopted in the present theory.
To give a better feeling for the effect of size, the active plastic zones are first
presented with and without size effects in Figs. 3 and 4. The results display the
zones for different rate-sensitivity, m, and a fixed growth velocity ζ = 500 (recall
that; ζ = ȧ/(R0 γ̇0 )).
Numerical stability allows only a rather limited increase in the length parameter. However, comparing Figs. 3a and 3b (low rate sensitivity) it is seen that
the overall characteristics are the same with and without size effects, while closer
inspection reveals that the plastic zone is slightly smaller in the case including size
effects. This is expected as the size effects increase material hardening, thereby
suppressing plasticity. Especially when inspecting the elastic sectors between features B and C , and C and D it is seen that the plastic zones are smaller
(wider elastic regions). The direction of bands of intense slip are unaffected by
the size-effect, however their sharpness and length are increased when accounting
for the material length parameter. Furthermore, it is observed that they are either parallel or perpendicular to the slip systems for both size scales considered
as Rice [19] demonstrates for FCC and BCC crystals).

5.2 Crack Tip Shielding Ratio
The slightly modified SSV-model presented in Section 4 is now introduced to
identify the influence of size effects on the shielding ratio (related to material
toughness). The study is performed at two different crack propagation velocities
which will be referred to as fast and slow crack growth, respectively. These terms
relate to the dimensionless crack velocity, ζ, being either ζ = 500 (fast) or ζ = 10
(slow) (recall that; ζ = ȧ/(R0 γ̇0 )). Note that the fast growing crack is considered
not to be in a range where dynamic effects are important and thus, the effect of
inertia is negligible (quasi-static crack growth).
First the crack tip shielding ratio as a function of the SSV-domain height is
investigated for different rate-sensitivities and material length scale parameters.
Figure 5a and 5b presents the shielding ratio for a slow and a fast growing crack,
respectively. At both velocities, it is observed that the shielding ratio is increasing
when the thickness of the SSV-domain decreases (R0 /D → ∞). This is expected
due to the increasing amount of plasticity (more energy dissipated) in the vicinity
of the crack tip when the height of the SSV-domain (elastic strip) diminishes.
Comparing the individual graphs, for either velocity, it is revealed that the crack tip
shielding ratio is decreasing when the material length parameter is increased. This
can be explained by the increasing resistance to plastic deformation originating
from the hardening effect caused by the GNDs (less dissipation of energy). This
is also consistent with the previous effect seen on the plastic zone which becomes
slightly smaller when accounting for size effects. In addition, the effect of size is
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found to be less pronounced when the rate-sensitivity is increased (also discussed
previously).
It is noted from Fig. 5 that the crack tip shielding ratio for the fast and
slowly growing cracks displays some interesting characteristics (first discussed by
Nielsen et al. [16]). For the slow crack (Fig. 5a), the shielding ratio is increasing in
a monotonic manner with increasing rate-sensitivity, while the opposite is observed
for the fast growing crack (Fig. 5b), i.e. the crack tip shielding ratio monotonically
decreases with increasing rate-sensitivity. A direct consequence of this behaviour
is the existence of a specific velocity (termed the characteristic velocity), at which
the crack tip shielding ratio becomes independent of the rate-sensitivity and thus
reveal the rate-independent solution. The reason for the existence of a such velocity
is related to the rate dependency introduced through Eq. (2), and it is a results of
the stress build-up or relaxation occurring depending on the velocity. At high velocities, the plastic material deformation is restricted (less dissipation), leading to
a stress build-up in the material and a lower shielding effect. At low velocities, the
material more easily deforms plastically (relaxation takes place), resulting in more
energy dissipation and a larger shielding effect is observed. Therefore, there must
exist a crossing between these two scenarios at an intermediate velocity referred
to as the characteristic velocity (see also Nielsen et al. [16], Nielsen and Niordson [15]).
To illustrate the phenomenon of a characteristic velocity, the uniquely defined
intersection of the curves is investigated in Fig. 6 (for fixed height of the SSVdomain, R0 /D, and hardening exponent, N ), where the shielding ratio is shown as
function of the crack propagation velocity, ζ = ȧ/(R0 γ̇0 ). The intersection of curves
(defining the characteristic velocity) are marked by arrows, and it establishes a
point at which the crack tip shielding is independent of the rate-sensitivity, m,
despite the fact that the plastic zone can be different and that it depends on
rate-sensitivity at this specific velocity. What is intriguing is the fact that the
Kuroda-Tvergaard model is not formulated in a rate-independent version, but the
results presented may still be interpreted as the rate-independent limit, although
the numerical calculation for m → 0 is unstable and essentially out of reach (see
also discussion in El-Naaman et al. [4]). Thus, the existence of the characteristic
velocity establishes a possibility of future studies of rate-independent results by
the Kuroda-Tvergaard model.
Comparing the characteristic velocity for different length parameters, it is observed that an increasing length parameter tends to shift towards a higher characteristic velocity. This is expected and it is tied to the length parameter introducing
a hardening effect (see also discussion for the plastic zones in Figs. 3 and 4). When
the resistance to plastic deformation increases, the point at which the process
changes from being dominated by relaxation to stress build-up (the characteristic
velocity) will occur at a higher velocity. This is also noticed in Juul et al. [10], where
the characteristic velocity increases for an increase in conventional strain hardening. Another interesting observation is the evolution of the crack tip shielding ratio
as function of velocity for the results with and without size effects. As the velocity
increases, the difference becomes smaller (especially for high rate-sensitivity).
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6 Concluding Remarks
The plastic zone and corresponding shielding ratio of quasi-static crack growth
have been studied. Crack growth at a constant velocity is modelled in a steadystate framework directly bringing out the state of interest. The present work
serves as a higher order extension of the work by Juul et al. [10], and presents
a steady-state framework which incorporate size effects in elastic-viscoplastic material model.
During the study of size effects in single crystals with the developed framework,
numerical stability issues were encountered. The stability issues with the KurodaTvergaard model, known from traditional Lagrangian frameworks, that arise when
introducing a back-stress into the slip rate relation was also experienced in the
present steady-state framework. This means that it is difficult to increase the
length scale parameter to a level where the size effects were strongly pronounced.
In spite of the moderately pronounced size effects, it was still possible to obtain
conclusive results and determine the effect of size for steadily growing cracks in a
single crystal.
Similarly to Juul et al. [10], bands of intense slip reveal themselves in the
slip rate field, dividing the plastic zones into sectors as predicted by Rice [19], and
these have a direct influence on the macroscopic fracture toughness of the material.
A detailed investigation of the macroscopic fracture toughness is performed by
applying the SSV model. This study revealed the size effects to play an important
role when studying the macroscopic fracture toughness of a single crystal. The
main focus of this study is on the influence of size effects and rate-sensitivity for
materials with an HCP crystal structure, and the following is concluded:
– The numerical simulation of the HCP crystal revealed bands of intense slip
in the slip rate field. An increasing rate sensitivity leads to an increase in the
plastic zone size, but at the same time also a smearing effect giving a less
distinct view of the features surrounding the crack tip. The size effect does
not influence the characteristics of the plastic zone, however, it does affect the
magnitude. By increasing the length parameter, and thereby the significance
of size effects, the plastic zone becomes smaller due to the hardening effect
caused by the GNDs, however, the effect is much less pronounced for a high
rate sensitivity.
– In accordance with the influence of the size effects on the plastic zones, the
macroscopic fracture toughness is also affected. When the material length parameter is increased, the macroscopic fracture toughness decreases as the plastic zone shrinks and less energy is dissipated through plastic deformation due
to the hardening effect. Studies of high (low) crack propagation velocities revealed that an increasing rate sensitivity leads to a monotonically decreasing
(increasing) macroscopic fracture toughness. This suggests that a characteristic
velocity exists which corresponds to the rate independent material response.
The existence of a characteristic velocity is in accordance with the findings of
e.g. Nielsen and Niordson [15], Juul et al. [10], El-Naaman et al. [4].
– The behavior of eaither monotonic increase or decrease leads to an identification of a characteristic velocity at which the macroscopic toughness becomes
independent of the rate sensitivity i.e. the macroscopic toughness corresponding to the rate independent material response. The hardening effect originating
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from the plastic strain gradient tends to increase the characteristic velocity and
at the same time decrease the shielding ratio. In addition, it was observed that
the influence of the gradient effects becomes less pronounced for materials
with high rate sensitivity. This provides a useful method to study the rateindependent response, especially for gradient enhanced models that only exists
in rate dependent formulations.
During the present investigation, the Kuroda and Tvergaard model was found
to be very sensitive to the slip rate provided by the conventional part of the program. Generally when a back stress of approximately 60% of the critically resolved
shear stress was reached, the solution started to diverge rendering solution impossible within the present framework. Similar problems are also experienced with
this type of model for traditional Lagrangian frameworks (El-Naaman et al. [5, 4])
and the steady-state framework inherits similar stability issues.
Acknowledgements The work is financially supported by The Danish Council for Independent Research in the project “New Advances in Steady-State Engineering Techniques”, grant
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Abstract
A numerical framework for analyzing steady-state elastic-plastic material deformation at finite strains is developed and demonstrated in the present work.
The framework is an extension of the original method by Dean and Hutchinson [Dean and Hutchinson, 1980. Quasi-static steady crack growth in smallscale yielding. Fracture Mechanics: Twelfth Conference, ASTM STP700,
American Society for Testing and Materials, 383-405] develop to analyze
steady-state crack propagation, under a small strain assumption, in which
the history-dependent material response is captured through streamline integration. Steady-state problems are encountered in numerous engineering
processes and the original studies of crack growth have already been extended
to include rolling and drawing, though within a small strain framework. However, the investigation of such manufacturing processes, where strains greater
than 10% easily develops, requires a finite strain formulation to provide accurate results. The framework proposed in the present work offers an efficient
and accurate method to extract the steady-state solution at finite strains
without encountering the numerical issues related to traditional Lagrangian
procedures. Furthermore, the framework also accounts for elastic unloading
in contrast to many existing numerical steady-state schemes as they are often
restricted to rigid plasticity. The new numerical framework employs a hyperelastic material model, in terms of a Neo-Hookean material, combined with
an isotropic viscoplastic material behavior. However, the framework is not
limited to any specific hyperelastic material model, nor any specific model
∗
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for the plastic behavior. The finite strain steady-state framework has been
verified through comparison to a traditional Lagrangian analysis conducted
in ANSYS. The benchmark case constitutes a plane strain drawing process
where the thickness of the specimen is reduced by drawing it between two
circular cylindrical tools.
Keywords: Steady-state, Finite strain, Hyperelasticity, Rate-dependency
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1. Introduction
A large range of material deformation processes develop a steady-state
condition, but this essential property is rarely exploited in numerical analysis. More frequently traditional Lagrangian procedures are employed and
the steady-state solution is approached by time integration through a transient phase, which makes the approach time consuming, whilst numerical
difficulties can arise in the search for the steady-state solution.
Several finite strain frameworks, that exploit the nature of steady-state
deformation processes, have been suggested over the years in the search of
an efficient numerical tool for the investigation of continuous manufacturing processes. The finite strain steady-state frameworks most commonly
rely on Eulerian, or Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE), velocity-based
formulations (see e.g. Zienkiewicz et al., 1978; Liu et al., 1988; Strenkowski
and Moon, 1990), and the majority of the models are restricted to either
rigid-plastic or visco-plastic material models which ignore, or inaccurately
represent, the elastic effects. In general, this is sufficient to analyze manufacturing processes including hot working of metals, but the elastic effects may
have a significant influence in terms of for example material spring back and
residual stresses when considering cold working. Early “elastic re-analysis”
methods was suggested by Zienkiewicz et al. (1978) to capture such effects,
however, the first type of framework to include the elastic effects directly in
the steady-state formulation was suggested by Dean and Hutchinson (1980)
(and shortly after by Parks et al., 1981; Nguyen and Rahimian, 1981), who
investigated steady-state crack propagation in elastic-plastic isotropic materials. Unfortunately, this pioneering framework is restricted to small strains
which is insufficient in the study of most manufacturing processes as strains
can easily reach 30-40% or more (see e.g. Richelsen, 1991; Rout et al., 2016;
Kumar et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2018). However, the framework presented by
Dean and Hutchinson (1980) is widely used due to its efficiency (compared
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to Lagrangian procedures) and has been extended to several material models for steady-state problems in which elastic effects are important (Wei and
Hutchinson, 1997; Mataga et al., 1987; Wei and Hutchinson, 1999; Nielsen
et al., 2012a; Nielsen and Niordson, 2012b; Juul et al., 2017).
A later steady-state finite strain formulation, that directly accounts for
the elastic material response, was presented by Balagangadhar et al. (1999);
Balagangadhar and Tortorelli (2000); Yu (2005). This framework has both
Eulerian and Lagrangian characteristics, but, as opposed to the early models,
the formulation is displacement-based (similarly to the framework by Dean
and Hutchinson, 1980). In contrast to the small strain formulation by Dean
and Hutchinson (1980), determining the steady-state solution through a spatial integration technique, the framework by Balagangadhar et al. (1999)
relies on a mixed formulation, including the history-dependent variables,
through a transport equation for the material flow, as additional degrees of
freedom in the equation system. This makes the existing displacement-based
finite strain steady-state frameworks rather complex in their implementation
and the necessary factorization and solving of multiple, or coupled, equation
systems puts a high demand on the employed solver for an efficient analysis. Particularly, this is expected to be a challenge in the case of a full 3D
analysis.
The main goal of the present study is to extend the original work by Dean
and Hutchinson (1980) to finite strains, providing a simple tool for steadystate analysis of problems involving finite strains that is readily implemented
into existing numerical software packages. In fact, an existing hyperelastic
displacement-based Lagrangian model can easily be extended to the new
steady-state framework put forward in the present work. The key change is
to switch from an incremental procedure to streamline integration. Moreover, the new framework (along with that of Dean and Hutchinson, 1980)
lends itself nicely to parallel computing as the integration along the individual streamlines are performed independently and extends readily to full
3D. The paper focuses on the derivation of the necessary procedures and the
development of a numerical framework, followed by a comparison between
the developed for finite strain steady-state framework and a traditional Lagrangian method in order to verify the model.
The paper is divided into the following sections: The material model and
the numerical formulation are presented in Section 2. The boundary value
problem is stated in Section 3. Verification of the framework is presented in
Section 4, and lastly the results are discussed in Section 5. Throughout the
3
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paper, the notation ( ˙ ) denotes a time derived quantity.
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2. Numerical Framework
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In the development of the finite strain steady-state framework, which
seeks to include the effect of elastic unloading, two distinct ways can be
chosen to deal with the elastic part of the problem. The choice is between a
hypoelastic or a hyperelastic material formulation. The hyperelastic material
model is chosen in the present work as it can be derived directly from a strain
energy density function such that the field equations can be expressed on total
form in contrast to the hypoelastic model which is only valid on incremental
form. The possibility to express the field equations on their total form is an
important feature when establishing the steady-state framework because the
solution method is based on an iterative scheme rather than an incremental
scheme.
In the finite strain formulation, the deformation is described through the
total deformation gradient; Fij = ∂ui /∂x0j + δij , where ui are the displacements, x0i are the reference coordinates and δij is Kronecker’s delta. As the
material undergoes both elastic and plastic deformation, the total deformation gradient is decomposed into an elastic and a plastic part, according to
p
Fij = Fike Fkj
(multiplicative split), where the superscripts “e” and “p” denote the elastic and plastic part, respectively. The multiplicative split of
the deformation gradient relies on the assumption that the deformation of
the body can be divided into three configurations (see Fig. 1). The first
is the reference configuration, x0i , the second is an intermediate stress-free
configuration which, in general, is incompatible, defined by the plastic deformation gradient, Fijp , and the third is the current configuration, xi , defined
by the total deformation gradient, Fij (the absence of a superscript denotes
the current configuration and “0” denotes the reference configuration).
2.1. Material model
The Kirchhoff stresses, τij , are here described by a Neo-Hookean material
model (the framework is general and holds for any relation) according to the
elastic strain energy density function
W =

K1
µ1 e
(B /J − 3) +
(J − 1)2 ,
2 kk
2

4

(1)

e
where µ1 is the shear modulus, K1 is the bulk modulus, Bije = Fike Fjk
is the
e
elastic left Cauchy-Green tensor, and J = det(F ) is the Jacobian (J only
depends on Fe due to plastic incompressibility). When the material model
has been chosen, the Kirchhoff stresses are easily found for the hyperelastic
material as they can be determined directly from the strain energy density
function, Eq. (1), such that


1 e
µ1
∂W
δij + K1 (J − 1)Jδij .
(2)
= 2/3 Bije − Bkk
τij = Fik
∂Fjk
J
3
96
97
98

It is noticed that the Kirchhoff stresses only depend on the elastic part of the
deformation gradient, hence the superscript “e”. Subsequently, the Cauchy
stress can be determined directly from the relation τij = Jσij .
The elastic part of the deformation gradient is determined through the
multiplicative decomposition when the plastic part is known. The plastic
part of the deformation gradient is provided by the rate form;
p
e
Ḟijp = (Fike )−1 Lpkl Flm
Fmj
,

(3)

where Lpij is the plastic part of the velocity gradient (Lij = Leij + Lpij ). The
velocity gradient is determined through its connection to the stretch rate
Dij = (Lij + Lji )/2 and the spin Wij = (Lij − Lji )/2. For the present
study, employing an isotropic plasticity model, it is assumed that Wijp = 0
p
(Wij = Wije + Wijp ) which means that Lpij is symmetric and hence Lpij = Dij
p
e
(applying the additive split; Dij = Dij + Dij ). The plastic stretch, for the
viscoplastic material applied in the present study, takes the form;
p
Dij
= ε̇0

99
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3τij0
2τe



τe
g[εpacc ]

1/m

,

(4)

where ε˙0 is the reference strain rate, τij0 = τij − τkk δij /3 is the deviatoric
q
Kirchhoff stress, τe = 3τij0 τij0 /2 is the effective Kirchhoff stress, m is the

rate-sensitivity exponent, and g[εpacc ] is a yield resistance function. The yield
resistance function is in the present study chosen to represent linear hardening; g[εpacc ] = σy + hεpacc , where h is the hardening
R modulus and the accumulated plastic strain is obtained through; εpacc = ε̇0 (τe /g)m dt.
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2.2. Steady-state framework
Processes with a steady and continuous material flow, such as steady crack
growth, rolling, drawing etc., usually develop a stationary field solution in a
frame translating with the crack tip or tool. The steady-state condition for
continuous material flow is characterized by the field quantities appearing as
constant to an observer following this frame. From this condition, the steadystate relation states that any time derived quantity, f˙, can be related to a
corresponding spatial derived quantity, when the material flows at velocity,
v, in the negative χ-direction, according to f˙ = −v∂f /∂χ. By adopting this
steady-state relation, any rate quantities in the constitutive model can be
transformed into spatial gradients and spatial integration along streamlines
can be applied to obtain the deformation history (see Fig. 2). Thus, the field
quantities at a specific material point, χ∗ , can be determined by integrating
along a streamline starting upstream in the undeformed region χ0 and ending
downstream at the desired point χ∗ . In this way, the point of interest, χ∗ ,
contains the load history of all upstream points i.e. the history of all previous
states of the material point.
In the finite strain formulation, with the viscoplastic material model presented in Section 2.1, the plastic deformation gradient, Fijp , is spatially integrated to account for the history-dependence of a given problem. The pseudo
algorithm for the finite strain steady-state procedure is as follows, where n
refers to the iteration number:
1. The external load is defined. For complicated problems load stepping
may be needed to ensure convergence.
2. The equilibrium iterations are initiated.
p(n−1)
,
(a) The plastic deformation gradient from the previous iteration, Fij
(n)
is used to determine the current displacement field, ui , from the
principle of virtual work in Eq. (11).
(n)
(b) The total deformation gradient, Fij , is determined based on the
(n)
displacement field, ui .
(c) The plastic strain field is determined by the streamline integration
procedure.
i. First the spatial derivative of the plastic deformation gradient
is determined by applying the steady-state relation (∂f /∂χ =

6

−f˙/v) to Eq. (3):
∂Fijp
1
p
e
Fmj
= − (Fike )−1 Lpkl Flm
∂χ
v
137
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ii. Secondly, the total plastic deformation gradient, Fijp , is determined from the spatial derivative by performing the streamline integration

p(n)

Fij
140
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(5)

=

Z

χ∗

χ0

∂Fijp
dχ
∂χ

(6)

(d) The current elastic deformation gradient is determined from the
p −1
relation; Fije = Fik (Fkj
) .
(n)
(e) The current Kirchhoff stress field, τij , is determined by Eq. (2).
(f) Steps (a) through (e) are repeated by feeding the newly found
plastic deformation gradient into the virtual work principle in Eq.
(11) until convergence is obtained.
3. Steps 1 and 2 are repeated until the desired load is reached.
The outer loop of the Newton-Raphson procedure, subdividing the final load
into steps, may be necessary for large/complicated deformation patterns in
order for the algorithm to converge. However, the number of load steps
(if more than one) is usually low, and it does not affect the solution to
the steady-state problem. Essentially, the load steps just provide a better
starting guess in terms of the plastic deformation field for the next load
step. The iterative procedure is initiated by using the purely elastic solution
to the problem. The advantages of the steady-state framework lie in that;
i) changing contact interfaces are avoided, ii) the mesh only needs to be
focused in specific regions of interest, iii) the transient phase of the problem
is avoided, and iv) the framework lends itself nicely to parallel computing.
The numerical stability of the steady-state algorithm, especially for low
rate-sensitivity exponents, m, has been improved by introducing changes
to the original streamline integration procedure by Dean and Hutchinson
(1980). The changes follow the suggestion by Niordson (2001) and Nielsen
and Niordson (2012b), where subincrement between Gauss points are introduced in the streamline procedure. Furthermore, the number of subincrements are implemented dynamically such that the number of subincrements
7

165
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170
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173
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177
178

increases in regions with steep gradients (and vice versa). As the deformation gradient is only known in the Gauss points it is necessary to interpolate
the deformation gradient at each subincrement. Here, it is chosen to use
linear interpolation between the Gauss points to determine the deformation
gradient at each subincrement.
2.3. Streamlines
The streamline integration procedure is a cornerstone in the steady-state
framework developed by Dean and Hutchinson (1980). Assuming small
strains, the streamlines are easily identified as the prescribed (known) material flow direction in the domain remains unchanged during deformation.
This is not as simple when accounting for finite strains because the domain
before and after deformation might change substantially, altering the position
of the streamlines and, moreover, the local velocity of the material changes
as well.
To cope with this, it is here argued that by adopting a total Lagrangian
formulation, the streamline integration can be conducted in the reference configuration where the position of the streamlines is known. The argument justifying this statement starts with the definition of a streamline parametrized
by x = x(s)
dx
×v =0
ds

179
180

which states that the material velocity, v, is parallel to the material flow
curves (streamlines), dx/ds.
Secondly, the relation between the velocity in the current configuration
and in the reference configuration is established through the deformation
gradient
v = F v0

181
182

(7)

(8)

where the superscript “0” denotes the reference configuration and no superscript denotes the current configuration.
By inserting Eq. (8), into the definition of a streamline, Eq. (7), followed
by applying the chain rule for differentiation, the following expression is

8

obtained
dx dx0 ds0
dx0 ds0 ds

!


× F v 0 = 0,

(9)

where dx/dx0 may be recognized as the deformation gradient. By using the
identity; (M a) × (M b) = det(M )(M −1 )> (a × b), Eq. (9) is rewritten into
the form
!
ds0
dx0
−1 >
0
det(F )(F )
×v
=0
(10)
ds
ds0
183
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where in order to satisfy the definition of a streamline, the flow in the reference configuration must at all times be parallel to the original flow curves
i.e. dx0 /ds0 × v 0 = 0. Thus, if the integration is performed in the reference
configuration, the velocity can be prescribed, and the position of the streamlines is known (see also Yu, 2005). The general formulation f˙ = −v∂f /∂χ,
can therefore be expressed in terms of the reference coordinates such that;
f˙ = −v∂f /∂x0 .
2.4. Principle of virtual work
To enable the possibility of performing the spatial integration in the reference configuration, where the streamlines are known prior to the calculations
(see Section 2.2), a total Lagrangian formulation is chosen. The principle of
virtual work to be discretized by the finite element method and subsequently
used to determine the displacement field, ui , is expressed in terms of the
Kirchhoff stresses, τij , such that
Z
Z
τij δLij dV0 =
t0i δvi dS0 ,
(11)
V0

191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198

S0

where V0 is the reference domain, S0 is the boundary of the reference domain,
vi is the virtual velocity field (not to be confused with the material velocity),
t0i is the nominal traction, and δ denotes a virtual quantity. It is evident from
the principle of virtual work that the contribution to the stiffness matrix is
non-linear due to the dependence on the Kirchhoff stress, τij . To deal with
this non-linearity in a framework which is not based on increments, a NewtonRaphson scheme is employed, following the procedure suggested by Bower
(2009) for a finite strain hyperelastic material model.
9

The Kirchhoff stresses, τij , are determined from the elastic part of the
deformation and thus the stiffness tensor, Cijkl is calculated as
Cijkl =

e
∂τij ∂Fpq
Flm .
e ∂F
∂Fpq
km

(12)

p
e
exploiting that ∂τij /∂Fpq
= 0. The first part; ∂τij /∂Fpq
, of Eq. (12) is
determined directly from the chosen energy function (in this case a Neoe
Hookean material), whereas the second part; ∂Fpq
/∂Fkm , is determined in
a slightly different manner for the steady-state framework when compared
to traditional hyperelastic formulations. The multiplicative split of the deformation gradient dictates that the elastic deformation gradient can be exp −1
pressed as; Fije = Fik (Fkj
) , in terms of the total and the plastic deformation gradients. However, since the plastic deformation gradient is provided
by the streamline integration procedure (see Section 2.2), it can be treated
as known in the principle of virtual work and the derivative simplifies to;
e
p −1
∂Fpq
/∂Fkm = δpk (Fmq
) . Thus, the final expression for the stiffness tensor
can be written as

Cijkl =

199

∂τij e
Flq .
e
∂Fkq

(13)

3. Benchmark problem

209

A simplified drawing process in 2D under plane strain conditions (see
Fig. 2) is chosen as the benchmark for comparison between predictions using
the new steady-state framework and the prediction of a traditional incremental method. The driving force for the deformation is a load applied to the
left end of the domain, Fdraw , simulating that the material is drawn through
the tool. Identical tools are placed on both sides of the material, imposed
by a symmetry condition along the boundary x2 = 0 (see Fig. 2). In the
numerical analysis, the contact between the tool and the material is assumed
friction-less, the dimensions are shown in Fig. 2, and the material parameters
are stated in Tab. 1 (only the strain hardening is varied).
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The steady-state framework (hereafter denoted as “code”), developed
throughout this study, is verified against a numerical solution obtained with
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the commercial software ANSYS. The analysis in ANSYS is conducted by
a traditional incremental scheme (Lagrangian), where it is necessary to integrate through a transient period in order to approach the steady-state
solution. This model is built on a traditional hypoelasto-plastic material as
ANSYS do not support hyperelastic-plastic model formulations. The difference in the results by using a hyper/hypo-elastic formulation is, however,
expected to be small as the elastic strains are expected to be significantly
smaller than 10%.
The verification of the steady-state framework is divided into two parts; i)
is a qualitative comparison of the effective stress fields through contour plots
to see if the fields are similar, and ii) is a quantitative comparison of the
individual components of stresses, total strains, and the accumulated plastic
strain along streamlines located atp
different positions in the domain.
The effective stress fields (σe = 3sij sij /2, where sij is the deviatoric part
of the Cauchy stress) are presented in Fig. 3 for the steady-state code and
for ANSYS at two different levels of linear hardening, h. At both hardening
levels, it is seen that the stress level downstream is largest just underneath
the top surface, close to zero in the center, and then again rises in the bottom
of the domain. In the region where the material is in contact with the tool, it
is seen that the effective stress gradually increases when the material moves
from the inlet to the outlet of the tool. When comparing the details of the
effective stress field for h = E/20 (Fig. 3a) and h = E/80 (Fig. 3b) a good
match between the code and ANSYS is generally observed, however, it is seen
that the stresses are slightly larger in the vicinity of the tool for E/h = 20
in the ANSYS solution. This difference is investigated in the subsequent
quantification of the results.
Results along four selected streamlines are presented in the following for
a direct comparison of the predicted magnitude and evolution of the field
variables. The streamlines at which the data is extracted are spread through
the domain such that one line is located in the bottom, x02 /H = 0.13, one line
is located in the middle, x02 /H = 0.5, and two lines are located in the top part
of the domain, x02 /H = 0.88 and x02 /H = 0.95, to allow for a more detailed
representation in the region subjected to the most severe deformation (lines
are with respect to the undeformed domain). For the comparison of the
total strains, it is chosen to display the spatial Hencky strains, hij , in order
to match the output from ANSYS. The spatial Hencky strains are calculated
from the left Cauchy green tensor, Bij , according to; hij = log(Bij )/2. The
strain measures are normalized by the yield strain, εy = σy /E.
11
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The stresses, total strains, and accumulated plastic strain are presented in
Figs. 4-6 along a streamline close to the bottom of the domain (x02 /H = 0.13)
for h = E/20 and h = E/80, respectively. Here, it is clearly seen that results
from ANSYS and the steady-state code match both in terms of stresses,
strains and the accumulated plastic strain. There is excellent quantitative
correspondence even for the complex evolution of the field quantities when
the material passes through the tool for both material hardening levels.
The same field quantities are extracted along a streamline in the middle
of the domain (x02 /H = 0.5) and are presented in Figs. 7-9. In the middle
of the domain, the extracted quantities are again similar for the two finite
element procedures, supporting that the steady-state code is capable of modeling the history-dependent material behavior in agreement with a traditional
incremental procedure.
In Figs. 10-12, the field quantities are extracted along a streamline in
the top part of the domain (x02 /H = 0.88). Closer to the surface an even
more complex evolution in the fields is predicted in the contact zone. For
h = E/80 (Figs. 10b-12b) the results fit well, as for the first two streamlines. However, for a small difference is observed in the σ11 component for
h = E/20 (Figs. 10a), while the strains fit well. The difference is mainly
in the downstream material (x01 /H < 0) and the σ11 component is approximately 4% lower for the code compared to the corresponding ANSYS prediction. To gain further insight into this deviation, the field quantities are
subsequently extracted along a streamline just below the top surface of the
domain (x02 /H = 0.95). The results are shown in Figs. 13-15 and closely
resembles that of the streamline located at x02 /H = 0.88. Again, a small
difference between the model predictions is observed in the σ11 component,
but now for both h = E/20 and h = E/80, while all other components of
both strains and stresses continue to fit well. Again, the main difference is
observed in the downstream region (x01 /H < 0), and the difference is approximately 6% (slightly smaller for h = E/80). The features of the evolution
are, however, nicely tracked by the steady-state code.
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A numerical framework for finite strain steady-state problems with historydependent material behavior has been developed. The framework readily
includes elastic unloading as opposed to the majority of previous steadystate frameworks found in the literature. The framework is customized to
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steady-state problems and eliminates a number of issues encountered when
employing traditional Lagrangian procedures. The main advantage of the
steady-state framework lies in the iterative solution scheme, determining the
solution in a translating coordinate system. This advantage presents itself
in terms of avoiding changing contact interfaces as well as the possibility for
more efficient meshing as a fine discretization is only needed in the regions of
interest. This opens the possibility for getting high-resolution results, but at
the same time reduce the total number of elements making the computations
faster.
The developed framework has been tested on a simple plane strain drawing problem and the solutions have been verified through comparison to corresponding solutions produced by the commercial software ANSYS that employs a traditional incremental (Lagrangian) method.
The comparison between the developed framework and ANSYS showed
good agreement between the results both in terms of the predicted magnitudes, but also the evolution of both stresses and strains is captured as the
material is deformed to finite strains.
A minor difference was observed for the σ11 component for the results
extracted close to the surface ( x02 /H = 0.88 and x02 /H = 0.95). This can be
connected to a number of small differences in the two numerical models; i)
the numerical solution procedure is fundamentally different, ii) the contact
modeling approach employed in ANSYS is different than the one used in
the steady-state code, which has a large impact on the material close to
the surface and, iii) the hyperelastic formulation employed in the developed
framework is slightly different from the linear hypoelastic model used in
ANSYS and thus a small difference is introduced even though the elastic
strains are significantly smaller than 10%.
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Figure 1: Multiplicative split of the deformation gradient.
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Figure 2: Simplified drawing process under plane strain conditions. Here,
H/(2L) = 1/10 and the finite element mesh employed consists of square elements
with side length L(ele) = 0.025H. The tool is chosen to be circular with a radius
of R = 2H and the reduction will be ∆ = 0.2H.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3: Normalized effective stress distribution, σe /σy , in steady-state region
for (a) h = E/20 and (b) h = E/80.
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Figure 4: Normalized stress components extracted along streamline at x02 /H =
0.13 for (a) h = E/20 and (b) h = E/80. The lines represent the solution obtained
by ANSYS and the markers represent the developed steady-state code.
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Figure 5: Normalized total Hencky strain components extracted along streamline
at x02 /H = 0.13 for (a) h = E/20 and (b) h = E/80. The lines represent the
solution obtained by ANSYS and the markers represent the developed steadystate code.
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Figure 6: Normalized accumulated plastic strain extracted along streamline at
x02 /H = 0.13 for (a) h = E/20 and (b) h = E/80. The line represents the solution
obtained by ANSYS and the markers represent the developed steady-state code.
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Figure 7: Normalized stress components extracted along streamline at x02 /H =
0.5 for (a) h = E/20 and (b) h = E/80. The lines represent the solution obtained
by ANSYS and the markers represent the developed steady-state code.
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Figure 8: Normalized total hencky strain components extracted along streamline
at x02 /H = 0.5 for (a) h = E/20 and (b) h = E/80. The lines represent the solution
obtained by ANSYS and the markers represent the developed steady-state code.
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Figure 9: Normalized accumulated plastic strain extracted along streamline at
x02 /H = 0.5 for (a) h = E/20 and (b) h = E/80. The line represents the solution
obtained by ANSYS and the markers represent the developed steady-state code.
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Figure 10: Normalized stress components extracted along streamline at x02 /H =
0.88 for (a) h = E/20 and (b) h = E/80. The lines represent the solution obtained
by ANSYS and the markers represent the developed steady-state code.
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Figure 13: Normalized stress components extracted along streamline at x02 /H =
0.95 for (a) h = E/20 and (b) h = E/80. The lines represent the solution obtained
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Parameter
σy /E
ν
E/h
m
ε̇0
v/(ε̇0 H)

Significance

Value

Yield strain (εy )
0.001
Poisson’s ratio
0.30
Linear Hardening
20-80
Strain rate hardening exponent 0.02
Reference strain rate
0.001
Drawing speed
500
Table 1: Mechanical Properties
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Abstract
The fracture toughness for a mode I/II crack propagating in a ductile material
has been subject to numerous investigations. However, the influence of the
material hardening law has received very limited attention, with isotropic
hardening being the default choice if cyclic loads are absent. The present
work extends the existing studies of monotonic mode I/II steady-state crack
propagation with the goal to compare the predictions from an isotropic hardening model with that of a kinematic hardening model. The work is conducted through a purpose-built steady-state framework that directly delivers
the steady-state solution. In order to provide a fracture criterion, a cohesive
zone model is adopted and embedded at the crack tip in the steady-state
framework, while a control algorithm for the far-field, that significantly reduces the number of equilibrium iterations is employed to couple the farfield loading to the correct crack tip opening. Results show that the fracture
toughness (shielding ratio) obtained for a kinematic hardening material is
larger than for the corresponding isotropic hardening case. The difference
between the isotropic and kinematic model is tied to the non-proportional
loading conditions and reverse plasticity. This also explains the vanishing
difference in the shielding ratio when considering mode II crack propagation
as the non-proportional loading is less pronounced and the reverse plasticity
is absent.
Keywords: Steady-state, Isotropic hardening, Kinematic hardening, Active
plastic zone, Shielding ratio
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1. Introduction
The influence of plastic deformation on fracture toughness has been the
motivation of a large number of studies in the literature (see e.g. Varias and
Shih, 1993; Tvergaard and Hutchinson, 1993; Suo et al., 1993; Cleveringa
et al., 2000; Tvergaard, 2010; Nielsen et al., 2012a; Nielsen and Niordson,
2012b; Jiang et al., 2010; Juul et al., 2017a). The common goal has been to
achieve a better understanding of the underlying mechanics that affect the
toughness of ductile materials by gaining insight into the role of crack tip plasticity. Factors such as rate-dependency (Landis et al., 2000), work hardening
(Tvergaard and Hutchinson, 1992), strain gradients (Wei and Hutchinson,
1997; Martı́nez-Pañeda and Niordson, 2016), dynamic lattice effects (Freund
and Hutchinson, 1985), material property mismatch (Cao and Evans, 1989;
Tvergaard, 2002), or micro structure evolution (Kumar and Curtin, 2007)
affect the fracture properties and determine the extent of crack propagation.
Except for the recent study of mode I cracks by Martı́nez-Pañeda and
Fleck (2018), the majority of the published studies of crack growth under
monotonic loading confine their focus to isotropic hardening materials, despite the crucial impact of the plastic material response on the shielding
ratio. In fact, plastic deformation and the associated dissipation of energy
is known to be the main contributor to the fracture toughness, whereas the
energy going into the actual material separation is negligible. The far-field
loading drives this process and despite being monotonic at the far boundary
the conditions experienced by the material passing by the crack tip are very
different. It is well documented that material entering the active plastic zone
near a steadily growing mode I crack will either exit into an unloading wake
or experience reverse plastic loading close to the new fracture surface. Thus,
any Bauschinger effect originating from kinematic hardening must have an
important influence. Though reversed plasticity does not take place in mode
II crack growth, non-proportional loading for material at a distance from the
crack face will be demonstrated in the results of the present study.
The main goal of the present study is to investigate how the choice of
hardening model influences the fracture toughness of a steadily growing crack
under monotonic mode I, mode II, and mixed mode I/II far-field conditions.
To do so, the steady-state numerical scheme, first proposed by Dean and
Hutchinson (1980), is extended to kinematic hardening plasticity. The mate2
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rial fracture toughness, composed by the energy going into material separation as-well as energy dissipated in the surrounding material, is evaluated by
introducing the cohesive traction-separation relation proposed by Tvergaard
and Hutchinson (1993). This allows for an analysis of the ratio between
the external energy applied to the system and the energy specified for the
fracture process (referred to as the shielding ratio). Attention is focused
on the change in fracture properties when shifting from isotropic hardening
to kinematic hardening. Thus, the stress evolution for material points in
the vicinity of the crack tip is of particular interest as any deviation from
proportional loading will be treated differently in the two types of hardening models. Throughout this paper, the two types of material hardening
and their differences are studied for various conditions of the near tip fracture process (in terms of cohesive zone parameters). Furthermore, the origin
of these differences is traced by mapping out the energy dissipation in the
vicinity of the propagating crack.
The paper is divided into the following sections: The modified boundary
value problem is presented in Section 2, the material model, interface model,
the algorithm controlling the far-field loading, and the numerical formulation
are presented in Section 3, the results are presented in Section 4, and lastly
some concluding remarks are stated in Section 5. Throughout, index notation, including Einstein’s summation convention, is used and a superimposed
dot, ( ˙ ), denotes the time derivative.
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2. Mixed mode boundary layer problem
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The steady-state crack propagation study is carried out for mode I/II
loading conditions under the assumption of small-scale yielding. To model
the continuously growing crack, the steady-state framework presented by
Dean and Hutchinson (1980) is coupled with a cohesive zone description
of fracture, employing the traction-separation law proposed by Tvergaard
and Hutchinson (1993). The problem, commonly known as the modified
boundary layer problem, is modeled in a 2D plane strain setting as illustrated
in Fig. 1 (the considered material properties are collected in Tab. 1). The
mode I/II loading condition is imposed as a far-field condition according to
the elastic solution presented by Williams (1957) and dictates that the stress

3

field has the form;

1 
KI fijI (r, θ) + KII fijII (r, θ) ,
σij = √
2πr
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

(1)

where r and θ are polar coordinates related to the crack tip position, fij (r, θ)
are dimensionless mode functions, and KI and KII are the stress intensity
factors representing the mode I and II contributions, respectively. Throughout this work, it is assumed that the crack propagates in a straight line
(along the x1 -direction in Fig. 1). This assumption, common to other mixedmode crack propagation analyses (see e.g. Tvergaard, 2010), constitutes an
approximation under mode II dominated loading conditions.
The fracture toughness is quantified by the so-called crack tip shielding ratio, Kss /K0 , which is the stress intensity factor for steady-state crack
growth, Kss , normalized by the stress intensity factor for crack initiation,
K0 . The reference stress intensity factor, K0 , is defined as;
r
EΓ0
(2)
K0 =
1 − ν2
where E is Young’s modulus, ν is Poisson’s ratio, and Γ0 is the fracture
energy (work of separation of the cohesive zone model). Moreover, any length
quantity in the present study is normalized by the reference plastic zone size,
R0 ;
!2
1 K0
(3)
R0 =
3π σy
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where σy is the initial yield stress of the material.
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3. Constitutive relations and modeling

68

3.1. Traction-separation relation
The traction-separation relation employed is adopted from Tvergaard and
Hutchinson (1992, 1993). Accordingly, the traction energy potential is defined as;
Z λ
Φ(δt , δn ) = δnc
σ(λ0 )dλ0
(4)
0

4

where σ(λ) is the traction shown in Fig. 2 as a function of the non-dimensional
measure p
of separation, λ. The non-dimensional crack separation is defined
as; λ = (δn /δnc )2 + (δt /δtc )2 , where δn and δt denote the actual separation
in the normal and tangential directions, respectively, and the quantities with
superscript c denote the corresponding critical values. Thus, as illustrated in
Fig. 2, the bond between two nodes completely breaks at λ = 1. From the
traction energy potential, the normal and tangential tractions in the fracture
process zone are given as;
Tn =

σ(λ) δn
∂Φ
=
∂δn
λ δnc

and Tt =

σ(λ) δnc δt
∂Φ
=
.
∂δt
λ δtc δtc

(5)

Finally, the work of separation per unit area of interface (the fracture energy)
is defined as;
1
Γ0 = σ̂δnc (1 − λ1 + λ2 )
2
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73
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76
77

where σ̂ denotes the peak traction (cohesive strength) shown in Fig. 2.
3.2. Constitutive models
The framework relies on an infinitesimal strain formulation (both for the
isotropic and kinematic model). In the infinitesimal strain formulation, the
total strains, εij , are determined from the displacement gradients; εij =
(ui,j +uj,i )/2. The total strains consist of an elastic part, εeij , and plastic part,
εpij , which for an additive split gives the following relationship; εij = εeij + εpij .
Subsequently, the stress field in the rate-independent model is determined
from the tensor of instantaneous moduli, Lijkl , and the total strain as;
σ̇ij = Lijkl ε̇kl .

78
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(6)

(7)

Throughout this work, the material behavior is assumed to be governed
by linear hardening such that the tangent modulus, Et , remains constant and
given as a fraction of Young’s modulus, E.
3.2.1. Isotropic hardening
The isotropic model does not consider the Bauschinger effect, as the yield
surface expands isotropically in all directions (see Fig. 3a) while maintaining
its origin in stress space. The von Mises yield criterion, employed in the
5

present study, takes the form
3
F (σij ) = sij sij − (σe )2max = 0,
2
82
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84
85
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where sij is the deviatoric stress and σe is the von Mises stress. In the context
of an incremental formulation, the active plastic zone can be evaluated by
integrating the total stress in time (Eq. (7)), followed by an evaluation of the
criterion for plasticity;
(
1, for σe = (σe )max and σ̇e ≥ 0
β=
0, for σe < (σe )max or σ̇e < 0
where β = 1 indicates a material point governed by plastic loading and β = 0
indicates a material point governed by elastic unloading (applied in Eq. (21)).
3.2.2. Kinematic hardening
For kinematic hardening, where the yield surface translates in stress space
(see Fig. 3b), the yield condition reads;
3
F (σij , αij ) = s̃ij s̃ij − (σy )2 = 0,
2
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(8)

(9)

where symbols with (˜) denote stress quantities related to the local origin of
the translating yield surface, representing the well-known Bauschinger effect.
The origin of the translating yield surface, tracked through the back stress,
αij , is used to establish the local stress;
σ̃ij = σij − αij

(10)

in the yield function, Eq. (9), through the deviatoric stress, s̃ij . The translation of the yield surface is modeled through an evolution law. Several
evolution laws exist in the literature, ranging from simple models to very
sophisticated models including effects such as ratchetting and shakedown
(Lemaitre and Chaboche, 1990). For fracture problems under monotonic
loading, reversed loading is expected in the wake of the leading active plastic
zone, but repeated cyclic loading is not taking place which means that ratchetting and shakedown are not relevant to the present study. Consequently,
the well-known evolution law by Ziegler (1959) is chosen, as it includes all

6

the necessary features. Thus, the back stress evolves as;
α̇ij = (σij − αij )µ̇
93

where µ̇ is a proportionality coefficient which is defined as;
µ̇ =
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(11)

3 σ̇ij s̃ij
2 σy2

(12)

in the present study. For kinematic hardening, where the yield surface translates but maintain its size, the criterion for plasticity is therefore evaluated
according to;
(
1, for σ̃e = σy and s̃kl σ̇kl ≥ 0
β=
,
0, for σ̃e < σy or s̃kl σ̇kl < 0
3.3. Steady-state framework
The fracture toughness at steady-state, Kss , can be approximated with
traditional incremental numerical methods by computing the crack growth
resistance curve. However, such methods often suffer from convergence issues and are inefficient as they are forced through the transient regime of
a problem before reaching the steady-state. To avoid such issues, a steadystate framework is employed, leading to accurate predictions of the fracture
toughness at a fraction of the computational cost. The steady-state framework presented builds upon an extension of the procedure suggested by Dean
and Hutchinson (1980) to account for a kinematic hardening law.
The pivotal step is to utilize the nature of a steady-state problem to
determine the history dependent field quantities. The steady-state condition
is noticed for an observer located at the tip of a continuously growing crack
when the field quantities that surrounds the crack tip are no longer subject to
changes. Any time derived quantity, f˙, in the constitutive equations are then
transformed into spatial derivatives, through the crack propagation speed,
ȧ, in the direction of the material flow (negative x1 -direction, see Fig. 1)
according to the relation;
∂f
.
(13)
f˙ = −ȧ
∂x1
Thus, any total quantity at a given material point (x∗1 , x∗2 ), is evaluated
through spatial integration, starting upstream in the undeformed elastic material ahead of the crack tip (x01 , x∗2 ), and following a streamline (material flow
7
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121
122
123

line) until it reaches the point of interest (x∗1 , x∗2 ) downstream (see e.g. Juul
et al., 2017a,b). Thus, the loading history at a given material point (x∗1 , x∗2 )
is retrieved from all the upstream points along the streamline, representing
earlier states.
The steady-state framework is based on the conventional principle of virtual work (PWV) for quasi-static problems;
Z
Z
Z
Z
Lijkl εkl δεij dV +
Ti δui dSc =
ti δui dS +
Lijkl εpkl δεij dV
(14)
V

124
125
126
127
128
129
130

131
132
133
134

Sc

S

where ti = σij nj is the surface traction, Ti is the traction from the tractionseparation law, and Lijkl is the isotropic elastic stiffness tensor. The volume
analyzed is denoted V , Sc is the interface (cohesive) surface, and S is the
bounding surface, with nj denoting the unit outward normal vector.
The algorithm employed for the spatial integration procedure is outlined
below, where it is seen that the main difference is in the integration of the
back stress in step 4 (m refers to the iteration number):
p(m−1)

1. Use the plastic strains, εij
, to determine the current displacement
(m)
p(m−1)
field, ui (εij
is assumed to be zero in the first iteration).
(m)

(m)

2. Determine the total strain, εij , from the displacement field, ui .
3. Determine the total stress field outside the streamline domain:
p(m)
(i) Stresses can be determined directly from the total strain (εij =
0):
(m)

σij
135
136

V

(m)

= Lijkl εkl

(15)

where Lijkl is the elastic stiffness tensor.
4. Determine the stresses inside the streamline domain:
(i) Determine the spatial derivative of the stress:
(m)

(m)
∂σij
(m) ∂ε
= Lijkl kl
∂x1
∂x1
137

(16)

where Lijkl is the tensor of instantaneous moduli.
(ii) Determine the spatial derivative of the back stress (only for kine-

8

matic hardening):
(m)

∂αij
∂µ(m)
= (σij − αij )
∂x1
∂x1

(m)

with

∂µ(m)
3 s̃ij ∂σij
=
∂x1
2 σy2 ∂x1

(17)

(iii) Perform spatial integration along streamlines:
(m)
σij

138
139
140

=

Z

x∗1

x01

(m)

∂σij
dx1
∂x1

and

(m)
αij

p(m)

=

Z

x∗1

x01

(m)

∂αij
dx1
∂x1

(m)

(18)

(m)

5. Determine the plastic strain field, εij
= εij − Mijkl σkl , in the
streamline domain, with Mijkl being the elastic flexibility tensor.
6. Repeat 1 to 5 until solution is converged.
In the algorithm, the following constitutive tensors have been applied
which include the elastic stiffness tensor,


1
ν
E
(δik δjl + δil δjk ) +
δij δkl ,
(19)
Lijkl =
1+ν 2
1 − 2ν
the elastic flexibility tensor,


1 1+ν
Mijkl =
(δik δjl + δil δjk ) − νδij δkl ,
E
2

(20)

and the isotropic tensor of instantaneous moduli,
Lijkl = Lijkl − β
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150

3
E/Et − 1
sij skl
,
2 E/Et − (1 − 2ν)/3 σe2

(21)

where it should be noted that in the tensor of instantaneous moduli, sij skl /σe2
is substituted with s̃ij s̃kl /σy2 for the kinematic hardening model.
The numerical stability of the steady-state algorithm is in general better than for incremental frameworks, although, certain problems can arise in
areas with steep gradients such as at the crack tip. In order to limit such
stability issue of the algorithm a minor change has been made to the original procedure by Dean and Hutchinson (1980) following the suggestion by
Niordson (2001) and Nielsen and Niordson (2012b), where a sub-increment
procedure between Gauss points has been introduced in the spatial integration scheme.
9
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3.4. Cohesive elements and traction-separation relation
The implementation of the cohesive zone builds upon the standard case
presented by e.g. del Busto et al. (2017). However, for the steady-state framework, minor modifications are introduced when building both the stiffness
matrix and the right-hand side of the equation system. When discretizing
the virtual work principle in Eq. (14), the nonlinear part of the contribution
from the cohesive elements is moved to the right-hand side and acts as a
force term. Hence, the discretized system reads;
!
Z
Z
ini
T ∂{T }
T
[Bc ]dSc {U }
[Bc ]
[B] [L ][B]dV +
∂{δ}
V
Sc
(22)
Z
Z
Z
T
T
p
T
lin
act
= [N ] {t}dS + [B] [L ]{ε }dV + [Bc ] ({T } − {T })dSc
S
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159
160
161
162
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164
165
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167
168
169
170
171
172
173

V

V

where ∂{T ini }/∂{δ} is the initial slope of the traction-separation curve in the
region λ < λ1 (see Fig. 2), Tilin is the corresponding traction predicted if a
linear curve with the initial slope is followed, and Tiact is the traction obtained
from the actual curve in Fig. 2. The standard strain-displacement and shape
function matrices, [B], [Bc ] and [N ], are given in the work by del Busto et al.
(2017). The partition of the cohesive contribution is necessary for the steadystate framework because the equations are no longer expressed on incremental
form. However, the partition also entails a considerable reduction in the
computational cost as the system matrix only needs to be built and factorized
once, with subsequent iterations relying solely on back-substitution.
In the present study, the equation system is discretized using quadratic
8-node isoparametric elements evaluated through 2 × 2 Gauss points and
quadratic 6-node isoparametric cohesive elements evaluated through 8 Gauss
points.
3.5. Control algorithm for the boundary layer problem
The far-field required to drive crack propagation in an elastic-plastic solid
is generally unknown and, thus, to efficiently study the fracture toughness
(the shielding ratio) it is necessary to implement a scheme to control the
applied far-field loading such that the energy needed for steady-state crack
propagation is provided. For this purpose, several techniques have been proposed in the literature. In the present study, the idea employed by Segurado
and LLorca (2004) and Martı́nez-Pañeda et al. (2017) is adopted as it offers
10

174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183

fast and stable convergence while at the same time lending itself nicely to
implementation in the developed numerical scheme. The technique is here
generalized to treat problems with mode mixity. The key idea behind the procedure is to link the loading history to a monotonically increasing parameter
that is not affected by potential instabilities. For the present investigation of
steady-state crack growth such a parameter could be the crack tip opening
displacements (normal and tangential separation) as such quantities should
be non-decreasing at all times during loading - or, more precisely, kept fixed
in the steady-state framework (schemes with other or more parameters included can also be found in Segurado and LLorca, 2004).
Once suitable monotonically increasing parameters have been chosen, a
connection between these parameters and the load at the outer far boundary
must be established. The connection is introduced through; i) two constraint
equations (see Eq. (23)) that ensure the prescribed crack tip opening, ii) a
global equilibrium equation which ensures that the loading on the crack tip,
enforced by the constraint equations, is balanced out by the loading on the
outer far boundary, and iii) a set of geometrical constraints that ensure a
smooth distribution of the far-field loading according to the elastic solution
by Williams (1957). The two additional constraint equations are introduced
by adding two additional degrees of freedom, Qn and Qt , to the system (with
corresponding right-hand sides, ∆n and ∆t ). The desired crack tip opening,
∆n and ∆t , is then enforced through the following displacement constraints;
(N1 )

u1
184
185
186
187
188
189

(N2 )

− u1

= ∆t

(N2 )

and u2

(N2 )

− u2

= ∆n ,

(23)

where N1 and N2 refers to the two nodes located at the crack tip on each
side of the crack plane (see Fig. 4). In the case of a pure mode I loaded
crack, the enforced tip displacements are; ∆n = δnc and ∆t = 0, while the
pure mode II crack is analyzed by enforcing; ∆n = 0 and ∆t = δtc . Here, δnc
and δtc are the critical normal and tangential separation, respectively, related
to the cohesive traction-separation relation (see Section 3.4).
The constraint equations in Eq. (23) introduce reaction forces at the crack
tip that drive the opening. This is, however, artificial and does not resemble
crack growth under far-field mode I/II loading. To ensure proper far-field
loading of the crack tip, a coupling to the outer far boundary is created
through two global equilibrium considerations such that the reaction force
at the crack tip becomes zero. This is enforced by adding the following
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contributions to the system matrix, K, for a given node m;
K((NBC )1 , m)u(m) + Qt = 0
K((NBC )2 , m)u

(m)

(24)

+ Qn = 0

(25)

where (NBC )i refers to the global degrees of freedom of an arbitrary node,
NBC , on the outer far boundary (see Fig. 4). The coupling ensures that
the chosen node on the far boundary, NBC , will displace according to the
prescribed crack tip opening, as dictated by equilibrium, i.e. the far-field
becomes an outcome of the equilibrium solution. Finally, a set of geometric
constraints are defined to ensure that the displacement of all the nodes at
the outer boundary is consistent with the displacements of the arbitrary
node, NBC . The geometric constraint is determined from the elastic far-field
solution to the boundary layer problem presented in Section 2. In terms
of the displacement field, the elastic far-field of node m, at the outer far
boundary, reads;
(m)

(m)

u

(m)

u

(m)

u

u1 (r(m) , θ(m) ) = C(m) (KI fK1I (r(m) , θ(m) ) + KII fK1II (r(m) , θ(m) ))
(m)

(m)

u

(26)

u2 (r(m) , θ(m) ) = C(m) (KI fK2I (r(m) , θ(m) ) − KII fK2II (r(m) , θ(m) ))

p
where Cm = 1/(2µ) r(m) /(2π) and f are displacement mode functions.
Thus, the stress intensity factors, KI and KII , corresponding to a known
(m)
displacement, ui , of a given node, m, on the outer far boundary can be
determined by inverting Eq. (26), such that;
(m)

u

(m)

fK2II u1

KI =
C
KII = −

(m)

u

(m)
(m)
u1
u2
(m) KII KI
(m)
u2
(m)
1
KI
(m)
(m)
u1
u2
(m) KII KI

C

(m)

+ fK1II u2

(m)
(m)
u2
u1
KII KI
(m)
u1
(m)
2
KI
(m)
(m)
u2
u1
KII KI

(f

f

+f

f

f

u

−f

u

(f

f

+f

)

f

(27)
)

That is, the K-field applied to the outer far boundary can be linked to the
displacement of the arbitrary node, NBC , and subsequently to the remaining
nodes on the outer far boundary. In this way, the multi-point geometric
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constraint is stated as;
(NBC )

(m)

(m)
u1

C(m)
−
C(NBC )
C(m)
−
C(NBC )

u

u

fK1II fK2I
(N

u BC
fK1II

)

(m)
u1
KI
(N
)
u1 BC
KII

f

f

(NBC )

u
fK2I

f

f

(m)

(m)
u2

C(m)
−
C(NBC )
C(m)
−
C(NBC )

u

fK2I f
(NBC )

u

fK1II

(m)
u2
KI
(N
)
u1 BC
KII

f

f

(N
)
u1 BC
KII
(N
)
u2 BC
KI
(N
)
u2 BC
KII
(N
)
u2 BC
KI
(N
)
u1 BC
KII
(N
)
u2 BC
KI

(m)

u

(NBC )

u

+ fK1I fK2II
+

(N

)

(m)

u

u BC
fK2II
u

+

(N

)

(m)

u

u

u1

(NBC )

− fK1II fK1I
u BC
fK2II

(NBC )

(NBC )

u
fK1I

(NBC )

(NBC )

u
fK1I

u2

=0
(28)

(NBC )

− fK2II fK2I

(N
)
u BC
(N
)
(N
) 1
u2 BC u1 BC
fKII fKI

f

+

f

+ fK2II fK1I

f

u BC
fK2II

(m)

u

(N

+

(NBC )

u
)

(NBC )

(NBC )

u
fK1I

u2

=0
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The multi-point geometric constraint is enforced directly on the stiffness
matrix. In combination with the constraint equation in Eq. (23) this ensures
a distributed loading on the outer far boundary according to the K-field
required to enforce the prescribed crack tip displacements (∆n and ∆t ).
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4. Results
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Two types of analyses are conducted to gain better insight into how the
hardening model affects the fracture toughness at steady-state crack growth
in an elastic-plastic solid. First, the shielding ratio, Kss /K0 , for various fracture process zone conditions (controlled by the cohesive zone) is investigated
to quantify the differences between isotropic and kinematic hardening predictions (Section 4.1). Results are obtained for pure mode I, pure mode II
and mixed-mode steady-state crack propagation. Secondly, the origin of the
notable differences observed in the shielding ratio is investigated through the
energy dissipation density in the isotropic and kinematic hardening materials
(Section 4.2). The energy dissipation density is investigated in an attempt to
identify which regions of the active plastic zone in the vicinity of the crack tip
that primarily controls shielding by adding to the fracture toughness. This
investigation is conducted by tracing material points traveling along the crack
path (in the x1 -direction) at different distances from the crack face.
The study employs a mesh with a total of 310,000 elements in the entire
13
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domain, where approximately 60,000 of the elements are located in the region
of the main plastic zone. Furthermore, the critical normal and tangential
separation will be related to the mesh such that; δnc = δtc = 0.2Le,min , where
Le,min is the minimum element length in the domain.
4.1. Crack tip shielding ratio
To quantify the differences between isotropic and kinematic hardening,
the shielding ratio, Kss /K0 , is studied by employing the cohesive zone model
presented in Section 3.1. The cohesive zone model ensures that the energy
release rate required for crack propagation is identical for both the isotropic
and kinematic material while the far-field is scaled accordingly.
The crack tip shielding ratio, Kss /K0 , is presented as a function of the
normalized peak traction, σ̂/σy , in Fig. 5 for a pure mode I crack (KII = 0)
for both isotropic (dashed lines) and kinematic hardening (solid lines). For
low hardening (Et = E/100) it is seen that the shielding ratio is almost identical for the two materials as hardening has limited influence on the predicted
stress level (close to perfectly plastic). That is, the yield surface remains close
to identical for the two types of material hardening. However, a significant
shift is seen for the isotropic model when the strain hardening is increased
to Et = E/20, while the effect in the kinematic model is small. Similarly,
by choosing an even higher hardening, Et = E/10, an even greater shift is
seen for the isotropic material, whereas the shift for the kinematic material
is much less pronounced. It is important to notice that for fixed strain hardening and peak traction in the cohesive zone, the kinematic material always
predicts either an equal or greater shielding ratio compared to that of the
isotropic material model. Furthermore, it is seen that shield ratio for the
kinematic hardening solid appears to be unbounded for peak tractions larger
than 2.9, 3.2 and 4.4 times the yield stress for Et = E/100, Et = E/20 and
Et = E/10, respectively.
The shielding ratio for a pure mode II loaded crack (KI = 0) is presented
in Fig. 6. Contrary to the pure mode I crack, a much less significant effect is
observed when changing from an isotropic to a kinematic hardening model.
As expected, the curves are almost identical for the case of Et = E/100
(and essentially coincides in the figure), but the difference in the predicted
shielding ratio remains limited when increasing the strain hardening.
Finally, the shielding ratio is studied for the mixed mode case where
KI = KII . Figure 7 reveals a shielding ratio for mixed mode conditions
which is located between the pure mode I and pure mode II predictions.
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However, it should be noted that the contribution from each mode in an
elastic-plastic solid relies on the crack tip conditions and is therefore not
directly reflected by the far-field mode mixity.
4.2. Active plastic zones and energy dissipation
The investigation of fracture toughness showed a larger shield ratio for
kinematic hardening solids, independently of the loading mode. To assess the
influence on the material behavior in the vicinity of the crack tip, the plastic
zone is presented in Fig. 8 for both isotropic and kinematic hardening for the
mode I case with tangent modulus Et = E/20 and peak traction σ̂/σy = 3.5.
As expected, the plastic zone is significantly larger in the kinematic hardening
case to accommodate the larger dissipation.
The different energy dissipation levels in the two hardening models are
investigated through the plastic zone shapes and the associated energy dissipation densities by applying identical far-field loading conditions (equal
energy input to the system) in the two models. A direct consequence of this
study is that the energy at the crack tip depends on the energy dissipation
in each model, i.e. the fracture criterion is not identical. For this study, the
cohesive zone model is omitted such that the crack tip remains closed and
infinitely sharp, and the level of hardening remains fixed at Et = E/20. Furthermore, in the study of the plastic zones, any length quantity is normalized
by Irwin’s approximation of the plastic zone size Rp , identical to Eq. (3), but
with the far-field, K, instead of the initiation threshold K0 (similarly, Γ is
computed from the far-field, K).
The active plastic zones for pure mode I and mode II loading are presented
in Fig. 9. For a mode I crack (see Fig. 9a), the effect of the kinematic model
is most pronounced close to the crack tip - especially on the downstream
side (left in Fig. 9) of the primary active plastic zone where the material
experiences reversed loading. The isotropic model is dominant, in terms
of the width of the active plastic zone, further away from the crack face
on the upstream side (right in Fig. 9). For the mode II loaded crack (see
Fig. 9b), no significant differences between the plastic zone for the isotropic
and kinematic hardening models are observed, consistent with the shielding
ratio study. This is largely tied to the nature of a mode II loaded crack
tip as reversed loading is absent and the non-proportionality is less severe
compared to the mode I crack.
To further investigate the differences between the two hardening models,
the energy dissipation density, w, is extracted along the four horizontal paths
15
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illustrated in Fig. 9. On each path, the energy dissipation density is evaluated
as;
!
Z ∞
dεpij
dx1 ,
(29)
w=−
σij
dx1
−∞
according to the streamline integration scheme. The energy dissipation density is presented in Fig. 10 for mode I loading. Here, it is seen that energy
dissipation density continuously grows from the onset of the plastic zone until the steady-state level is reached far behind the crack tip. Common to
all paths is that the kinematic hardening entails a larger energy dissipation
density. The largest difference is seen closest to the crack plane (path 1) in
the unloading region immediately behind the crack tip where the kinematic
model dissipates more energy than the isotropic model. The kinematic model
continues to have the largest dissipation density for path 2 and 3 albeit the
difference becomes progressively smaller when moving away from the crack
plane. The trend is, however, inverted for path 4 as the isotropic solution
here displays the largest dissipation density. Nevertheless, the magnitude of
the energy dissipation density in this region is comparably low and has little
influence on the overall dissipation.
To identify possible sources of the difference in the energy dissipation
density for a mode I loaded crack, the translation of the kinematic yield
surface is investigated. The translation of the kinematic yield surface is
represented by the effective back stress;
q
0
0
αij
/2.
(30)
αe = 3αij

In Fig. 11 it is seen that for path 1 and 2 (see Fig. 9a), the yield surface
continues to translate in stress space as reversed plasticity takes place behind
the crack tip. Ultimately, the effective back stress profile reaches a short
unloading plateau further behind the crack tip. This continued movement of
the kinematic yield surface causes additional dissipation when compared to
the isotropic model. As non-proportional loading or reversed plasticity takes
place the kinematic hardening solid experiences a greater change to the yield
surface normal (larger curvature compared to the expanded isotropic yield
surface) and hence the plastic strain increment undergoes a larger change
in direction (or magnitude). In fact, this observation is partially supported
by Tvergaard (1978), investigating sheet metal necking using a kinematic
hardening model. Here, the kinematic hardening was observed to promote
16
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localization (similar to corner theories, see Mear and Hutchinson, 1985) due
to the curvature of the kinematic yield surface. This suggests that nonproportional loading has a significant impact in a kinematic model. For path
3 and 4, it is seen that the back stress reaches a constant value directly
due to the absence of reversed plasticity in these regions. This observation,
combined with less severe non-proportionality of the loading in this region,
supports the smaller difference in dissipation density observed in Fig. 10.
In contrast to the mode I loaded crack, the difference in the dissipation
density is negligible when comparing an isotropic and a kinematic hardening
material for a mode II loaded crack. Figure 12 shows results along the four
paths shown in Fig. 9b. For path 1, the dissipation density is slightly higher
for isotropic hardening, whereas for path 2, 3, and 4 the energy dissipation
density is slightly higher for the kinematic model. Thus, for the mode II
crack, differences are marginal and no distinct region is observed where one
model clearly dominates.
The effective back stress along the four paths in Fig. 9b is shown in
Fig. 13. Here it is seen that the yield surface translates in the stress space
until the crack tip is reached and remains stationary (constant αe ) behind
the crack. That is, no reversed plasticity is predicted for the mode II loaded
crack, effectively eliminating one source of additional energy dissipation in
the kinematic hardening model relative to the mode I analysis. In addition,
the non-proportional loading is expected to be much less severe for the mode
II crack, rationalizing the similar steady-state fracture toughness predictions
obtained with isotropic and kinematic hardening models, respectively, (recall
Fig. 6).
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5. Concluding remarks
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A steady-state framework combined with a cohesive zone model has been
developed for the purpose of studying the difference in cracks propagating
in either isotropic or kinematic hardening materials. The study focuses on
the plastic zone size, the evolution of the strain energy dissipation density,
and the shielding ratio for mode I, mode II and mode I/II cracks. The main
findings are:
• The shielding ratio is generally largest for the kinematic hardening
material compared to an isotropic hardening material. The effect is
most significant for a mode I crack whereas the effect is very limited for
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a mode II crack. Under mixed mode loading conditions, the shielding
ratio falls between that of the two pure modes.
• The active plastic zone for a mode I crack is slightly larger for a kinematic hardening material in the central half of the active plastic zone,
whereas the isotropic hardening material has a larger plastic zone in
the exterior half of the active plastic zone, for identical far-field loading.
For the mode II crack, there is no significant difference in the plastic
zone shapes.
• The largest difference in energy dissipation density between the isotropic
and kinematic hardening material for a mode I crack is observed close
to the crack face, behind the crack tip, in the region of reverse loading.
For the mode II crack, a very small difference in the dissipation density
is observed. The dissipation density is slightly larger close to the crack
face for isotropic hardening whereas further away from the crack face
the kinematic model becomes dominant. The difference is, however,
very small.
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The main sources of the larger energy dissipation for kinematic hardening is attributed to the stronger path dependence associated with a larger
curvature of the yield surface (sensitivity to non-proportional loading) and
the reverse loading prone to initiate plasticity sooner than for the isotropic
hardening material (smaller yield surface).
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1. Introduction
With the ongoing trend of product and device miniaturization, there exists a growing
demand for metallic micro parts, examples include mechanical micro connector pins, miniature
contact springs, and electronic parts with micro features [1]. These micro parts have already been
widely used in industries such as automobiles, electronics, etc. Different functional metallic micro
parts can be produced using a variety of manufacturing processes, including micro machining [24] and micro forming [5, 6]. Micro forming is defined to include forming processes to produce
parts with at least two characteristic dimensions at the sub-mm scale, and shows attractive merits
including low-cost, high-throughput, clean surface finish, and good mechanical properties of the
formed parts [7]. Micro forming has often been achieved by scaling down the macroscale forming
processes that have been well established. However, the existence of various mechanical size
effects impedes the straight forward transfer of the knowledge gained in the macroscale forming
domain to forming at characteristic dimensions from hundreds of microns to a few microns. For
example, the deformation behavior of metals at sub-mm to micron scales shows a significant and
non-monotonic dependence on the external specimen size. Uniaxial compression of ring and pillar
specimens of Al revealed that its flow stress exhibits a “smaller is weaker” behavior and a “smaller
is stronger” behavior as the characteristic specimen dimension decreases from ~1000 µm to ~1 µm
and below, at a relatively constant grain size [1].
In recent years, extensive studies have been conducted to investigate the materials’
deformation behavior during various micro forming processes, including micro extrusion [8-12],
micro deep drawing [13-15], micro-punching and micro-blanking [16-19], micro imprinting and
micro molding [20-24]. This paper focuses on micro extrusion because of its wide potential usage
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and relative simplicity in design and operation. In our previous work, we conducted axisymmetric
micro reverse extrusion of Cu, obtained cup-shaped extruded Cu parts with sidewall thicknesses
ranging from ~400 µm down to ~25 µm, and analyzed the texture evolution and mechanical
responses with the initial grain size of Cu held approximately constant [25]. A transition from
homogeneous to inhomogeneous deformation was observed as the sidewall thickness of the
extruded cup structure decreased, to the point that only a few Cu grains were present across the
cup sidewall. In such a regime, the difference in grain size and orientation at different locations
along the extruded cup sidewall perimeter exerts an influence on the deformation behavior. This
motivates us to further investigate the influence of microstructure of the material being formed on
its mechanical response and deformation behavior in the micro forming regime. Cao et al [11, 26]
have reported grain size-affected deformation behavior by conducting micro forward extrusion on
CuZn30 specimens. The specimens before extrusion had two different average grain sizes, ~30
µm and ~200 µm. The pins extruded using coarse-grained specimens showed a tendency to curve,
towards different directions and in different degrees of severity. In contrast, this behavior was not
seen in pins extruded with fine-grained specimens.

This indicated that the coarse-grained

specimens underwent inhomogeneous deformation, consistent with results from Engel and
Eckstein [6]. Most studies available in the literature on micro extrusion [8-12] focused on the
grain-size affected deformation inhomogeneity, while few examined the grain-size dependent
mechanical response. The paucity of data on the latter may stem from the increased difficulty to
obtain accurate mechanical response curves due to the increased degree of miniaturization,
increasing difficulty for proper specimen alignment and thus error minimization.
It is well-known that the yield strength of metals obeys the empirical Hall-Petch relation
[27]: the yield strength is proportional to the inverse square root of the average grain diameter, d.
This relation is valid for grain diameter from the mm scale to the sub-micron scale [28]. However,
in most micro forming geometries, the relation between mechanical response and grain size is
more complex. Unlike mechanical testing in simple geometries, e.g., uniaxial tension/compression,
where the majority of external specimen surfaces is free and unconstrained, in metal forming
operations, e.g., reverse extrusion, almost all the surfaces of the material being formed are
constrained between the die and the punch. To examine this question in more detail, in this paper,
a microscale axisymmetric reverse extrusion experiment was conducted on both Al 1100 alloy and
Cu 110 alloy, each with three distinctly different average grain sizes. Deformation behaviors and
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mechanical response curves, i.e., total compression force vs. punch penetration depth, were
obtained and analyzed. The present work demonstrates grain size effects in micro forming and
provides baseline data for future work.
2. Experimental procedures
The equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP) protocol presents an efficient method for grain
refinement by imposing severe plastic deformation on the work piece [29]. Figures 1(a) and 1(b)
show respectively an image of a custom-designed and constructed ECAP device and a schematic
illustration of the ECAP process. The die, made of 34CrNiMo6 alloy, has two cylindrical channels
with the same diameter of 3.0 mm, and the intersection angle between the two is 90°. As-received
commercial Cu 110 alloy (Cu 99.9 at.%+) and Al 1100 alloy (Al 99.9 at.%+) specimens were
machined into cylindrical rods, 3.0 mm in diameter and ~30 mm in length. All the rods were
processed by being pressed by a cylindrical punch made of high speed steel with a close sliding fit
to the die channel through the ECAP device 1 time or 8 times (1 pass or 8 passes). For multiple
ECAP passes, the rod was rotated by 90° in the same direction between each pass. Then, the
ECAP processed rods were cut into specimens with heights of 3.0 mm, while keeping the diameter
at 3.0 mm. These ECAP processed Cu and Al rod specimens were then vacuum annealed at ~107

Torr at different temperatures and durations to obtain various final grain sizes.
Uniaxial compression testing was conducted on as-annealed Cu and Al rod specimens

using the same method specified in our previous work [25]. True stress – true strain (σ - ε) curves
were obtained. Axisymmetric reverse extrusion was conducted on the as-annealed Cu and Al rod
specimens using a custom designed and built die-and-punch set. Further details on the extrusion
device design and construction were described previously [25]. Cu and Al cylinders were placed
into a nominally 3.0 mm diameter, blind, cylindrical hole within a die. During reverse extrusion,
cylindrical rod punches with diameters of 2.60 mm and 2.80 mm were centered with respect to the
die hole and compressed into Cu and Al cylinder specimens. Additional extrusion was conducted
on Cu specimens with an average grain diameter of ~8 μm, using 2.2 mm and 2.95 mm diameter
punches. Cup-shaped parts resulted from the reverse extrusion process, with the nominal sidewall
thickness of the extruded cup structure varying with the punch diameter, D. The reverse extrusion
process was conducted on a hydraulically driven MTS 858 uniaxial testing frame. The total
compression force, P, on the punch was measured through a MTS load cell with a full range of 25
kN. The total displacement of the actuator, Δtotal, was measured from readings of the linear variable
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displacement transducer (LVDT) attached to the actuator. A set of P – Δtotal curves were measured
as a function of D, with multiple measurements performed at each D value.
An FEI Quanta3D FEG dual-beam scanning electron microscope/focused ion beam
(SEM/FIB) instrument was used to examine the grain size and grain morphology of as-annealed
and extruded Cu and Al specimens. The SEM/FIB instrument included an electron backscatter
diffraction (EBSD) attachment (EDAX). Prior to EBSD examinations, as-annealed Cu and Al rod
specimens and extruded cup-shaped Cu and Al parts were mechanically polished using SiC papers
with different grit sizes, followed by a final ultrasonic vibratory polishing with 50 nm silica
suspension on a GIGA 0900 Vibratory Polisher for 12 hours. EBSD map was performed at 30 kV
and 23 nA at a scan step of 0.5 µm for as-annealed specimens and 0.2 µm for as-extruded ones.
Raw EBSD data was then analyzed with the TSL OIM software to obtain the grain orientation map
and the average grain size.
3. Experimental results and discussion
3.1 Measurement of grain size and macroscale flow stress
Figure 2 shows typical microstructures of as-annealed Cu and Al rod specimens after
ECAP processing. The average grain size, d, was measured by the linear interception method,
obtained from the average of grain intercepts to 64 horizontal lines automatically generated by the
TSL OIM software. Figures 2(a) shows an EBSD inverse pole figure (IPF) orientation map of one
Cu rod specimen annealed at 150°C for 1 h after 8 passes through the ECAP device. An ample
amount of twinning within Cu grains is observed in the map shown in Fig. 2(a). The average Cu
grain size was determined to be ~2 μm, with intersections due to twinning included in the grain
size calculation. Two analogous EBSD IPF orientation maps for annealed Cu rod specimens are
shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). The two specimens were subjected to 1 pass through the ECAP
device, and annealed respectively at 600°C for 8 h and at 800°C for 22 h. The resulting average d
values are ~8 μm and ~50 μm, respectively, again including twin intersections. Figures 2(d) and
2(e) show two EBSD IPF orientation maps obtained from two Al rod specimens subjected to 8
passes and 1 pass through the ECAP device, respectively. The two specimens were then annealed
at 200°C for 1 h and at 400°C for 1 h, respectively. Little or no twinning is evident from the maps
shown in Figs. 2(d) and 2(e), in contrast to the numerous twins present within maps shown in Figs.
2(a), 2(b), and 2(c), and consistent with the known high twin boundary energy for Al and low twin
boundary energy for Cu [2]. The average d values for the two annealed Al rod specimens are
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determined from data shown in Figs. 2(d) and 2(e) to be ~5 μm and ~15 μm, respectively. EBSD
mapping was also conducted on Al rod specimens subjected to 1 pass through the ECAP device
and annealed at 600°C for 24 h. Only a few complete grains were mapped in the 500 μm×500 μm
mapping area, indicating that the average Al grain size is this case larger than ~200 μm. The
conditions for obtaining the final grain sizes in Cu and Al rod specimens, including the ECAP
processing and the post-processing annealing, are summarized in Table 1.
Figure 3 show the true stress-true strain (σ-ε) curves obtained from uniaxial compression
on as-annealed Cu and Al rod specimens with varying average grain sizes. It is evident that, 1)
the yield stress and flow stress increases as the average grain size decreases for both as-annealed
Cu and Al specimens; 2) the coarse-grained specimens show larger scatter in the measured σ-ε
curves. This increased scatter can be attributed to increased difference in deformations of
individual grains with an increasing average grain size. Contacts between the Cu and Al rod
specimens and the steel platens are not perfectly aligned. Such imperfect contacts resulted in the
occurrence of premature plastic deformation of the Cu and Al rod specimens. Consequently,
slopes of the initial portion of the measured σ-ε curves are significantly lower than that
corresponding to the expected elastic modulus for Cu or Al [1]. The determination of the initial
yield stress from the measured σ-ε curves is thus more uncertain. However, the influence of such
mechanical misalignment on the accuracy of the measured σ-ε curves is expected to diminish at
larger strains, and the value of the flow stress at larger strain values are expected to be more reliable.
The average true stress at a large strain, ε=0.40, at each average grain size is plotted as a function
of the corresponding inverse square root of the average grain size, as shown in Fig. 4. Because
the average grain size of Al specimens annealed at 600°C for 24 hrs was not measured precisely,
an estimate of d ≈ 200 µm was made and used for generating the plot shown in Fig. 4. As indicated
by the red double-headed arrow in Fig. 4(b), the range of the inverse square root of d for d > 200
µm is in the range of 0 to 0.07, the precise value of which does not influence the slope of the HallPetch plot shown in Fig. 4(b) in a significant way. The linear least-squares fits performed on the
data shown in Figs. 4(a) and (b) show good consistency with the conventional Hall-Petch relation
for both as-annealed Cu and Al rod specimens.
3.2 Measurement of mechanical response in microscale reverse extrusion
Microscale axisymmetric reveres extrusion was conducted on as-annealed Cu and Al rod
specimens, and the raw total compression force vs. the total actuator displacement (P - Δtotal) curves
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were measured as a function of the punch diameter D. Figure 5(a) shows a typical P - Δtotal curve
obtained from a reverse extrusion run using a punch with D = 2.60 mm on an as-annealed Cu rod
specimen, with an average grain size d of ~8 µm. The measured Δtotal included a system
compliance contribution, Δsys. To measure the Δsys, a separate measurement was made by removing
the 3.0 mm diameter Cu rod specimen from the die hole and having the punch bottom surface
contacting the bottom steel base plate directly, keeping all other components in the system intact.
The result of such a system compliance measurement is shown in Fig. 5(b). Figure 5(c) shows the
result of subtracting the system compliance contribution from the measured total displacement,
i.e., P vs. Δtotal - Δsys. It is noted that the curve shown in Fig. 5(c) exhibits an initially much more
compliant section, which is believed to be caused by the misfits existing between the Cu rod
specimen and the die hole, arising from imperfections in die and Cu rod specimen geometries.
Consequently, measured initial displacements are not the actual punch penetration into the
specimen top surface, but mostly contributed from expansion of the Cu rod specimen under
compression to fill any misfit gaps between the rod specimen and the die hole [25].
To correct for such misfits, a height measurement was conducted on the extruded Cu cup
structure, whose measured mechanical response curves were shown in Fig. 5. The height
measurement was conducted at six different locations with 60° intervals along the rim of the
extruded cup sidewall, then the average height value, H, of these six measurements was calculated.
As shown in Fig. 6(a), H = 0.980 mm for this case. During the reveres extrusion operation, the
extruded material volume should be conserved. Thus, as illustrated in Fig. 6(b), the volume
conservation equation is written as:
𝜋𝜋𝐷𝐷 2 Δ
4

=

𝜋𝜋�𝐷𝐷𝑜𝑜2 −𝐷𝐷2 �(𝐻𝐻−Δ)
4

,

(1)

where D is the punch diameter, Do is the nominal diameter of the die hole (3.0 mm), Δ is the actual
punch penetration depth into the specimen, and H is the average height of extruded cup. for D =
2.6 mm and 2.80 mm, H/Δ can be calculated from Eq. (1) to be ~4.0 and ~7.8, respectively. Thus,
the actual punch penetration depth Δ for the specimen shown in Fig. 6(a) should be 0.245 mm,
~0.015 mm smaller than the measured value, 0.260 mm, as shown in Fig. 5(c). Therefore, the P
vs. Δtotal - Δsys curve shown in Fig. 5(c) was shifted 0.015 mm along the x-axis to arrive at the actual
mechanical response curve associated with the axisymmetric reverse extrusion, i.e., the P – Δ curve
as shown in Fig. 5(d) in which Δ represents the true punch penetration into the rod specimen.
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Figure 7 displays collections of so-processed P – Δ curves, obtained from axisymmetric
reverse extrusion of Cu and Al rod specimens with varying grain sizes.

Several repeat

measurements were conducted at each initial Cu(Al) grain size as well as punch diameter D. For
both Cu and Al specimens, all the measured response curves are qualitatively similar, exhibiting
an initially stiffer section where P increases more rapidly with increasing Δ, followed by a “knee”
after which P increases more slowly with Δ in an approximately linear fashion. As D increases
from 2.60 mm to 2.80 mm and the nominal extruded cup sidewall thickness decreases
correspondingly from ~200 µm to ~100 µm, measured P – Δ curves show obvious and systematic
stiffening, i.e., P increases significantly at the same Δ value as D increases. This is consistent with
our previous findings on microscale axisymmetric reverse extrusion: the extruded material showed
significant stiffening as the extruded cup sidewall thickness decreased [25].
It is interesting to examine the influence of grain size of the Cu and Al rod specimens being
extruded on their mechanical response during extrusion. One obvious influence of the grain size
is on the material’s flow stress. The material softens as the grain size increases, and its macroscale
flow stress, as measured by uniaxial compression, scales with the inverse square root of the average
grain size d as shown in Fig. 4 for both Cu and Al, consistent with the Hall-Petch relation. As
shown in Fig. 7(b) for Al, the P – Δ curves associated with d = 5 µm appear to lie above those
associated with d = 15 µm, while the P – Δ curves associated with d = 15 µm appear to lie closer
to those associated with d > 200 µm. As shown in Fig. 7(a), the P – Δ curves associated with d =
2 µm appear to lie above those associated with d = 8 µm, consistent with the Al case. However,
the P – Δ curves associated with d = 50 µm appear to largely overlap with those associated with d
= 8 µm when D = 2.80 mm, and lie above those associated with d = 8 µm when D = 2.60 mm.
Thus visual inspection alone suggests that the mechanical response associated with Cu and Al rod
specimens with the largest grain size, ~50 µm in the case of Cu and >200 µm in the case of Al,
may be anomalous.
To examine the measured mechanical response during extrusion more quantitatively, we
plot in Fig. 8 the normalized compression pressure as a function of the punch penetration depth,
i.e., p/σ – Δ curves. Here p is the nominal compression pressure exerted by the punch, and σ is the
macroscale flow stress of the extruded material as measured by uniaxial compression, with values
of σ taken at a large strain value of ε = 0.4. The p/σ – Δ curves were obtained in three steps: 1) the
P – Δ curves shown in Fig. 7 obtained at the same values of d and D were averaged together; 2) p
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was obtained by dividing the averaged compression force P by the corresponding punch contact
area; 3) p/σ was then calculated. Figure 8 shows that, at each punch diameter, the p/σ – Δ curves
of the fine-grained and medium-grained Cu and Al rod specimens are almost completely
overlapped, while those associated with the coarse-grained Cu and Al rod specimens show higher
normalized compression pressures, by 15 – 20%. Results shown in Fig. 8 suggest that, at a given
punch diameter or extruded cup sidewall thickness, there exists a critical grain diameter, dc, such
that when d < dc, the influence of grain size on the normalized extrusion response, as expressed by
the p/σ – Δ curve, appears to be small. When d > dc, the measured extrusion response no longer
follows the simple one-parameter scaling, with the scaling parameter being the macroscale flow
stress in accordance with continuum plasticity. At the same deformation geometry, such a
breakdown of the one-parameter scaling as the grain size varies indicates a need to develop new
models/theories to better describe the mechanical response in microscale metal forming.
3.3 Inhomogeneous deformation in microscale reverse extrusion
Figure 9 shows SEM images of extruded cup-shaped parts using Cu rod specimens with
various grain sizes. On one hand, at each punch diameter or extruded cup sidewall thickness, a
transition from homogeneous to inhomogeneous deformation is evident as the Cu grain size
increases, as shown from Figs. 9(a), 9(b), to 9(c) for D = 2.60 mm and from Figs. 9(d), 9(e) to 9(f)
for D = 2.80 mm. More axisymmetric cup-shaped parts were formed from Cu rod specimens with
a fine grain size of ~ 2 µm, with the height of the extruded cup sidewall being more uniform around
the perimeter. Cups extruded with Cu rod specimens with a coarse grain size of ~ 50 µm exhibit
irregular sidewall heights around the perimeter. On the other hand, given the same grain size,
decreasing the extruded cup sidewall thickness leads to more irregularities in cup height around
the perimeter, as evidenced by comparing images shown in Figs. 9(a) and 9(d); Figs. 9(b) and (e);
and Figs. 9(c) and 9(f). The same transition from homogeneous to inhomogeneous deformation
can be seen in extruded cup-shaped Al parts as well, shown in Fig. 10.
Figure 11 shows EBSD IPF orientation maps of Cu cup specimens, extruded by a punch
with a diameter D = 2.60 mm. Figure 11(a) shows a transverse cross-sectional SEM image of one
extruded cup-shaped Cu part. The nominal thickness of the extruded cup sidewall is 200 µm, and
the initial Cu grain size d is ~ 2 µm. Figures 11(c), 11(d), and 11(e) show EBSD IPF orientation
maps taken at three different locations, denoted respectively as 1 (close to the original top surface
of the Cu rod specimen), 2 (in the middle across the extruded cup sidewall and significantly below
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the original Cu surface), and 3 (close to the bottom corner of the extruded cup structure) in Fig.
11(a). Figure 11(b) shows a transverse cross-sectional SEM image of another cup-shaped Cu part
extruded with the same punch. Here the initial Cu grain size is d ~ 50 µm. Figure 11(f) shows the
corresponding EBSD IPF orientation map. Comparing Figs.11(c), 11(d), and 11(e) with Fig. 11(f)
shows clearly that, during the axisymmetric reverse extrusion process, a huge number of Cu grains
were involved in the deformation of the fine grained Cu specimen. In contrast, in the coarsegrained Cu specimen, only a few Cu grains participated in the deformation process responsible for
forming the cup sidewall. In the latter case, the orientation and location of individual Cu grains
strongly affect both the overall mechanical response as well as the homogeneity of deformation,
thus strongly impacting the shape fidelity of the extruded cup-shaped part.
Visual inspection of Figs. 11(a), 11(c), 11(d) and 11(e) suggests that the Cu grains at
different locations in the cup shaped extruded parts underwent different degrees of plastic
deformation. At locations close to the middle of the extruded cup sidewall, e.g., location marked
2 in Fig. 11(a), deformation of the grains is the most severe. To quantitatively examine the plastic
strain associated with grains within the extrude cup structure as its sidewall thickness decreases,
the width of deformed grains in the middle of the extruded cup sidewall was measured and
analyzed. Figures 12(a) and 12(b) show the EBSD IPF orientation maps taken in the middle of
one extruded cup sidewall. The sidewall thickness is ~400 µm, and the initial Cu grain size d is ~
8 µm. It is clear that the Cu grains were severely deformed and elongated along the extrusion
direction and fibrous grain structures were formed. Figures 12(c), 12(d), and 12(e) show the pointto-point misorientation angle plots obtained along three paths outlined by the black arrows denoted
as point A to B, point C to D, and point E to F in Fig. 12(a) and 12(b). The grain width was taken
as the spacing between two consecutive points (peaks), the misorientation angles of which differ
by more than 15°. The average grain width, w, was then calculated by averaging the so-obtained
grain width values. As shown in Figs. 12(c), 12(d), and 12(e), the number of grain width values
obtained along each path is 30, 28 and 30. The w value obtained from paths A-B, C-D, and E-F
shown in Figs. 12(a) and 12(b) is ~5.0 µm. Figures 13(a), 13(b), and 13(c) show the EBSD IPF
orientation maps taken respectively from the middle of the sidewalls of extruded cup-shaped Cu
structures, with thicknesses of ~200 µm, ~100 µm, and ~25 µm, at the same initial Cu grain size
d of ~ 8 µm. Visual inspection suggests that the amount of plastic deformation associated with the
Cu grains increases with decreasing sidewall thickness. As the sidewall thicknesses decreases to
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~100 µm and ~25 µm, the grains were elongated to such a degree that only fibrous structures can
be observed and these fibrous grain structures go through the entire mapping area, from the bottom
to the top of the images. The black arrows again indicated the locations where the point-to-point
misorientation angle plots were obtained. The average grain widths were then calculated to be
~3.8 µm, ~2.6 µm and ~1.3 µm, respectively, for data shown in Figs. 13(a), 13(b), and 13(c).
Figure 14(a) plots values of the average grain width, w, as a function of the nominal thickness of
the extruded cup sidewall, t. It suggests that the average width of Cu grains in the middle of the
extruded cup sidewall does not decrease lineally with decreasing sidewall thickness.（the fitting
curve is 𝒘𝒘 = 𝟎𝟎. 𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝒕𝒕𝟎𝟎.𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒） Figure 14(b) shows the plot of the average number of Cu grains across

the sidewall, n, vs. the sidewall thickness, t. Again, n decreases in a non-linear fashion as the
sidewall thickness deceases （the fitting curve is 𝒏𝒏 = 𝟑𝟑. 𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝒕𝒕𝟎𝟎.𝟓𝟓𝟓𝟓 ）. Recognizing that the average

grain size of the initial Cu rod specimens is ~8 µm, and that the initial Cu grains are largely
equiaxed, the average width of Cu grains within the extruded cup sidewalls can be taken as an
indication of the amount of plastic straining undergone by the corresponding grains. An estimate
of the characteristic strain at this middle of the sidewall location, where the amount of plastic
deformation is the largest, εb, was taken as ln(d/w). Then εb was plotted versus the sidewall
thickness t, as shown in Fig. 14(c). The so-obtained characteristic strain increases again in a non-

linear fashion as t decreases. （the fitting curve here is 𝜺𝜺𝒃𝒃 = 𝟕𝟕. 𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝒕𝒕−𝟎𝟎.𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒 ）

We suggest that the combination of decreased number of Cu grains across the extruded cup

sidewall and the increased average strain suffered by the Cu grains within the sidewall as t
decreases leads to the observed transition from homogeneous to inhomogeneous deformation,
manifested by the increased variation in the extruded cup height as t decreases and shown in Fig.
9. As t decreases to tens of microns, only a small number of Cu grains are involved in the formation
of the cup sidewall, and the difference in the degree of deformation of each Cu grain becomes
significant. The effect of inhomogeneous grain deformation is further accentuated as the average
strain of each grain increases. Such effects become much diminished when a large number of
grains are involved in the deformation process: either at a fixed initial grain size but increased
characteristic forming dimension, in this case the cup sidewall thickness; or at a fixed characteristic
forming dimension but decreased average grain size.
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Fig. 1. (a) A custom-designed and constructed ECAP device; (b) a schematic illustration of the ECAP process.
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Fig. 2. Grain morphology from EBSD IPF orientation maps: (a) Cu, d ~2 µm; (b) Cu, d ~8 µm; (c) Cu, d ~50 µm; (d) Al, d ~5 µm; (e)
Al, d ~15 µm. d denotes the average grain size.
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Fig. 3. True stress - true strain curves obtained from uniaxial compression on (a) Cu and (b) Al rod specimens.
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Fig. 4. Flow stress at a large strain of ε = 0.40 vs. the inverse square root of the average grain size for (a) Cu and (b) Al rod
specimens.
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Figure 7. Mechanical response in microscale reverse extrusion: (a) a series of P- Δ curves for Cu; (b) a series of P-Δ curves for Al.
Different curves with the same color denote repeat measurements at the same extrusion geometry.
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Fig. 8. Normalized mechanical response of microscale axisymmetric reverse extrusion: compression pressure scaled by
macroscale flow stress vs. punch penetration for (a) Cu and (b) Al rod specimens.
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Fig. 11. (a) A transverse cross-sectional SEM image of an extruded cup-shaped Cu part, with an initial Cu grain size d ~ 2 µm; (b) a transverse cross-sectional SEM
image of an extruded cup-shaped Cu part, with an initial Cu grain size d ~ 50 µm; (c), (d), (e) EBSD IPF orientation maps taken at locations denoted respectively as 1,
2, and 3 in (a); (f) corresponding EBSD IPF orientation map of (b).
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Fig. 12. (a) and (b) EBSD IPF orientation maps taken in the middle of one extruded cup sidewall with a thickness of ~400 µm,
with an initial Cu grain size d ~ 8 µm; (c), (d), and (e) show the point-to-point misorientation angle plots along three paths denoted
as A to B, C to D, and E to F.
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point-to-point misorientation angle is measured.
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Fig. 14. Quantifying the degree of plastic deformation within the extruded cup sidewall: (a) the average width of Cu grains vs. the
sidewall thickness t; (b) the average number of Cu grains within the sidewall vs. t; (c) the average strain vs. t.
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strain εd

ECAP
Process
8 pass
1 pass
1 pass
8 pass
1 pass
1 pass

Material

Cu 110 alloy

Cu 110 alloy

Cu 110 alloy

Al 1100 alloy

Al 1100 alloy

Al 1100 alloy

600℃×24 h

400℃×1 h

200℃×1 h

800℃×22 h

600℃×8 h

150℃×1 h

Heat
treatment

>200

15

5

50

8

2

Average grain size
(µm)

Table 1. Summary of conditions for ECAP processing and post-processing
annealing of 3 mm diameter Cu and Al rod specimens.
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